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ABSTRACT

Construction project success is normally assessed based upon time, cost and quality.
One or more of these three key measures of success are often not met and one factor
contributing to this is the increasing complexity of modern construction projects.
However, little research into the understanding of construction project complexity and
its effect on key measures of success has been conducted. Whilst much of the recent
research has been focused on evaluating projects using risk assessment and management
systems; the assessment of project complexity remains by implication rather than
application and understanding. No formal project complexity measurement or
evaluation tools currently exist and there is a clear need for this in practice. The aim of
the research was therefore to develop a model to evaluate the effects of project
complexity on project success at the pre construction stage with a particular reference to
increasing the accuracy of predicting project time, cost and quality outcomes.
Projects are often thought of as ordered, simple, straightforward and predictable
allowing them to be managed top down, however, in reality they are often complex,
dynamic phenomenon which need to be managed accordingly. A comprehensive
literature search provided the background knowledge and established the key issues
required to inform the research methodology and design of the model. Initially, five
themes of project complexity were identified: organisational; planning and
management; operational and technological; environmental; and uncertainty. Each
theme is made up of a number of measurable project complexity factors. Using
structured and semi structured interviews, questionnaires and case studies of live
projects, the factors were weighted using importance and significance indexes. The
results were used to develop a project complexity measurement process, which, was
further refined into the Project Complexity Evaluation Model (PCEM) that can be used
by practitioners. The PCEM has been developed as a two stage process: firstly to
measure the significance of the effect of project complexity and highlight areas of
concern; the second stage provides suggestions of appropriate actions that are required
in order to minimise or manage the effect of the measured project complexity.
The research has developed a methodology for identify themes and factors of project
complexity, in addition to this a methodology to measure and evaluate project
complexity has also been developed. The PCEM provides a standardised formal system
by which project complexity can be measured, evaluated and managed to contribute
towards delivering successful construction projects.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1.0

Introduction

The success or failure of a project can be judged based upon a number of factors but the
most common indicators are cost, time and quality. The most important factors to a
client are usually to complete the project within the specified schedule, on budget and to
the desired level of quality. Whether these factors are achieved can depend on many
factors with managers employing various tools and techniques to help predict outcomes.
Whilst cost planning, time and risk management techniques have been developed, this
research suggests that project complexity could be the key missing link.

Project success in terms of cost, time and quality is historically poor in the construction
industry (Bertelsen, 2003). It is a commonly held opinion that the reason for the poor
performance is the design and construction process being particularly complex for a
number of reasons (Baccarini, 1996), (Mills, 2001) and (Mulholland and Christian,
1999). It is the hypothesis of this work that being able to measure project complexity at
an early stage in a project will lead to a better understanding of the project, thereby
improving the management of projects and help to reduce the risks associated with
complex projects.

The terms complex and risky are often used to describe construction projects; however
there is no real clear and concise definition of what project complexity means in the
construction industry. The complexity of a project can contribute to the level of risk
and uncertainty experienced. Bertelsen (2003, p.1) explores the idea of construction as
a complex system, describing construction as more than a straightforward linear process
that can be managed top down.

He states “the frequent failures to complete

construction projects on time and schedule give rise to the thinking that the process
(construction) may not be as predictable as it may look”. Lifson and Shaifer (1982 ,
p.3) state “construction problems are complex, the elements of the problem are
numerous and the interrelationships among the elements are extremely complicated”.
Whilst it is important to understand that construction projects can be viewed as complex
systems, the focus of this work is upon project complexity and the specific themes and
factors that make construction projects in general complex.
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It is accepted throughout the industry that risk and uncertainty are an inherent part of
any construction project. Latham (1994, p.14) states “No construction project is risk
free. Risk can be managed, minimised, shared, transferred or accepted. It cannot be
ignored”. Although a number of risk assessment methods are available, it has been
suggested that there is a lack of an accepted method of risk assessment and management
in the construction sector compared with the finance and health sectors (Mulholland and
Christian, 1999).

Mulholland and Christian (loc.cit) suggest that the construction

industry also does not seem to recognise, nor accept, that risk should be addressed
formally and be given more serious attention.

There is a wealth of published material relating to risk and risk management in the
construction industry. Risk management can be considered to be the identification,
measurement and control at most economic cost of the hazards which can threaten life,
property and the assets and earnings of an organisation (Edwards, 1995, p.4). There are
a number of approaches to risk management; however there is no one recognised
standardised approach adopted by the construction industry.

There is also some

confusion when distinguishing between the terms risk and uncertainty.

Risk and

uncertainty can sometimes be confused; however it is possible to distinguish between
the two terms. Uncertainty can be regarded as the chance occurrence of some event
where probability distribution is genuinely not known. This means that uncertainty
relates to the occurrence of an event about which little is known, except the fact that it
may occur. Those who distinguish uncertainty from risk define risk as being where the
outcome of an event, or each set of possible outcomes, can be predicted on the basis of
statistical probability or other analytical means. This understanding of risk implies that
there is some knowledge about risk, as opposed to uncertainty about which there is no
knowledge (Smith, 1999, p.3).

Mills (2001) found that the greatest degree of uncertainty is encountered in the early
stages of a project This is supported by Smith et al (2006, p.81) who state that the
greatest degree of uncertainty about the future is encountered early in the life of a new
project. Decisions taken during the appraisal stage have a very large impact on final
cost, duration and benefits.

The extent and effects of change are frequently

underestimated during this phase although these are often considerable, particularly in
developing countries and remote locations. Smith et al (loc.cit) continue by adding that
16

the overriding conclusion drawn from recent research is that all parties involved in
construction projects would benefit greatly from reductions in uncertainty prior to
financial commitment. This highlights the issue that planning at the earliest stage of the
project must be well executed, in order to be able to identify and manage the risk,
uncertainty and complexity of the project. Managers cannot know for sure what the
future holds in store for them for example, weather, availability and costs of materials,
interruption of pertinent ordinances and contract documents and may not be sure of the
past or present e.g. geology of site location (Lifson and Shaifer, 1982, p.3). With proper
planning at an early stage, much of the uncertainty can be identified thereby providing
the opportunity to assess the possible outcomes of events, thus enabling a management
process to occur. Risk management is not about predicting the future; it is about
understanding the projects and making better decisions regarding the management of
that project tomorrow (Smith, 1999, p.2-3). Whilst some suggest that the complexity of
a project has an obvious impact upon the risk and uncertainty of a project and therefore
must be considered as an important part of risk management, this has not yet been
established.
1.1

Research aim and objectives

The aim of the research has been to develop a model that could be used to evaluate the
effects of project complexity at the pre construction stage in order to improve project
planning.

The objectives followed to achieve this aim are as follows:
1. To provide clear terms and definitions for systems, processes and methods of
project complexity and pre construction planning
2. To provide clear terms and definitions for uncertainty and risk.
3. To establish the key factors that contribute to project complexity.
4. Develop a methodology that can objectively measure project complexity at the
pre construction stage
5. To model the interdependencies between the project complexity factors.
6. To develop a conceptual model using the effective evaluation of project
complexity to improve pre construction planning.
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1.2

Rationale for the research

Previous research in the area of project risk, uncertainty and complexity (Gidado, 1993),
(Ashton and Gidado, 2001) and (Ashton, 2002) highlighted the importance of
complexity in construction projects. Ashton (2002, p.1) identified that from a randomly
chosen group of 312 contractors, over 57% had experienced difficulties solely as a
result of inadequate site investigation procedures. A subsequent questionnaire survey
and structured interviews with construction experts established that inadequate and
subjective methods are used to determine the extent and appropriateness of investigative
work and that a significant problem was a lack of understanding regarding complexity,
risk and uncertainty associated with pre construction planning.

A number of

recommendations for further research were made as a result of the work, one of which
was to further evolve the system and apply its principles to the super-structure of a
project thus creating a system that applies to the whole of a project, enabling for the first
time our ability to evaluate those factors that affect the successful analysis of project
planning.

This research builds upon this earlier work in response to the recommendations made, at
present there is no method available to measure the complexity of the construction
process, nor is there an accepted method to identify the factors that make a project
complex and identify the significance of these. The aim of this research therefore
addresses these issues so that project planning can be improved and projects can be
completed with greater success rates.

The key factors relating to measuring the success of a project are the time, the cost and
the quality of the finished project. A 1992 worldwide survey reported that the majority
of construction projects fail to achieve the objectives of the schedule (Cooper, 1994).
On many of these projects a schedule overrun did not seem probable at the beginning of
the project. Schedule targets are more often missed because of events, such as design
problems and industrial disputes that were predictable, but their likelihood and effects
are difficult to predict with any precision because no two construction projects are the
same.

Approximately 80% of projects have high uncertainty at the beginning of

construction (Mulholland and Christian, 1999).

The 2005 Construction Statistics

(Department of Trade and Industry, 2005) state that only 48% of projects were on target
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or better relating to cost and only 46% of projects were on target or better relating to
time. Overall this showed that over half the projects undertaken in the UK did not reach
expectations in relation to time and cost. It can be seen from these statistics that no
significant improvement has been made over the past decade. Therefore there is still a
need to improve project planning in order to improve project success.

Kumar Dey (2001) suggests that the main barriers for project success are the changes in
the project environment.

The problem multiplies with the size of the project as

uncertainties in project outcome increase with size. Large scale construction projects
are exposed to uncertain environments because of such factors as planning and design
complexity, presence of various interest groups (project owner, owners project group,
consultants, constructors, vendors etc.), resources (materials, equipment, funds, etc.)
availability, climatic environment and statutory regulations.

Although risk and

uncertainty affect all projects, size can be a major cause of risk. Other risk factors
include the complexity of the project, the speed of its construction, the location of the
project and its degree of unfamiliarity.

Among the managerial functions in construction, planning is considered as the most
important function that brings success for any given process, but only if it is done well
and at the right time (Gidado, 1996). In the course of time, the management of risk has
become a key element for the completion of projects within time schedule and planned
budget. It is now a common opinion that controllable and uncontrollable risks can only
be responded by utilizing risk management process over the entire project, i.e. prior to
the tender process and subsequently, by controlling and updating the system
periodically during the application of the pre determined plan (Oztas and Okmen, 2005).

The high level of project failure may be due to the risk, uncertainty and complexity
associated with the projects and the poor level of understanding of these factors
(Baccarini, 1996), (Mills, 2001) and (Mulholland and Christian, 1999). It is accepted
that risk and uncertainty are a part of any construction project, no matter what the size,
however it is evident that risk and uncertainty are not being properly identified and
managed.
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It is a common statement that the construction process is one of the most complex and
risky businesses undertaken, Baccarini (1996) states that the construction process may
be considered the most complex undertaking in any industry, however the construction
industry has developed great difficulty in coping with the increasing complexity of
major construction projects.

Mulholland and Christian (1999) support this further

adding construction projects are initiated in complex and dynamic environments
resulting in circumstances of high uncertainty and risk, which are compounded by
demanding time constraints. This is supported by Mills (2001) who describes the
construction industry as one of the most dynamic, risky and challenging businesses but
goes on to say however the industry has a very poor reputation for managing risk, with
many major projects failing to meet deadlines and cost targets.

Baccarini (1996) discusses how an understanding of project complexity and how it
might be managed is of significant importance to the construction industry. Bennett
(1991) observed that practitioners frequently describe their projects as simple or
complex when they are discussing management issues, thus indicating a practical
acceptance that complexity makes a difference to the management of projects.
Baccarini (loc.cit) describes how certain project characteristics provide a basis for
determining the appropriate managerial actions required to complete a project
successfully, and how project complexity is one such critical project dimension.
Although project complexity is recognised as a critical factor to project success, there is
currently no method by which to identify, measure or evaluate project complexity in the
construction industry. There is a need therefore to provide the industry with such a
system so that projects can be more successfully managed. Being able to measure
elements of a project such as risk and complexity is essential to be able to evaluate the
effect of these and therefore manage these factors. The importance of measuring was
highlighted by Beatham et al (2004, p.96-97).

They state that the performance

measurement is part of the strategic control process and therefore follows, in their
opinion, the same roles as those supplied by Neely. Beatham et al (loc.cit.) suggests
that the reasons to measure fall into four distinct categories:
1. Checking position: Establishment of current status and monitoring of progress
over time and against benchmarks.
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2. Communicating position: This can be a requirement; quoted firms must release
annual reports, safety statistics must be submitted in construction, they may be
expected by customers or employees, and also as a means of marketing
themselves.
3. Confirm priorities: Performance data provide insights into what is important to a
business, exposing shortfalls allowing organisations to rationalise and focus on
what the priorities should be.
4. Compel progress: The measures can help the organisation focus on specific
issues and encourage people to search for ways to change and improve
performance. The measures communicate the priorities and can form the basis
for reward.
Beatham et al (op.cit, p.97) add that whilst measuring is an essential part of improving
performance, it must be undertaken as part of a system which reviews performance,
decides on actions and changes the way in which the business operates. This work
believes that when considering the measurement of complexity at the pre construction
stage, measuring complexity alone will not be sufficient; ways by which to manage the
complexity of a project must be incorporated in to the system to make it effective.
1.3

Outline of thesis

The thesis is divided into four main sections. The first section introduces the research
and explains the methods used to conduct the research.

Section two provides an

overview of existing literature relating to the main issues impacting upon the research,
planning, evaluating projects and complexity. Section three presents the empirical data
collection and analyses stages and section four describes the model development and
testing and finally has drawn conclusions and made recommendations for further
research.

Chapter one introduces the research and sets out the aim of the research and the
objectives required to meet this aim. The rationale and background to the research has
been established and a layout of the thesis provided for clarity.

Chapter two presents the findings of the literature review concerning planning and the
pre construction stage of projects. The chapter focuses on planning techniques
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employed specifically in the construction industry and investigates the processes that
take place in a project in order to define the pre construction phase.

Chapter three provides the literature review concerning methods of evaluating
construction projects, focussing specifically on risk in the construction industry. The
chapter outlines the definitions of risk including the relationship between risk and
uncertainty. The chapter also provides an overview of risk management techniques and
discusses strategic risk and project planning and risk.

Chapter four provides an overview of complexity science, including definitions of
complexity in general as well as a more in depth discussion about chaos theory and how
complexity science varies from traditional science. Also discussed in the chapter is how
complexity is managed in other industries and the insights that can be gained from this.
Chapter four also includes the topic of complexity focused specifically in the
construction industry. Definitions of project complexity are identified as well as the
components thought to make a project complex.

Chapter five describes in detail the methodology behind the research and the specific
methods used in each section of the data collection and analysis process.

The

methodology outlines the approaches to data collection, the ontology and epistemology
and the ethical considerations of the work. The methods section describes the data
collection and analysis of each section of the research.

Chapter six concerns the interview and questionnaire process undertaken on the topic of
complexity in construction.

This chapter concentrates on the identification of the

factors which make a project complex. Chapter seven contains the results from the case
study analyses and identifies the frequency with which the project complexity factors
occur in order to determine the significance of each project complexity factor.

Chapter eight uses the information from all of the previous data collection chapters to
develop the methodology to evaluate complexity in projects and presents the model
developed. The chapter also includes the testing and validating process that the model
underwent.
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Chapter nine discusses the research and makes conclusions based upon all of the results
and present recommendations for further research. The research has finally provided
supporting appendices and references and bibliography to assist fellow research in
construction.
1.4

Conclusion

The aim of this chapter has been to introduce the research by setting out the research
problem and rationale, identifying the research aim and objectives and providing an
overview of the subject matter.

The research aims to develop a methodology to measure project complexity at the pre
construction stage and to develop this into a model that can be used to improve pre
construction planning.

No method currently exists to measure complexity in the

construction industry even though the increasing complexity of projects is often cited as
a factor contributing to poor project success rates.

The thesis is divided over nine chapters, describing the methods, the literature review
providing the background information required, the data collection and analysis and
finally the model development and conclusion. The next chapter outlines the research
methodology and methods.
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CHAPTER TWO: PLANNING AND THE PRE
CONSTRUCTION STAGE
2.0

Introduction

This chapter presents the findings of an in depth literature review surrounding the topic
of planning and the pre construction stage of construction projects. The aim of the
chapter has been to investigate, define and establish the components of the pre
construction stage and construction planning.

This chapter is divided into a number of sections describing different levels of planning,
the planning process, planning in construction projects, the components of planning and
planning at the pre construction stage and the activities that take place at the pre
construction stage. Finally conclusions are drawn from the information gathered in the
literature review and recommendations for the research are made.

Planning is a vital part of any construction project, without good planning it is unlikely
that a project will be successful. Keeping to the schedule, within cost limits and
maintaining the required quality are just some of the ways that the effectiveness of
planning can be measured. Planning is a process that takes place throughout the whole
construction project, not simply at the initial stages. It is important to consider planning
in this research as the project is focused on investigating how a measure of complexity
can be gained at the pre construction stage in order to improve the project planning. It
is vital therefore to understand how planning impacts upon the risk, uncertainty and
complexity experienced on a project and what is included in the pre construction stage.
2.1

What is planning?

The Collins English Dictionary (2006, p.908) defines planning simply as “the act or
purpose of making plans”.

A more in depth definition is that planning is the

(psychological) process of thinking about the activities required to create a desired
future on some scale. This thought process is essential to the creation and refinement of
a plan, or integration of it with other plans. The term is also used to describe the formal
procedures used in such an endeavour, such as the creation of documents, diagrams, or
meetings to discuss the important issues to be addressed, the objectives to be met, and
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the strategy to be followed. Beyond this, planning has a different meaning depending on
the political or economic context in which it is used.

There are three main levels of planning in any organisation, these are:
Strategic
Tactical
Operational
Strategic plans are the plans developed to achieve strategic goals. More precisely, a
strategic plan is a general plan outlining decisions of resource allocation, priorities and
action steps necessary to reach strategic goals. These plans are set by the board of
directors and top management, generally have an extended time horizon and address
questions of scope, resource deployment, competitive advantage and synergy (Griffin,
2007, p.177).

Langford and Male (2001, p.100-101) describe construction firms demonstrating good
strategic practice as having the following characteristics:
Formulating an overall strategy at the strategic apex that is based on a
combination of intuition and informed awareness;
Expecting operating units to develop and present their own plans to the main
board such that they can be consolidated into a single plan;
Using planning departments to provide contextual background information,
undertake analysis and develop the board‟s thinking into operating plans;
Having mechanisms in place that permit their strategies to be changed if the
external and internal circumstances necessitate it.
In most firms, the strategic planning process is a combination of top down and bottom
up. The senior management at main board level provide the goals and vision, whilst
those at divisional and regional levels provide the detail and identify the opportunities
and activities and actions that are consistent with senior management plans at main
board level. The strategic planning horizon is typically three to five years, although this
may be longer (loc.cit).
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Tactical plans are aimed at achieving tactical goals and are developed to implement
specific parts of a strategic plan. Tactical plans typically involve upper and middle
management and compared with strategic plans, have somewhat shorter time horizon
and a more specific and concrete focus. Thus tactical plans are concerned more with
actually getting things done than with deciding what to do. Operational plans focus
upon carrying out tactical plans to achieve operational goals. They are developed by
middle and lower level managers and have a short term focus and relatively narrow
scope. Each operational plan deals with a fairly small set of activities (Griffin, 2007,
p.177).

Figure 2-1 shows the steps in the strategic planning process. The different

levels of planning can be seen in the diagram, another important issue highlighted by
the diagram is that throughout the whole planning process that progress is monitored
and reported and the plans are updated and evolve.

Figure 2-1 Steps in the planning process
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2.2

Construction planning

So far this chapter has discussed planning in fairly general terms. This section of the
chapter looks in more detail at planning in construction projects, with a specific focus
on the pre construction stage.
2.2.1

Why do we need to Plan?

Planning is crucial to any organisations success for a number of reasons. Benefits of
planning include:
Planning saves time
Panning provides the tools needed to deal with expected and unexpected
problems
Planning provides a timetable for accomplishment
Planning gives a specific procedure for moving forward
Planning helps organisations to measure progress and evaluate the success of
projects
Planning coordinates peoples efforts so they are not wasted
Planning stimulates new ideas and better ways to accomplish goals
Planning is an essential factor for the success of any construction project. Without
planning it is difficult to envisage the successful conclusion of any project or the
effective control of time, money or resources. Planning is also essential in order to deal
with construction risks and devise safe working methods. This is true throughout all
stages of the process from inception through the design, tendering, construction and
commissioning stages of a project (Cooke and Williams, 2004, p.130).

The reasons for planning in construction may be summarised as:
To aid contract control
To establish realistic standards
To monitor performance in terms of output, time and money
To keep the project under constant review and take action when necessary to
correct the situation.
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2.2.2

The planning process

It may be considered that planning a project simply involves producing a programme
for the work to follow. However, although the programme is an important outcome of
the planning process, there is much more involved in successfully planning a project.
Both the client‟s representative or project manager and the contractor have many things
to think about if the project is to be successful. In construction, planning is carried out
at three main stages, pre tender, pre contract and contract. Figure 2-2 summarises some
of the many complex considerations made during the clients planning process, and
Figure 2-3 likewise shows a similar overview from the contractor‟s point of view as
well as showing the relationship between the three planning stages.

PROJECT
PLANNING

DURING THE
DESIGN STAGE

DURING THE
CONSTRUCTION
STAGE

Appraise options
Confirm business case
Develop project strategy
Prepare strategic brief
Assemble team
Devise risk management plan
Choose procurement arrangement
Risk assessment and pre tender H&S plan
Commence H&S file
Prepare client programme 9master
schedule)
Budget and cash flow
Pre qualify contractors
Organise and administer tender stage
Check tenders
Choose preferred bid
Prepare contract documents
Sign contract
Pre start meeting
Check bonds and insurances
Check construction H&S plan
Contract administration
Make contract payments
Monitor progress
Report to client
Handover H&S file
Administer defects liability period
Sign off final account

Figure 2-2 Overview of client planning process (Cooke and Williams 2004, p.135)
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PRE TENDER
PLANNING

PRE CONTRACT
PLANNING

CONTRACT
PLANNING

Decision to tender
Pre tender arrangements
Site visit report
Enq. To subcontractors and suppliers
Tender method statement
Build up estimate
Pre tender programme
Build up preliminaries
Response to pre tender H&S plan
Tender risk assessment
Management adjudication
Analysis of tender performance
Pre contract meeting and arrangements for
commencing work
Place subcontractor orders
Site layout planning
Construction method statement
Master programme
Requirement schedule
Contract budget forecasts
Risk assessment
Preparation and approval of construction
H&S plan
Monthly planning (long term)
Weekly planning (short term)
Progress reporting
Cost – value reconciliation
Report to management
Review/updating of H&S plan

Figure 2-3 Overview of contractor planning process (Cooke and Williams 2004, p.136)

Pre tender planning during the tender period is closely linked to the estimating process
and tender adjudication prior to submission of the bid. It is concerned with the outline
details of the project and the establishment of project duration. During this stage, the
planner should work closely with the estimator and programmes produced should be
consistent with methods, resources and outputs used in the estimate. Commercial
considerations to establish a competitive bid should be dealt with at a later stage
(Griffith et al., 2000).

Reasons for pre tender planning according to Cooke and

Williams (2004) are:
To establish a realistic contract period on which the tender may be based
To identify construction methods
To assess method related items which affect the bid price
To aid the build up of contract preliminaries and plant expenditure
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To aid the tendering process.
Pre contract planning generally takes place during the period between contract award
and commencement of work on site. This is the case for a project based on a traditional
competitive tender but there may be differences in procedures where other procurement
arrangements are used. Before work starts on site, the contractor will develop the pre
tender programme into the operations to be carried out. Copies of this programme will
be presented to the clients representative who will use it as a tool to monitor the
contractors overall progress during construction. The master programme will often
show when information is required by the contractor and act as a prompt for the
architect. Reasons for pre contract planning are:
To provide a broad outline plan or strategy for the project
To comply with contract conditions
To establish a construction sequence on which the master programme may be
based
To identify key project dates
To highlight key information requirements
To enable the assessment of contract budgets and cumulative value forecasts
To schedule key dates with respect to key material and subcontractor
requirements
Contract planning takes place during the contract stage. During the contract stage the
master programme will be further developed. For instance, a stage might be prepared
showing part of the master programme in more detail. Alternatively, the contractor
might produce a series of short term programmes at weekly or fortnightly intervals so as
to plan day-to-day work in detail. Contract planning is done by the main contractor in
order to maintain control and ensure that the project is completed on time and within the
cost limits established at the tender stage. Subcontractors contribute to the process
either by submitting their work programmes for approval or through discussion with the
main contractor. As the contract progresses, invariably the programme changes from its
original form, delays occur; work is disrupted due to design changes and unforeseen
events take place such as the discovery of bad ground or contamination. This causes
delay and/or disruption to the programme which the contractor has to accommodate.
These changes should be recorded on a revised programme which should be constantly
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updated throughout the project as work proceeds and as other problems arise. The
reasons for contracts are:
To monitor the master programme – monthly, weekly and daily
To plan site operations in detail in the short term
To optimise and review resources
To keep the project under review and report on variances
2.2.3

Components of construction planning

Gidado (2004) asserts that planning is made up of four main parts:
Method statements;
Programming and scheduling;
Organisational and systems set up; and
Site set up and layout.
Each of these parts is considered in the context of physical and financial requirements
and is made up of a number of components. Each identified planning component
produces at least one planning deliverable.

Figure 2-4 shows the 38 planning

deliverables identified by Gidado (loc.cit).

Programming and
scheduling
A1.1 Master programme
A1.2 Detailed programme
A1.3 Short term Prog
A2 Scaffold schedule
A3 Plant required
schedule
A4 Labour histograms
A5 Cost curves
A6 Information reqd.
schd.
A7 Sub-contractors schd.
A8 Reporting schedules
A9 Completion dates
A10 Lead time
A11 Earn value analysis

Method statements
B1 Work breakdown
structure
B2 Work packages
B3 Interface management
B4 Methods of principle
operations
B5 Formwork general
arrangement
B6 Temporary works
B7 Construction joints
B8 Vertical & horizontal
transportation
B9 Mix designs
B10 Resources allocation

Organisational &
systems set up
C1 managerial staff
required
C2 Project staff and
other parties roles and
responsibilities
C3 Communication
system
C4 Quality system
C5 Safety system
C6 Monitoring systems
C7 Controlling systems
C8 Site meetings
C9 Site diary
C10 Environmental
impact

Site set up & layout
D1 Access & Traffic
D2 Material store &
handling
D3 Administrative
building & facilities
D4 Plant & workshops
D5 Temporary services
D6 Safety signs
D7 Security
D8 Site maintenance

Figure 2-4 Components and deliverables of planning (Gidado 2004)
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Gidado (loc.cit) continues by stating that the four identified parts of construction
planning intersect with one another and each is independent with the environment
surrounding the project. The whole system is aimed at creating models of effective use
of space, people, materials, plant, information, energy, access, time and money in order
to achieve the set project objectives. This is represented in a simple model shown in
Figure 2-5.

Figure 2-5 Construction planning input-conversion-output model (Gidado 2004)

The constraints affecting the system are indicated to be originating from the
environmental envelope (it is important to note that the constraints may also originate
from the resources used or be inherent in the system).

The refinement of plans

produced by the planning engine takes place through the financial and physical planning
intersecting funnels, which mainly carries out constraints management aimed at
producing reliable cost, time, quality and safety plans (Gidado, 2004).
2.2.4

Construction planning at the pre construction stage

The initial planning framework of a project, including contractor commitment to the
overall construction timescale, is set during the pre construction „first planning‟ period.
Adequate pre construction planning is therefore recognised as essential to limit potential
for later construction delays and cost overruns.
initiatives, such as Last Planner

TM

However, many recent industry

, while recognising the need for accurate planning at

the strategic level, have resulted in much focus upon improving site-based construction
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planning.

This of course is after the contractor has irretrievably committed to a

contractually binding construction project timescale. The production of feasible pre
construction and project master plans is essential to achieve later success during the
construction phase and any failure in producing this can affect both the client‟s and the
contractor‟s success and negate or neutralise any successful onsite planning (Johansen
and Wilson, 2006).

Johansen and Wilson (loc.cit) present a number of authors views regarding the level of
planning required at the early stages of a project: “Laufer and Tucker (1988) suggest
that detailed planning of activities to be carried out far into the future adds production
and monitoring cost, hinders a clear overview of the project and is generally futile
owing to the uncertainties which cannot be quantified and they recommend that first
planning be at the lowest level of detail possible. Ballard (2000) agrees that the main
purpose of „front end‟ planning is to demonstrate the feasibility of the overall project
duration and does not require a high level of detail, while Ballard and Howell (2003)
highlight the potential waste and energy obsolescence in proceeding with early detailed
planning.

These views contrast with Gidado (2004), who recommends that more

detailed planning is required to improve pre construction planning efficiency. Faniran
et al (1999) also investigated the relationship between construction planning effort and
planning effectiveness to attempt to identify the optimum level of planning and
concluded that both too little and too much planning can lead to poor project
performance”.

The primary role of the planner is to ensure that plans are realistic and prevent excessive
exposure to risks of the project running over time or cost or of compromising quality,
but without being so cautious that the contract is awarded to a less pessimistic
competitor (Johansen and Wilson, 2006).

During the pre construction stage, planning decisions are made at the macro level and
are mainly concerned with design review, site investigation, selection of the
construction sequence and procurement of the major elements required for the execution
of the work. It is considered essential to create pre construction and project master
plans that are feasible as their overall reliability and achievability is deemed a
prerequisite for later success during the construction phase (Miyagawa, 1997).
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Gidado (2004) established that the current planning practice at the pre construction
stage does not fully carry out the refinement process of all the 38 deliverables that were
outlined earlier. Gidado suggests that this may be due to lack of sufficient time, or cost
implication (having a very low probability of bid success), or lack of awareness, lack of
knowledge and expertise or any combination or all of the factors. Often contractors
defer the commencement of any detailed planning until after the contract has been won
and before work commences on site (post contract planning). Again, the time between
winning the contract and work commencing on site is often too short to fully plan the
whole project in detail.

A negative outcome of the detailed post contract planning may reveal a high risk level
and severe financial commitment by the contractors, which may be passed down to the
subcontractors or up to the client in the form of claims or variations or contract reviews.
This usually sets up the project on a very bad start with disputes, bad welfare facilities,
high health risk and low quality being the likeliest outcome, otherwise the contractor‟s
or the subcontractor‟s anticipated profit may decline. This problem seems to be more
prevalent in design-and-build contracts.

Laufer and Tucker (1988) concluded that, while specialist planners have the time to do
the work and better strategic decision making skills, they may have incomplete practical
knowledge, limited detailed information available and also lack final decision making
authority. Conversely, construction managers may have improved practical knowledge
and possess decision making authority but lack the time available to plan.

Gidado (2004) suggests that the solution to the problem rests on allowing sufficient time
for tender and the employers bid requirement must categorically state the need to submit
detailed plans.

This may require some adjustments in the tendering procedure,

especially in the open tendering system.

Another suggested alternative is for the

tendering contractors to collectively employ a Project Planning Consultant (PPC) to
produce detailed plans for common elements leaving individual tenderers to concentrate
on other specialised elements. The PPC is paid for his service on the basis of “winner
pays”.
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The control of time cannot be affected in isolation from resources as costs. Project
planning methods should be utilised to communicate to all parties in a project, to
identify sequences of activities and to draw attention to potential problem areas. The
successful realisation of a project will depend greatly on careful planning and
continuous monitoring and updating.

The activities of designers, manufacturers,

suppliers, contractors and all their resources must be organised and integrated to meet
the objectives set by the client and/or the contractor. In most cases the programme will
form the basis of the plan.

Sequences of activities will be defined and linked on a timescale to ensure that priorities
are identified and that efficient use is made of expensive and/or scarce resources.
Remember, however, that because of the uncertainty it should be expected that the plan
will change. It must therefore be updated quickly and regularly if it id to remain as a
guide to the most efficient way of completing the project. The programme should
therefore be simple, so that updating is straightforward and does not demand the
feedback of large amounts of data, and flexible, so that all alternative courses of action
are obvious.

The purpose of planning is therefore to persuade people to perform tasks before they
delay the operations of other groups of people, and in such a sequence that the best use
is made of available resources and to provide a framework for the decision making in
the event of change.

It is difficult to involve the individuals and organisations

responsible for the activities or operations as the plan is developed.

In developing a plan which is to be used for purposes of control, it is vital to distinguish
between different categories of change and to fully instigate the monitoring and formal
aspect of the project.

Typically, the main categories are: adapted, fixed (e.g. for

mobilisation); time related (e.g. for resources and overheads) and quantity proportional
(e.g. for materials). Their relative importance will differ with the project and it is
interesting to note the importance and it is interesting to note the importance of time
related costs and the implications of delay in plant intensive construction projects.

Project management information systems (PMISs) should forecast the outcome of a
project in terms related to achievement of its objectives. Integrated cost models link
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time with money. They provide project managers with forecasts to completion in terms
of cost, time resource usage and cash flow. Decisions about future actions can be made
with the best available forecasts in these terms. Cost models also help to overcome an
implementation gap between monitoring systems and the manager‟s action.

Risk

management software (RMS) is the term used to denote specialist software, which can
be used to apply one of the many risk assessment methodologies.
2.3

The pre construction stage

All construction projects consist of a number of stages ranging from the inception of the
project to the practical completion and operation of the built facility. This research has
focused specifically on investigating the complexity and risk of a project at the pre
construction stage; therefore it is important to establish exactly what is meant by the
term pre construction. In order to establish what is included in the pre construction stage
and provide a definition for the purposes of this research, a number of existing “plans of
work” have been investigated and are presented here.
2.3.1

Stages in construction projects

This section presents the stages identified in construction projects by eight different
sources. It is anticipated that common stages will be identified in each plan of work
which will allow a definition of what the pre construction stage of a project includes.

The specific items within each stage may differ depending upon the procurement route
selected for the project, however, every construction project goes through similar
processes and stages irrespective of the procurement route chosen and it is therefore
expected that a pre construction stage can be identified for all major methods of
procurement.
2.3.1.1 The RIBA Plan of work (for fully designed projects)
The RIBA plan of works (Royal Institute of British Architects, 2000) is a well
established document that is widely accepted in the construction industry. The plan is
separated into three main sections: feasibility, the pre construction period and the
construction period which cover everything in the project from the identification of the
need to the completion and signing off of the building. The plan can be seen in Figure
A- 1 in Appendix A
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2.3.1.2 The British Property Federation System
The British Property Federation system (The British Property Federation Limited, 1983)
divides the design and construction process into five stages. Each stage ends at a point
which a Client normally makes a decision on whether to proceed or not. The systems
is, however flexible, and allows clients to decide where the dividing line between stages
should be drawn. Some stages could even be merged. The five stages are shown in
Figure A- 2 The BPF System along with a detailed description of each stage in
Appendix A.
2.3.1.3 Peters (1981) Construction stages
As well as investigating published plans of work it is useful to see how projects are
divided into stages in project management literature.

Peters (1981) has divided a

construction project into four main stages, each with a number of activities. In
discussing the roles of project management let us look at the various stages a project
goes through along the path to completion. When viewed as a system, the project is a
dynamic ever changing one. Its status changes from that of an idea or concept, through
to feasibility studies, execution and finally completion. Figure 2-6 The four general
stages of construction shows the four stages of construction according to Peters.

Idea

Feasibility

Execution

Completion

Figure 2-6 The four general stages of construction

Figure A- 3 The feasibility and idea stages in Appendix A shows the feasibility and idea
stages in more detail and Figure A- 4 in Appendix A shows the execution and
completion stages in more detail.
2.3.1.4 JCT Draft schedule of services
The JCT Draft schedule of services is a plan of works similar to the others investigated
in this report. However, in this scheme it is expected that the feasibility study will be
complete prior to the appointment of consultants under this scheme and therefore stages
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A and B do not form part of the scheme. This can be seen in Figure A- 5 in Appendix
A.
2.3.1.5 BS 7000: 1997 – Part 4
The British Standard on the management of design in construction complements
standards on the design process in manufacturing. It has been produced to help the
management and planning of the design process (Hughes and Murdoch, 2001). This can
be seen in Figure A- 6 in Appendix A.
2.3.1.6 Construction Industry Council
The Construction Industry Council, in conjunction with the Association of Consulting
Engineers has been engaged in mapping responsibilities throughout the design process.
This can be seen in Figure A- 7 in Appendix A.
2.3.1.7 Construction Industry Board
The Construction Industry board produced Constructing Success (1997) as a response to
the Latham report (1994). It provides guidance on how to organise the construction
process in conjunction with the complementary document, selecting consultants for the
team. This can be seen in Figure A- 8 in Appendix A.
2.3.1.8 Process protocol map
The Process Protocol Map (PPM) has been produced by a research team at the
University of Salford, in conjunction with industrial collaboration from the construction
industry.

The purpose of this work is to increase coordination and decrease

fragmentation, by applying organisational principles from manufacturing industries
(Hughes and Murdoch, 2001). This can be seen in Figure A- 9 in Appendix A.
2.3.2

Comparison of the stages

All of the plans of work presented in this section have common stages, these may be
labelled differently but in general describe the same functions. Table 2-1 compares the
stages in each plan of work, this table is based upon a similar table by (Hughes and
Murdoch, 2001).

Hughes and Murdoch (2001) investigate the similarity of the different plans studied in
their research. They state that in the broadest terms the project must start with some
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kind of definition of what is intended, followed by design work. Various process of
contract formation precedes the actual construction work. Information continues to be
provided by the design team during construction and at the end of the project, there is
usually specific activity associated with bringing everything to completion.

This

provides five basic types of work that are fundamentally different from each other:
Defining the project
Design work
Contract formation
Construction work (including provision of detailed information)
Completion of project
Each category may contain several stages and there are complex interactions between
stages. At every point, management effort is needed to maintain progress of the project
and to ensure that the project is appropriate to its context.

It is obvious from studying the plans of work that the pre construction section of a
construction project includes a number of stages each with a wide variety of activities.
In order to define what is meant by the pre construction stage for the purposes of this
research, the information gathered in this literature review will be utilised and combined
with the information to be gathered form interviews to obtain a clear and concise
definition.
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JCT
A Appraisal
B Strategic briefing
C Outline proposals
D Detailed proposals
E Final proposals
F1 Production information
F2 Production information
G Tender documentation
H Tender action
J Mobilisation

BPF
1 Concept
2 Preparation of the brief

K Construction to practical
completion
L After practical completion
RIBA 2000
A Appraisal
B Strategic briefing
C Outline proposals
D Detailed proposals
E Final proposals

5 Construction

3 Design proposals

4 Tendering

CIC
A&B Appraisal and strategic briefing
C Outline proposals
D Detailed proposals
E Final Proposals
F1 Production information
F2 Production information
G Tender documentation
H Tender action
J, F2 & K Mobilisation, post production
info and construction

Construction

CIB
Getting started
Defining the project
Assembling the team

F Production information
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G Tender documentation
H Tender action
J Mobilisation
K Construction to practical
completion
L After practical completion

BS7000
Inception and initial brief
Feasibility study and brief development
Conceptual design
Scheme design
Detail design
Information for construction

PPM
0&1 Demonstrating the need, conception of need
2&3 Outline feasibility, substantive feasibility
4 Outline conceptual design
5 Full conceptual design
6 Coordinate design, procurement and full
financial authority
7 Production information

Designing and constructing

8 Construction

Completion and evaluation

9 Operation and maintenance

Table 2-1 Comparison of the stages

Peters (1981)
Idea
Feasibility

Execution

Completion

The information presented in this section has portrayed the stages undertaken in any
construction project and has sought to identify the activities included in the pre
construction stage of the project. There are a number of plans of work that are followed
in the industry which set out the project stage by stage. Amongst these plans there is a
general consensus of the stages that a project will go through and common activities
which take place in each stage.
2.4

Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was to present the findings of a literature review in the area of
planning and the pre construction stage and to fulfil the objective: To provide clear
terms and definitions for systems, processes, methods and procedures of project
complexity and pre construction planning. Planning has been defined simply as the act
or purpose of making plans, in more detail planning is the psychological process of
thinking about the activities required to create a desired future on some scale. This
thought process is essential to the creation and refinement of a plan, or integration of it
with other plans. The term is also used to describe the formal procedures used in such
an endeavour, such as the creation of documents, diagrams or meetings to discuss the
important issues to be addressed, the objectives to be met and the strategy to be
followed. Beyond this, planning has a different meaning depending on the political or
economic context in which it is used.

The three levels of planning (strategic, tactical and operational) have been discussed.
The level that this research is most interested in is the strategic level of construction
management and planning as it is felt that the greatest change can be made at this level
and filter down.

Strategic planning is an essential part of construction projects,

however, previous research has focused more specifically at the tactical and operational
levels. Although this has had some positive impact in the industry, a more strategic
view may be able to induce a greater degree of positive change.

The planning process in construction projects consists of three main stages, pre-tender,
pre-contract and contract. Each stage encompasses a number of processes and decision
making points which have been described earlier in the chapter. The main focus of this
research in terms of planning is to investigate the planning process prior to any
construction work taking place in a project. This stage inevitably will include much of
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the planning that takes place throughout the course of the project, especially in regards
to the strategic and tactical levels. Definitions of these stages are given in the main
body of the chapter.

One deliverable of this chapter has been to establish the components of construction
planning. The components of planning adopted for this research are those identified by
Gidado (2004). The four main parts of planning are:
Method statements
Programming and scheduling
Organisational and systems setup
Site setup and layout.
At first glance these may appear to focus specifically on the operational level of
planning, however, all of these components have both physical and financial
requirements which apply them to all levels of planning. This is illustrated by the
planning deliverables that have been identified that make up each component.

The benefits of planning are numerous, without good planning it is difficult to envisage
the successful conclusion of any project or the effective control of time, money and
resources. Planning is also essential in order to deal with risks and devise safe working
methods. It is widely accepted throughout the construction industry that planning is an
essential part of any project, however there is some contention as to how much planning
is useful at the pre construction stage. It has been argued that more planning at the pre
construction stage will lead to a more successful project by some, but others disagree
arguing planning should have more emphasis on site based short term planning as lots
of early planning only leads to the need for more control and monitoring. It is the view
in this research that good, effective planning at the pre construction stage is preferable
to more short term planning, as even though more control and monitoring may be
needed, this can only lead to a better controlled project with a higher chance of success.

In order to establish what takes place at the pre construction stage, a number of plans of
work or similar documents were examined and compared to identify common stages
and enable a definition of the pre construction stage to be formulated for the purpose of
this research. By simple definition the pre construction stage could be considered to be
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everything that takes place before the actual physical construction work on site takes
place. However, as the research aim is to design a method of measuring the complexity
at the pre construction stage so that adequate planning and management can be put into
action to reduce the negative risk associated with complexity it is essential that a cut off
point be established in the definition of the pre construction stage in order for this to be
achieved.

Through studying and comparing the plans of work, a common stage of tender action or
production information/information for construction has been identified prior to
mobilisation and construction. It is felt therefore that this is an appropriate stage to
describe and define as pre construction as much of the documentation and planning is
complete at this stage, therefore giving enough information to assess the complexity but
also allowing time to implement planning and management to deal with the complexity
prior to construction.

It was necessary to investigate construction planning as part of this research in order to
understand the impact that planning has upon a project and the different stages of
planning in order to identify the most appropriate stage of a project in which to measure
project complexity. The aim of this research is to develop a model to measure and
evaluate project complexity specifically to improve project planning; therefore an good
understanding of the planning process and how measuring complexity could improve
the process is vital.
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CHAPTER THREE: EVALUATING CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS
3.0

Introduction

The aim of this chapter has been to investigate the current methods and systems used to
evaluate projects. The main system currently used in the construction industry is to
evaluate projects based upon their risk. This chapter therefore focuses on defining risk
in construction and establishing current risk management practices in order to better
understand how risk is viewed in the construction industry and the effect it has upon the
complexity of a project. This has been achieved through means of an in depth literature
search and review.

It is important to note that although the construction industry focuses primarily on risk it
is only one factor that contributes to the complexity of a project and should therefore
not be the only factor that is considered when assessing projects. It is the premise of
this research that risk should be considered as one part of the project and more focus
should be placed upon other factors such as the planning and management. Although
the focus is placed upon risk, it may be possible to use current risk evaluation factors
and apply them to other areas of the project.

As well as investigating risk as an evaluation technique, other evaluation methods have
been investigated and described. The chapter is divided into a number of sections, each
focusing on a different evaluation method. In addition to describing ways of evaluating
projects, Chapter Eight includes a section describing different methods of measuring,
both in the construction industry and other sectors.
3.1

Risk

It is accepted throughout the industry that risk and uncertainty are an inherent part of
any construction project; Latham (1994, p.14) states, “No construction project is risk
free. Risk can be managed, minimised, shared, transferred or accepted. It cannot be
ignored”. However, although a number of risk assessment methods are available, it has
been suggested that there is a lack of an accepted method of risk assessment and
management among professionals in the construction industry compared with the
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financial and health professions. The construction industry also does not seem to
recognise, nor accept, that risk should be addressed formally and given more serious
attention (Mulholland and Christian, 1999).
3.1.1

Defining risk

The term risk is widely used in the construction industry and has a number of
connotations.

According to Flanagan and Norman (1993, p.8) typical risks in a

construction project include:
Failure to complete within the stipulated design and construction time;
Failure to obtain the expected outline planning, detailed planning or building
code/regulation approvals within the time allowed in the design programme;
Unforeseen adverse ground conditions delaying the project;
Exceptionally inclement weather delaying the project;
Strike by the labour force;
Unexpected price rises for labour and materials;
Failure to let to a tenant upon completion;
An accident to an operative on site causing physical injury;
Latent defects occurring in the structure through poor workmanship;
Force majeure (flood, earthquake etc);
A claim from the contractor for loss and expense caused by the late production
of design details by the design team;
Failure to complete the project within the client‟s budget allowance.
Edwards (1995, p.5) suggests that risks can manifest in a number of ways, these can be:
Physical/material – loss due to fire, corrosion, explosion, structural defect, war
Consequential – loss of profits following fire, following theft
Social – changes to public opinion, expectations of workforce, greater awareness
of moral issues (e.g. environment)
Legal liabilities – tortuous liabilities, statutory liabilities, contractual liabilities
Political – governmental intervention, sanctions, act of foreign governments,
inflationary/deflationary policies, export/import restrictions, trading alliances,
changes in legislation
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Financial – inadequate inflation forecasts, incorrect marketing decisions, credit
policies
Technical – increased technology in manufacture, communications, data
handling, interdependency of manufacturers, methods of storage, stock control
and distribution.
Edwards (op.cit, p.6) goes on to describe that risks that affect an organisation may be
those arising from outside the company, such as natural hazards, activities of suppliers
and debtor customers. They can also exist within a company, for example physical
damage and accidents or be transmitted from the company, such as environmental
damage, injury from products and negligence.

Flanagan and Norman (1993, p.8) highlight that it is important to distinguish the sources
of risk from their effects. Ultimately, all risk encountered on a project is related to one
or more of the following:
Failure to keep within the cost budget /forecast /estimate/ tender; failure to keep
within the time stipulated for the approvals,
Design, construction and occupancy and;
Failure to meet the required standards for quality, function, fitness for purpose,
safety and environmental preservation.
There are a number of definitions of risk offered by authors in current literature. The
dictionary definition of risk is „„the possibility of incurring misfortune or loss, chance of
a loss or other event on which a claim may be filed‟‟ (Dictionary, 2006, p.1041).

Mills (2001) defines risk as the chance of an adverse event depending on the
circumstances. The impact of risk can be measured as the likelihood of a specific
unwanted event and its unwanted consequences or loss.

Williams (1995, p.7) discuses the definition of risk, not specifically in the construction
industry, and cites a number of authors. Mills states that the word 'risk' generally has
implications of negative or adverse results from an uncertain event: Ansell and Wharton
(1992) discuss the origins of the word and some modern definitions, all referring to the
uncertainty of the event and the adverseness of the effect. However, both of these
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aspects must be present; the casual reader will be confused by a number of definitions
of risk in the literature that (wrongly) define risk as simply a bad event, for example
Fishburn (1984), who calls a certain bad event 'risky', Statman and Tyebjee (1984) who
define risk as 'a high probability of failure', or in the IT field, Bunyard (1982), who
defines software risks as software defects.
The definition of risk subscribed to by Emlensvag and Kjostad (2005) is “exposure to
the chance of injury or loss; a hazard or dangerous chance” – they suggest measuring
risk in terms of “degree of impact and degree of belief”. That is, risk arises due to
choices made and choices not made. This also falls in line with the theory as risk having
only negative impacts.

It has even been argued by some authors that the term risk should be abandoned
altogether. Dowie (1999) states that the term risk is simply not needed, arguing that the
term is an obstacle to improved decision and policy making. He suggests that the term
risk will always contaminate discussions of probability because of the implicit value
judgments that the term always brings with it. While not arguing to abandon the term
altogether, Chapman (2003, p.4) and Ward and Chapman (2003) are sympathetic to the
suggestion, highlighting their concerns that the term risk is usually associated with
adversity, implying that project risks are potential adverse effects on project
performance, and that sources of risks are things that might go wrong, or threats to the
project.

It is important to understand that risk can have positive as well as negative effects on a
project. The traditional view of risk is that it is something that must be avoided, there is
no denying that risk can have a negative impact, however, where there is risk there is
also opportunity, so the key is to properly manage risks so that the opportunities
presented can be taken advantage of.

Ward and Chapman (2003, p.6) embrace this concept and discuss project risk
management with a view to managing opportunities as well as the negative impacts of
risk. They suggest that in any given decision situation both threats and opportunities are
usually involved, and both should be managed. A focus on one should never be allowed
to eliminate concern for the other. Moreover, opportunities and threats can sometimes
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be treated separately, but they are seldom independent, just as two sides of the same
coin can be examined one at a time, but they are not independent when it comes to
tossing the coin.

Ward and Chapman (loc.cit) highlight that recognising the fact that risk can present
both threats and opportunities to the project, guides published by the US Project
Management Institute (PMI) and the UK Association for Project Management (APM)
have adopted a broad view of risk. Their definitions of risk are very similar, as follows:
Risk: an uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive or negative
effect on a project objective (Project Management Institute, 2000).
Risk: an uncertain event or set of circumstances that, should it occur, will have
an effect on the achievement of the project‟s objectives (Simon et al., 1997).
These definitions support the idea that risk can have both positive and negative effects,
however within the construction industry, the traditional view of risk with negative
connotations is still the most prevalent perception of risk.

The concept of risk

presenting opportunities as well as threats is however growing, with a number of
authors discussing this.
Dallas (2006, p.37) explores this concept stating that the saying “nothing ventured,
nothing gained” neatly captures the concept that taking risk is necessary in order to gain
rewards. Thus project risk management is not about eliminating risk altogether but
controlling the risks to which the organisation is exposed when undertaking a project
from which defined benefits are expected.

This view is again supported by Hillson (2002) who argues that there is no doubt that
common usage of the word „„risk‟‟ sees only the downside. Asking the man in the street
if he would like to have a risk happen to him will nearly always result in a negative
response - „„Risk is bad for you.‟‟ This is reflected in the traditional definitions of the
word, both in standard dictionaries and in some technical definitions. However, some
professional bodies and standards organisations have gradually developed their
definitions of risk to include both upside and downside.

Hillson (2002) believes that

the decision to encompass both opportunities and threats within a single definition of
risk is a clear statement of intent, recognising that both are equally important influences
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over project success, and both need managing proactively. It is argued that opportunities
and threats are not qualitatively different in nature, since both involve uncertainty which
has the potential to affect project objectives. As a result, both can be handled by the
same process, although some modifications may be required to the standard risk
management approach in order to deal effectively with opportunities. For the purpose
of this research the definition of risk provided by the PMI (see p.87) has been adopted
as this encompasses both the positive and negative aspects of the term.
3.1.2

Risk and uncertainty

Risk and uncertainty are often confused as being the same; however it is possible to
distinguish between the two terms.

Uncertainty can be regarded as the chance

occurrence of some event where probability distribution is genuinely not known. This
means that uncertainty relates to the occurrence of an event about which little is known,
except the fact that it may occur. Those who distinguish uncertainty from risk define
risk as being where the outcome of an event, or each set of possible outcomes, can be
predicted on the basis of statistical probability. This understanding of risk implies that
there is some knowledge about a risk, as opposed to uncertainty about which there is no
knowledge (Smith et al., 2006, p.3)
The dictionary definition of risk is „„hazard, chance of bad consequences, loss, exposure
to chance of injury or loss‟‟. The dictionary definition of uncertainty is “the state or
condition of being uncertain” where uncertain is defined as “not able to be accurately
known or predicted, not sure or confident or not precisely determined or decided”. This
clearly shows a difference in the meaning of the terms.

The economist Frank Knight discussed the distinction between risk and uncertainty in
his work entitled Risk, Uncertainty and Profit in 1921 (LeRoy and Singell, 1987). In
this work, Knight drew a sharp distinction between risk, as referring to events subject to
a known or unknowable probability distribution and uncertainty as referring to events
for which it was not possible to specify numerical probabilities. Langlois and Cosgel
(1993) describe how Knights distinction between risk and uncertainty has had a
succession of differing interpretations, for instance it has been taken to differentiate
between the measurability/immeasurability or objectivity/subjectivity of probability, or
between the insurability/uninsurability of probabilistic outcomes.
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Mills (2001) found that the greatest degree of uncertainty is encountered early in the life
of a new project. Decisions taken during the earliest stages of a project can have a very
large impact on its final cost and duration. This highlights the issue that the planning at
the earliest stages of the project must be well executed in order to be able to identify and
manage the risk, uncertainty and complexity of the project.

Flanagan and Norman (1993, p.22) state that uncertainty may be defined as a situation
in which there are no historic data or previous history relating to the situation being
considered by the decision maker. In other words it is „one of a kind‟. Construction
projects involve hundreds or even thousands of interacting activities, each with a cost,
time, quality and sequencing problem. The costs and durations are certain and one
response, still surprisingly common, is to shy away from uncertainty and hope for the
best. Another is to apply expert judgement, experience and gut feel to the problem. A
common experience of the chief estimator in a construction company going to great
lengths to ensure a reasonably accurate estimate for a project, only to be told by the
estimating director at the tender adjudication meeting that two percent has been taken
off the items because of the gut feel about the market. In spite of this, substantial
investments are made on the basis of judgement alone, with little or nothing to back it
up. Risk and uncertainty need to be identified in a structured way to try and remove the
fog of uncertainty. Building models of uncertainty in projects is not difficult. The
hardest part is not finding the techniques or the tools to analyse risk and uncertainty, but
accepting that life is uncertain and that it is better to grasp it rather than ignoring it
(Flanagan and Norman, 1993, p.23).

Ward and Chapman (2003, p.7) assert that the scope for uncertainty in any project is
considerable, and most project management activities are concerned with managing
uncertainty from the earliest stages of the Project Life Cycle (PLC), clarifying what can
be done, deciding what is to be done and ensuring that it gets done. Uncertainty is in
part about „variability‟ in relation to performance measures like cost, duration, or
„quality‟. It is also about ambiguity associated with lack of clarity because of the
behaviour of relevant project players, lack of data, lack of detail, lack of structure to
consider issues, working and framing assumptions being used to consider the issues,
known and unknown sources of bias, and ignorance about how much effort it is worth
expending to clarify the situation.
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Ward and Chapman (2003, p.7) also state that in a project context uncertainty can be
present throughout the project life cycle; however they are particularly evident in the
pre-execution stages, when they contribute to uncertainty in five areas:
Variability associated with estimates;
Uncertainty about the bias of estimates;
Uncertainty about design and logistics;
Uncertainty about objectives and priorities;
Uncertainty about fundamental relationships between project parties.
The six Ws framework for the roots of uncertainty (see Figure 3-1)
Who: who are the parties ultimately involved? (parties)
Why: what do the parties want to achieve? (motives)
What: what is it the parties are interested in? (design)
Which way: how is it to be done? (activities)
Wherewithal: what resources are required? (resources)
When: when does it have to be done? (timetable)
Who
Project parties involved
Project
initiators

Later player

Other
interested
parties

Why
Motives
Profit
Revenue

Cost

Other
motives

What
Design

Which way

Wherewithal

When

Activity based plans

Plan based resources

Plan based timetable

Figure 3-1 The six W’s framework (Ward and Chapman, 2003, p.10-11)
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Hillson (2002) explains that few project managers would deny that all projects are
subject to uncertainty, arising from a multiplicity of sources (including technical,
management and commercial issues, both internal and external to the project). It is also
widely recognised and accepted that successful management of uncertainty is intimately
associated with project success, as the proactive project manager constantly seeks to
steer the project towards achievement of the desired objectives. It is this realisation
which has led to the undoubted popularity and profile of risk management, which is
seen as offering a structured approach to managing the inevitable uncertainty in
projects. It is also clear that if or when uncertainty strikes it can have a range of effects
on achievement of project objectives, from the total disaster to the unexpected welcome
surprise. Despite this, the traditional risk management process as practised by the
majority of project managers tends to concentrate almost exclusively on the potential
negative effects of uncertainty. As a result of this focus, considerable effort is spent on
identifying and managing threats, while opportunities tend to be overlooked or at best
addressed reactively.

Smith et al (2006, p.4) define risk and uncertainty as the following:
Risk exists when a decision is expressed in terms of a range of possible
outcomes and when known probabilities can be attached to the outcomes;
Uncertainty exists when there is more than one possible outcome of a course of
action but the probability of each outcome is not known (frequently termed
estimating uncertainty).
It is clear therefore that there is a distinction between the terms however this is often not
understood in industry.
3.1.3

Risk management

The topic of risk, especially risk management, is covered extensively in the industry
publications. There are a number of approaches to risk management; however no
standardised approach has been adopted in the industry.

Risks are ever present. Depending on the uncertainties and the consequences, they are
accepted routinely, and measures are taken to minimize their consequences (Baker et
al., 1999). All projects are subject to risk. The world is in a state of constant change
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and survival relies on the ability to adapt the changes. Unfortunately, many project
managers have not yet realised that there is a need to include project risk as a key
process (Smith et al., 2006, p.7)

The perception of risk as always having a negative impact upon a project has already
been discussed; due to this perception the description of risk management is affected.
Edwards (1995, p.4) states that “risk management can be considered to be the
identification, measurement and control at most economic cost of the hazards which can
threaten life, property and the assets and earnings of an organisation”, it is obvious here
that only the negative aspect of risk is being considered.
An opposing view is offered by Smith et al (2006, p.7) who state that “it is a well
known fact that managing risk has two major objectives: to avoid the downside risks
and to exploit opportunities”, however they acknowledge that the risk avoidance part of
risk management philosophy attracts too much management attention, while potential
opportunities have been neglected.

The importance of managing risk in construction has been identified by establishing the
poor project success rates in the UK in terms of time, cost and quality. Dallas (2006,
p.34) states that the discipline of a formal approach is made all the more necessary in
the absence of reliable historical data on the uncertainties faced in construction projects.
This contrasts with the application of risk management in other sectors, for example,
insurance or finance, where risk management is used to predict outcomes using actuarial
databases built up over many years.

For the management of risk to be effective, it is important to keep it as straightforward
as possible so that it remains manageable. Too much detail and complexity can make
the task of active management of risk unwieldy with the result that the team loses
interest in the process (Dallas, 2006, p.35).

Smith et al (2006, p.2-3) suggest that risk management is a particular form of decision
making within project management. Risk management is not about predicting the
future. It is about understanding your project and making a better decision with regard
to the management of your project, sometimes a decision may be to abandon the
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project. If that is the correct outcome which saves various parties from wasting time,
money and skilled human resources, then the need for a rational, repeatable, justifiable
risk methodology and risk interpretation is paramount.

Nevertheless, the precise

boundaries between decision making and the aspects of other problem solving
methodologies have always been difficult to establish.

Both client (employer, promoter) and contractor are concerned with the magnitude and
pattern of their investment and the associated risk. They desire to exert control over the
activities which contribute to their investment.

Undertaking formal risk management in construction projects has a number of benefits
which will lead to a higher rate of project success. Smith et al (2006, p.2) summarise the
benefits of risk management as follows:
Project issues are clarified, understood and considered from the start;
Decisions are supported by thorough analysis
The definition and structure of the project are continually monitored
Clearer understanding of specific risks associated with a project
Build up of historical data to assist future risk management procedures.
There are a number of risk management approaches that exist within the construction
industry, these approaches can differ greatly, but many are fairly similar offering a
reasonably generic approach. Some approaches to risk management are qualitative and
some are quantitative. Despite risk management being a growing element of major
projects, there is no standard to which reference may be made for techniques, factors
and approaches.

A number of generic systematic approaches to risk management exist. In BS 8444: 1996
(British Standards Institution, 1996, p.2), the systematic steps involved for a
comprehensive risk management process are:
Risk identification
Risk estimation
Risk evaluation
Risk response
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Risk monitoring
These five stages fit together into a simple circular procedure which, if maintained,
yields a controlled risk environment. It is appropriate to describe briefly the methods
available for responding to risk. There are four possible techniques:
1. Risk elimination
2. Risk transfer
3. Risk retention
4. Risk reduction.
Risk elimination is sometimes referred to as risk avoidance. A contractor not placing a
bid or the owner not proceeding with project funding are two examples of eliminating
the risk totally. There are a number of ways through which risks can be avoided, for
example.: tendering a very high bid; placing conditions on the bid; pre-contract
negotiations as to which party takes certain risks; and not bidding on the high-risk
portion of the contract (Carter and Doherty, 1974).

According to Thompson and Perry (1992) risk transfer can take two basic forms :
a) The property or activity responsible for the risk may be transferred, i.e. hire a
subcontractor to work on a hazardous process; or
b) The property or activity may be retained, but the financial risk transferred, i.e.
methods such as insurance. There are other ways of using insurance as a means
of transferring the risk, for example, through risk sharing or establishing a
captive insurance company.
Risk retention is the method of handling risks by the company who controls them. The
risks, foreseen or unforeseen, are controlled and financed by the company or contractor
that is fulfilling the terms of the contract. There are two retention methods (Carter and
Doherty, 1974), active and passive. Active retention (sometimes referred to as selfinsurance) is a deliberate management strategy after a conscious valuation of the
possible losses and costs of alternative ways of handling risks. Passive retention
(sometimes called non-insurance), however, occurs through neglect, ignorance or
absence of decision, e.g. a risk has not been identified and handling the consequences of
that risk must be done by the contractor performing the work. The risks suitable for
retention are those that occur frequently but have small losses (Baker et al., 1999).
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It may be argued that reducing risks is a part of risk retention, because the risk has to be
retained before pursuing actions to reduce the effects of a foreseen risk. Alternatively,
risk reduction may be an action within the overall risk management, and it is because of
the possible wider use of risk reduction that it has been categorized separately. The
actual reduction of risks within these categories is confined to the improvements of a
company‟ s physical, procedural, and educational and training devices (Baker et al.,
1999).

The need for project risk management has been widely recognized. This is particularly
so in the case of major projects. Fraser (1984) says that 'Normal' projects have the
characteristics (amongst others) that "risk assessment can follow well established
procedures as all risks are visible", "there are no catastrophic risks", "the scale of
individual risks is small compared with the size of the parties involved and therefore
there is no completion problem", but that "none of these characteristics is true of the
largest projects"; "in general, beyond a certain size, the risks of projects increase
exponentially and this can either be appreciated at the beginning or discovered at the
end".

The risk management process focuses on the needs and the priorities of the client and
includes methods, techniques and tools especially developed for this purpose. The
process is often headed by a risk manager or analyst who is responsible for establishing
a framework for extracting information from project key personnel through risk
identification and assessment.

The key to success in the process is the contribution from the people working in the
organisation.

Risks are most commonly identified and structured in open minded

creative workshops facilitated by the risk analyst. Based on the data collected and
available project documentation, response plans (treatment plans or action plans) can be
developed.

To gain understanding of the project level risks and develop realistic

baselines for the schedule, cost estimates and contingency provision, a risk model is
created, most commonly with the aid of a risk analysis software tool. Input and results
are verified by the project team and, if necessary, by external resources. The process is
iterative with loops back to previous stages that secure verification and project team
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ownership.

The Association for Project Managements Project Risk Analysis and

Management (APMPRAM) guide gives a detailed explanation of the process.

Risk management relies on a formal process for identifying and quantifying the
subjective judgements of experts and project personnel. The risk analyst facilitates
drawing risk information from the participants, creates an analysis showing the effects
of risks and presents the results back to the participants. They must agree with and own
the output from the assessment or risk analysis. If they reject the results, they will not
be willing to work with the results. Ownership of results is therefore vital no matter
how sophisticated the software is. Commitment and ownership can only be gained
through close co-operation and a good relationship between the analyst and the project
team. Figure 3-2 shows the risk management cycle.

Review
progress/status

Manage risks

Identify new
risks

Revise risk
register

Assess risks

Plan
management

Figure 3-2 Risk management cycle

The first stage is to establish the context of the study. Understand the objectives of the
project, how it fits with the business overall, its scope and other characteristics.
The process of identifying and analysing risks allows the team to evaluate whether it is
necessary to actively manage the risks and what management strategy should be
adopted; this leads to identifying action owners and the risk management plan.
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The next stage is to undertake those actions to treat the risk in the manner that has been
agreed. At regular intervals the effectiveness of this treatment should be reviewed and
if necessary adjusted. As risks can be deleted, all risks (both old and new) then require
further analysis to check if their severity has changed - re-evaluation to amend the risk
management plan if previous treatment was not effective, continuing treatment and
further review.

Mainly, risk management should be considered as a reiterative

management cycle, however, occasions such as project management gateways, when a
more formal risk review may be required.
3.1.4

Risk management in construction

At inception, the focus of the study will be on what risks the project may pose to the
business and strategic risks relating to the ability to conduct a successful project.

At strategy and feasibility stages, studies will focus on how risks are to be allocated
between the parties, thus informing the procurement strategy, and the relative risks
presented by different options.

As the project develops, in the pre construction and construction stages, the focus will
shift towards more technical matters, initially relating to construction and then risks to
operating the completed facility. Throughout, the need to deliver a building that is safe
and healthy both to construct and operate, when completed, will be reviewed by the
planning supervisor as required by law.

Finally, in the handover and use stage, studies will look at operational issues and
maintaining business continuity. The generic process comprises of seven stages:
1. Preparation
2. Identification
3. Analysis
4. Evaluation
5. Treatment (or management)
6. Presentation and reporting
7. Implementation and review
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3.1.5

Project planning and risk

Among the managerial functions in construction, planning is considered as the most
important function that brings success for any given process (but only if it is done well
and at the right time) (Gidado, 1996). In the course of time, the management of risk has
become a key element for the completion of projects within time schedule and planned
budget. It is now a common opinion that controllable and uncontrollable risks can only
be responded by utilising risk management process over the entire project, i.e. prior to
the tender process and subsequently, by controlling and updating the system
periodically during the application of the pre determined plan (Oztas and Okmen, 2005).

Although many risks that relate to an activity's duration can result in a direct or indirect
cost impact, they may also have an impact on the overall project duration. Whereas cost
risks may be summed across the whole risk register to inform the calculation of the risk
allowance, it is not possible to simply add up the estimated time impacts (expressed as
delays or accelerations) to arrive at the overall impact on the duration of the project. To
understand the reason for this, it is necessary to give an outline description of the
critical path analysis method of estimating programme durations. Very simply, each
activity throughout the project has a likely duration and is linked to other activities. The
sum of all activities and their relationships to one another will determine the overall
project duration is known as critical path analysis. There are many commercially
available programmes offered to undertake this task.

Critical path analysis allows users to build up a complete picture of the whole project
using linked activities and then calculate the shortest likely duration. Many activities
are not critical to the overall project duration. If they take a little bit longer or a little bit
less they will not affect it. These activities contain "Float", meaning there is time to
spare and they are not critical. Other activities, however, are critical to the overall
project duration and delay in these will increase it. These activities have no float and
are on the critical path.

Thus the delay in one activity may or may not delay the project overall. Only if it lies
on the critical path will a delay in the activity extend the overall duration. If a non
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critical activity is delayed sufficiently, the delay may transform it into a critical activity
and delay the project overall.

In order to estimate the overall time impact of risks occurring, it is necessary to identify
which activities will be affected, estimate the impact on the duration for each of those
activities and then analyse their effect on the overall project duration.

The only

practical way to do this is to run a computer analysis based on Monte Carlo simulation,
linked to the critical path analysis (Cooke and Williams, 2004).
3.2

Time and cost

Many criteria are considered when evaluating projects; risk being just one of these.
Other criteria commonly used to evaluate projects are its cost and value, the timescale
and the finished quality of the build. This section explains each of these in more detail
and methods of measuring these criteria such as benchmarking and key performance
indicators (KPIs) are discussed in Chapter Eight.
3.2.1

Time

Time is an essential factor on any construction project and time overruns are a key issue
leading to unsuccessful projects. Time must be closely monitored and controlled in
order to avoid time overruns, however even with these measures in place it is still
common for projects to overrun. In order to control time in construction projects, a
number of programming techniques are available. These include:
Bar charts
Linked bar charts
Arrow diagrams
Precedence diagrams
Line of balance diagrams
Time chainage diagrams

Cooke and Williams (2004, p.143) state that the technique adopted in any particular
case is largely a matter of personal preference, as well as the type and complexity of the
project. it is also important to consider the needs of the recipient of the information as
programmes based on overly complex techniques may be counterproductive to effective
communication.
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3.2.2

Cost and value

Projects are often evaluated based upon their budget and how closely this is controlled
and this is frequently used as a factor of project success. Value management is a term
used to describe the process in which the functional benefits of a project are made
explicit and appraised consistent with a value system determined by the client, customer
or other stakeholder (Kelly et al., 2004, p.1).

Value management is employed

throughout the construction process, value planning is applied during the concept phase
of a project, value engineering is applied during the definition phase of a project and
value reviewing is applied at any point in the project life cycle to record the
effectiveness of the value process which relates to the overall sequence of actions that
lead to value improvements (Kelly et al., 2004, p.30).
3.3

Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was to establish the current methods and systems used to
evaluate projects focusing on risk.

The chapter provided a definition of risk in

construction and established the current risk management practices in order to provide a
better understanding of how risk is viewed in the construction industry and the effect it
has upon the complexity of a project. This was achieved through means of an in depth
literature search and review.

It is important to note that whilst the industry focuses primarily on risk and a project
evaluation system, it is only one factor that affects the overall success of a project and
therefore needs to be considered in the wider context along with other factors which
make a project complex such as planning, management factors and uncertainty.

There is a wealth of information surrounding the topic of risk as a uncertainty in
construction. It is clear that risk can have a significant impact upon a project and that
there are a number of systems available to help manage risk. However there is no one
standard approach that has been adopted throughout the industry and there is little
consideration of the differences between risk, uncertainty and complexity.

Risk can be a difficult term to define as it has a number of different connotations. Risk
can refer to physical damage or financial loss as well as a number of other situations.
What is clear is that in the industry, risk is generally perceived as something to be
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avoided or removed from a project. However, risk can provide opportunities for gain as
well as loss and should therefore not be seen as a purely negative concept. Without
taking risk on board many opportunities for gain may be avoided. The most important
issue when discussing risk in a project is to properly identify and manage the risk in
order to take full advantage of the potential gains and avoid the potential losses.

Throughout the literature there is some overlap and confusion between the terms risk
and uncertainty. It is however possible to distinguish between the two terms. Risk
exists when a decision is expressed in terms of a range of possible outcomes and when
known probabilities can be attached to the outcomes. Uncertainty exists when there is
more than one possible outcome of a course of action but the probability of each
outcome is not known (frequently termed estimating uncertainty) (Smith et al 2004,
p.4).

Risk is considered to be closely related to project complexity, with the perception that
more complex projects are inevitably more risky. Risk is a quantity that is used
extensively across the construction industry to evaluate projects.

The use of risk

management systems and tools is now widespread in the construction industry,
providing a good benchmark for the integration of a project complexity evaluation tool.
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CHAPTER FOUR: PROJECT COMPLEXITY
4.0

Introduction

This chapter presents an overview of complexity science and its application in the
construction industry. The aim of the chapter has been to establish the definition and
components of project complexity which has been achieved via an in depth literature
search and review.

Whilst complexity science is discussed in this chapter, the focus of the research has
been on project complexity, not complexity science.

However, a fundamental

understanding of complexity science is useful in understanding the ways in which
construction projects operate.

Complexity is a wide scoping concept that encompasses a number of academic subject
areas and industries. The theory and science of complexity are relatively new in the
world of academia; this new way of thinking holds much scope when considering
modern issues and problems. The term complexity carries a number of meanings and
inferences.

Project complexity is concerned with the factors that make a project complex whereas
complexity science is more concerned with how the system as a whole operates. Whilst
complexity science can be applied to construction in terms of the overall project being
viewed as a complex system, project complexity identifies the specific aspects of the
project that are complex.
4.1

Definition of complexity

Complexity can be difficult to define as it has a number of different connotations. The
Collins English Dictionary (2006, p.234) defines complexity as “the state or quality of
being intricate or complex”, where complex is defined as “made up of many
interconnecting parts”.

It should be noted the complex is sometimes used where

complicated is meant. Complex should be used to say only that something consists of
several parts rather than it is difficult to understand, analyse or deal with, which is what
complicated inherently means.
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4.2

Complexity Science

Complexity science is often used as a broad term encompassing a research approach to
problems in many diverse disciplines including neurosciences, social science,
meteorology, chemistry, physics, computer science, psychology, artificial life,
evolutionary computation, economics, earthquake prediction, molecular biology and
inquiries into the nature of living cells themselves. In essence complexity science is a
new approach to science that studies how relationships between parts give rise to the
collective behaviours of a system and how the system interacts and forms relationships
with its environment. The earliest precursor to modern complex systems theory can be
found in the classical political economy of the Scottish Enlightenment (a period of
intellectual ferment in Scotland, running from approximately 1730 to 1800), later
developed by the Austrian school of economics, that order in market systems is
spontaneous (or emergent) in that it is the result of human action, but not the execution
of human design.

Complexity science represents a growing body of interdisciplinary knowledge about the
structure, behaviour and dynamics of change in a specific category of complex systems
known as complex adaptive systems, open evolutionary systems in which the
components are strongly interrelated, self organising and dynamic.

Rain forests,

businesses, societies, our immune systems, the World Wide Web, and the rapidly
globalizing world economy can be thought of as complex adaptive systems. Each of
these systems evolves in relationship to the larger environment in which it operates. To
survive, the system as a whole must adapt to change (Sanders, 2003).

Complexity theory (within which chaos is a particular mode of behaviour) is concerned
with the behaviour over time of certain kinds of complex systems. Over the last 30
years and more, aspects of behaviour became the focus of attention in a number of
scientific disciplines. These range as widely as astronomy, chemistry, evolutionary
biology, geology and meteorology. Indeed there is no unified field of complexity
theory, but rather a number of different fields with intriguing points of resemblance,
overlap or complementarities (Rosenhead, 1998, p.2)
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The interplays between order and disorder, predictability and unpredictability, regularity
and chaos, are characteristics of complex systems. Complex systems abound in the real
world and they reflect the world‟s inherent irregularity. The real world is a world of
complexity, of messiness, of change, flow and process and cannot be pinned down to
the simple, solid, unchanging objects people like to cut out of it (Merry, 1995, p.59).

There are a number of definitions in the literature describing complexity science and
complex systems. Dent (1999) offers the following as a definition of complexity
science; “simply put, complexity science is an approach to research, study and
perspective that makes the philosophical assumptions of the emerging worldview
(EWV)”.

Merry (1995, p.58) describes complex systems as those that self organise themselves
into states of greater complexity. An overview of the Santa Fe Institute provided by
Merry (loc.cit) says that complex behaviours may emerge from a number of the basic
rules controlling parts of the system. That behaviour is not predictable from knowledge
of the individual elements, no matter how much we know about them, but it can be
discovered by studying how these elements interact and how the system adapts and
changes throughout time. This new emergent behaviour of the system is important for
understanding how nature operates on the macroscopic level. What looks chaotic at
first may be predictable from an understanding of the patterns and rules of complex
behaviour. The organisation of simultaneous interaction of many components of a
system create complexity.

Richardson et al (2000) state that a complex (adaptive) system can simply be described
as a system comprised of a large number of entities that display a high level of
interactivity. The nature of this interactivity is mostly non linear and contains manifest
feedback loops.

Complex systems cannot exist in isolation. By their very nature they are tied to and
connected to other systems, thus creating a dense web of connections between complex
systems throughout the world. Affecting one system has repercussions in countless
other systems (Merry, 1995, p.61).
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Stacey (2001, p.71) summarises the structure of a complex adaptive system as follows:
The system comprises large numbers of individual agents.
These agents interact with each other according to rules that organise the
interaction between them at a local level. In other words, an agent is a set of
rules that determines how that agent will interact with a number of others and
this interaction is “local” in the sense that there is no system wide set of rules
determining the interaction. The only rules are the rules located at the level of
the agent itself.
Agents endlessly repeat their interaction referring back to their rules, that is,
interaction is iterative, recursive and self-referential.
Agents‟ rules of interaction are such that the agents adapt to each other. The
interaction is nonlinear and this nonlinearity is expressed in the variety of rules
across the large numbers of agents.
Ongoing variety in the rules is generated by random mutation and cross over
replication.
Rosenhead (1998, p.2) describes that the systems of interest to complexity theory, under
certain conditions, perform in regular, predictable ways; under other conditions they
exhibit behaviour in which regularity and predictability is lost. Almost undetectable
differences in initial conditions lead to gradually diverging system reactions until
eventually the evolution of behaviour is quite dissimilar. The most graphic example of
this is the oft-quoted assertion that the flapping of a butterfly‟s wing can in due course
decisively affect weather on a global scale.

The systems of interest are dynamic

systems, systems capable of changing over time and the concern is with the
predictability of their behaviour. Some systems, though they are constantly changing,
do so in a completely regular manner, for example the solar system or a clock
pendulum. Other systems lack this stability: for example, the universe or a bicyclist on
an icy road. Unstable systems move further and further away from their starting
condition until/unless brought up short by some over riding constraint - in the case of
the cyclist, impact with the road surface. Stable and unstable behaviour as concepts are
part of the traditional repertoire of physical science. What is novel is the concept of
something in between – chaotic behaviour.
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4.3

Practical applications of complexity theory

Thus far this chapter has presented information regarding the theory surrounding
complexity. This section aims to identify some practical applications of complexity
theory and how other industries apart from the construction industry approach
complexity. Some methods of measuring complexity are also given here.

When complexity is discussed it is often at a theoretical or abstract level with little
practical application. It is important therefore to investigate how complexity theory can
be applied at a practical level and how different industries manage complexity. By
studying ways in which different industries approach complexity, methods which can be
applied or adapted to the construction industry may be discovered.

A number of authors have noted the difficulties of turning theory into practice in
relation to complexity science. Smith and Graetz (2006) document some of these
opinions stating that Brodbeck (2002) noted that the practical applications of
complexity theory are less obvious than the theory itself. Smith and Humphries (2004)
concluded that complexity theory is difficult to translate into practice and Moldoveanu
and Bauer (2004) said that while complexity theory has made significant progress it still
remains an elusive perspective when it comes to articulating sharp formulations.
However, there is also the opinion that complexity science can be a realistic solution for
modern scientific and industry problems as seen in the earlier section – complexity
science vs. traditional science.

McElroy (2000) described complexity theory as a

confident solution in search of unorthodox problems providing an explanation for the
means by which living systems engage in adaptive learning. Smith and Graetz (2006)
go on to explain that the limitation with complexity theory however is that its
explanatory value is more apparent than its prescriptive implementation; a by-product of
its very nature, that of non-linear systematic interaction.

In spite of this complexity theory can be applied practically and some issues
surrounding complexity in a sample of different industries/sectors are described here.
4.3.1

Complexity in management of organisations

It is expected that there are a number of similarities between management in
organisations and the management of construction projects. Therefore, by investigating
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how complexity science has been applied to management in organisations it can be
anticipated that recommendations can be made on how to apply complexity theory to
the management of construction projects.

Stacey et al (2000, p.1-2) discuss how within the natural sciences there are differences
on what the new sciences of complexity mean. They continues to discuss that similarly,
in the field of management and organisation the ideas emanating from the complexity
sciences are also being taken up in very different ways. For some it justifies a return to
simpler, more fundamental ways of managing that are more in touch with the deeper
nature of human beings, while for others it amounts to a call for more democracy in
organisations, or greater shareholder participation. Then there are those who claim that
human freedom liberates people from self organisation and allows them to design or
condition emergence. There are also those who see the complexity sciences as requiring
managers to push their organisations into the dynamics of instability. For others it
raises question marks over strategic planning and the possibility of forecasting, so
calling for a reconsideration of the nature of control in organisations. Others fear that
nonlinear dynamics will be used to justify untrammelled market competition, or social
and psychological “engineering”. It is obvious from this that there is a wide range of
views of what complexity theory actually means in management and what it can offer.

Applying complexity theory to management is not straightforward and simple, despite
the promise complexity theory holds as a conceptual framework for organising, some
further paradox and ambiguity remains in its application to organisations (Smith and
Graetz, 2006). It has been suggested that complexity principles do not transfer well to
social systems like organisations, and at the very least complexity is difficult to analyse
in action (Houchin and MacLean, 2005).

When discussing how to apply complexity theory to management in organisations, it is
first important to understand the problems being experienced. Stacey et al (2000)
discuss how managers try to deal with the problems and create plans and strategy to
combat past problems; this is often done via meetings and “away days” where a group
of managers gather to discuss problems and ways of combating them. Stacey notes
however, that managers seem to be repeatedly faced with the same problems each time
they meet, which are planned to be dealt with in the same way but obviously are not
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being combated as they are produced again at the next meeting. It is clear that the
system is not working somewhere.

Stacey et al (op.cit, p.6) describe life in organisations as being essentially paradoxical.
Managers are supposed to be in charge and yet they find it difficult to stay in control.
The future is recognisable when it arrives but in many important respects not
predictable before it does. We sense the importance of differences but experience the
pressure to conform. This experience of the paradoxical nature of life seems to be
unacceptable. We seem to think that life should not be paradoxical, that we should be
able to resolve the paradox to find the solutions to the problems it gives rise to.
However, believing one thing and experiencing another must be a source of stress and
anxiety.

On the other hand, if we find ways of understanding the unavoidably

paradoxical nature of life we may find the liveliness of acting in tension. We believe
that this way of understanding is to be found in our everyday lives in organisations,
where we do in fact cope with paradox, one way or another, finding it frustrating and
exciting.

Rosenhead (1998, p.4) discusses the application of complexity theory to management.
He explains how the traditional management style doesn‟t fit with complexity theory
summarising “some of the received wisdom about how well managed businesses (and
the public sector agencies which emulate them) should proceed. There should be a
Chief Executive Officer presiding over a cohesive management team with a vision or
strategic intent supported by a common culture. The organisation should stick to its
core business and competencies, build on its strength, adapt to the market environment
and keep its eyes focused on the bottom line.” Rosenhead goes on to suggest that
despite the critical hammering taken by 1970‟s style long term planning, strategic
management will nevertheless incorporate the tasks of goal formation; environmental
analysis; strategy formulation, evaluation and implementation; and strategic control, all
of which are completely wrong from the perspective of management writers influenced
by complexity theory.

Rosenhead (loc.cit) completes his argument stating that the kind of management
theory and practice described above which bears the hallmarks of the over rationalist
thinking which has dominated since the triumphs of Newton and Descartes where the
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organisation, like the universe, is conceptualised as a giant piece of clockwork
machinery which is thought, in principle, to be entirely predictable.

However,

discoveries by theorists of complexity and chaos show that even the natural world does
not operate in this way – and this revelation of the role of creative disorder in the
universe needs to be taken to heart by managers.

Smith and Graetz (2006) discuss how order generated rules applied to organising form
dualities can assist in creating the conditions for emergent, self organised behaviour in
organisations, thereby offering an operational deployment of complexity theory.

The Stacey Diagram (Figure 4-1) is an aid that can be used to select the appropriate
management actions in a complex adaptive system based upon the degree of certainty
and level of agreement on the issue in question. The diagram shows issues that are
close to agreement and close to certainty as technically rational decision making, where
techniques which gather data from the past and use that to predict the future are used.
Issues far from agreement but close to certainty are labelled as political decision
making, these issues have a great deal of certainty about how outcomes are created but
high levels of disagreement about which outcomes are desirable. Neither plans nor
shared mission are likely to work in this context, instead politics become more
important. Issues that have a high level of agreement but not certainty are labelled as
judgmental decision making and situations where there are very high levels of
uncertainty and disagreement are labelled as disintegration and anarchy where
traditional methods of planning, visioning and negotiation are insufficient. The area in
between is known as the edge of chaos or the zone of complexity, in this area the
traditional management approaches are not very effective but it is the zone of high
creativity, innovation and breaking with the past to create new modes of operating
(Zimmerman, 2001).
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Figure 4-1 The Stacey Diagram (Stacey, 2002)

Rosenhead (1998, p.5) suggests that the lessons for managers that can be drawn from
complexity theory can be divided, loosely, into two categories: general suggestions as to
how managers should approach their jobs, and more detailed prescriptions for particular
tasks. The general lessons concern how learning can be fostered in organisations, how
they should view instability, and the (negative) consequences of a common internal
culture. The need for an emphasis on learning stems from the central finding of this
theory – that the future is in principle unknowable for systems of any complexity. If we
accept that we can have no idea of the future environment, then long term planning
becomes an irrelevance, if not a hindrance. This absence of any reliable long term chart
makes learning crucially important.

Rosenhead (loc.cit) suggests that rather than trying to consolidate stable equilibrium, the
organisation should aim to position itself in a region of bounded instability, to seek the
edge of chaos. The organisation should welcome disorder as a partner, use instability
positively. In this way new possible futures for the organisation will emerge, arising
out of the (controlled) ferment ideas which it should try to provoke. Instead of a
perfectly planned corporate death, the released creativity leads to an organisation which
continuously reinvents itself.

Members of an organisation in equilibrium with its

environment are locked into a stable work pattern and attitudes; far from equilibrium,
behaviour can emerge more easily.
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4.3.2

Complexity in manufacturing

The manufacturing process could be reasonably compared with the construction process
and it is therefore useful to identify how complexity theory can be applied to
manufacturing. Calinescu et al (1998) state that today‟s competitive world means
contradictory and barley achievable objectives for factories, which are frequently
required to perform at the edge of their performance capabilities. They suggest that in
order to cope with this dynamic environment, companies introduce more flexibility in
their processes and systems. Although flexibility may bring benefits such as increased
production and product customisation, if not properly controlled it could also lead to
ineffective decision making, longer lead times, unachievable plans, larger inventories,
higher costs and customer dissatisfaction, namely to non predictable, non controllable,
inefficient and ineffective systems. Adding flexibility to the factory floor increases the
scheduling alternatives and hence, the decision making complexity. Furthermore, high
levels of poorly controlled complexity leads to poor schedule quality, poor reliability
and lack of stability. Calinescu et al (loc.cit) also highlight that the technological
solutions currently offered for solving this trade off do not take adequate account of
complexity and of its effect on system performance.

In construction, no global and unifying approach has been offered so far on
manufacturing complexity.

The reasons for the lack of a universal modelling

framework of manufacturing complexity include the variety, dynamism and uncertainty
of the sources of complexity and of the relationships between them, as well as the
associated computational burden involved in modelling (loc.cit).

Calinescu et al (1997) identified the following components as determining
manufacturing complexity:
The product structure, that is the number of different items, and for each
product: number and type of sub-assemblies, lead and cycle times, lot sizes, type
and sequence of resources required to produce it;
The structure of the shop or plant, that is the number and types of resources
(multi-skilled or not; global vs. dedicated), layout, set-up times, maintenance
tasks, idle time, performance measures;
The planning and scheduling functions, with three components:
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The planning and scheduling strategies;
The number, content, timing and priority of the documents used for planning
and scheduling;
The decision making process
The information flow: internal (during the decision making process, team
working), intra-plant (with other departments), and external (with other plants,
suppliers and customers);
The dynamism, variability and uncertainty of the environment (customer
changes,

breakdowns,

absenteeism,

data

inaccuracy

and

unreliability,

scrap/rework, etc);
Other functions within the organisation (training, political information, etc)
Assessing the complexity in manufacturing systems is absolutely necessary for gaining
a thorough description of the system and an awareness of the extent of the problems, or
their causes and effects.

The complexity measurement task presupposes the

involvement of different resources in different departments, people and machines. So, it
is time consuming; it also requires involvement, honesty and a genuine desire to learn
and improve on the part of all involved in the project. Therefore, it may not be carried
out thoroughly.

Deshmukh et al (1998) describe how manufacturing systems are often described as
being complex and state that the dynamic nature of the manufacturing environment
greatly increases the number of decisions that need to be made and system integration
makes it difficult to predict the effect of a decision on future system performance.
Deshmukh et al (loc.cit) continue to investigate the static complexity associated with the
manufacturing process. The complexity of a physical system can be characterised in
terms of its static structure or time dependent behaviour. Static complexity can be
viewed as a function of the structure of the system, connective patterns, variety of
components and the strengths of interactions. Dynamic complexity is concerned with
unpredictability in the behaviour of the systems over a period of time.

The

manufacturing environment consists of physical systems in which a series of sequential
decisions need to be made in order to produce finished parts. The sequence and nature
of these decisions are not only dependent on the system capabilities but also on the
products being manufactured in the system. Hence, any measure of system complexity
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should be dependent on both the system and product information. The difficulty in
making production decisions arises from the number of choices available at each
decision point and the unpredictability of the effects of each choice on the system
performance.

Deshmukh et al (loc.cit) stress the need to quantify the notion of complexity in order to
compare different system alternatives. The lack of understanding in this area has also
hindered planners in deciding how much integration is beneficial and beyond which
point integration is actually detrimental to system performance, since correct decisions
are difficult to make due to high system complexity. Another important consequence of
developing an analytical framework for complexity would be to assist manufacturing
planners in managing desired levels of complexity in the system, since realistically it
cannot be eliminated, depending on the changing operating systems. This statement is
particularly relevant to the construction industry.
4.4

Measuring complexity

Complexity can be difficult to quantify effectively.

Much of the literature, when

describing measures of complexity, is simply discussing complexity in terms of how
difficult it is to carry out a task and not taking the term in the true sense of its definition.
Also, a great deal of literature describing a measure of complexity is referring to
computational or algorithmic complexity, which may not capture all of the aspects of
complexity in a system such as construction.

Rosen (1987) discusses the work of the mathematician, von Neumann, who was one of
the first to draw attention to complexity as a property of natural systems and made
essentially two points regarding it:
a) Complexity could be numerically measured, like any other system observable; it
was to be related to such things as the dimension of a state space, the length of a
program, or the magnitude of a „cost‟ in money or time;
b) There is a threshold of complexity, below which systems behave in some sense
simply, but above which they can self-organise, learn, develop, reproduce etc.
Thus von Neumann took the position that complexity raises no new issues of
epistemological principle, but rather is of a purely technical character within
accepted universal cannons of system description.
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Calinescu et al (1998) investigate two methods of measuring complexity which have
been applied in the manufacturing industry. The first method, entitled “the entropic
measurement of complexity” is a formal mathematical approach developed by Frizelle
and Woodcock (1995) based on an entropic model of the factory. It provides a
practical means of quantifying the complexity of a manufacturing facility. This method
considers that complexity management consists of analysing the parts through
manufacturing operations and of measuring the obstacles they encounter, that is the
machines that extend the lead time. This model is based on three essential assumptions.
Firstly, each sub-system is assumed to be an immigration-emigration process.
Secondly, the more complex a process becomes, the less reliably it will perform
and the longer parts will take to be completed.
Finally, the most complex processes are likely to be bottleneck.
A mathematical equation is produced to give a measure of complexity in the
manufacturing system.

The second method described by Calinescu et al (loc.cit) is the Meyer and Foley Curley
(MFC) method. Meyer and Foley Curley defined a framework for the investigation of
the management of software development. They consider that the system characteristics
are an important criterion in choosing the software development approach. In order to
uniquely classify a software development and implementation project, the MFC method
introduces the concepts of knowledge complexity and technology complexity.
Knowledge complexity was defined as the domain specific knowledge and decision
making complexity supported by an application. Technology complexity was defined
as the complexity of the underlying computer technology used to develop, integrate and
diffuse an application throughout an organisation.

Meyer and Foley Curley performed a number of case studies to assess how knowledge
complexity was combined with technology complexity in the development of software
applications. To assess knowledge complexity, decision making was considered to
involve three different levels:
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The knowledge of the decision maker
The information used by the decision maker
The interpretation and synthesis of the above information by applying domain
specific logic, to resolve uncertainty and make partial or complete decisions.
A number of variables are identified and scores are assigned to each so as to quantify
the variables within each organisation. According to the level of detail chosen, the
number of different scores for each variable will differ.

The assessment of the

knowledge complexity was made by evaluating the variables for a given system. As in
the previous method a mathematical formula was used to calculate the complexity. In
applying the two systems to manufacturing, Calinescu et al (1998) were able to make a
comparison of the two systems.

Table 4-1 summarise the characteristics of each

methods.
Criteria/method
Investigation method

Purpose and domain

The entropic method
Information and data
gathering
Analytical and objective
process observation
Measures static and
dynamic complexity in
order to detect obstacles in
the production process

Information requireddetail, accuracy, volume

Objective, high-volume,
accurate information

Duration

Long, directly dependent
on the size of the analysed
facility and on the number
of products produced
High even in a single
organisation, unless
information is already
captured by a shop floor
monitoring system with
proven dependability
Cryptic, their meaning is
open to and dependent of
interpretation

Measurement costdirectly dependent on the
number of resources, the
tasks involved and the
time required to apply the
method
Results

The MFC method
Questionnaires/interviews,
but focused on objective
and verifiable topics
To assess the impact of
the knowledge and
technology complexity of
information systems
development
Mixture
objective/subjective,
expertise-based
information, validated by
choosing the appropriate
depth of interviewing
Fairly short, depends on
the number of people
interviewed
Low within a singe
organisation, dependent
on the number of case
studies performed

Relatively easy to
understand and interpret

Table 4-1 Comparison of the entropic method vs. the MFC method
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Calinescu et al (1998) describe that each method has its strengths and weaknesses, for
example, one strength of the entropic method resides in the fact that it uses objective,
representative and real time data on the analysed facility.

As concerns the MFC

method, it is easy to apply and the results are straightforward and easy to understand. In
terms of major weaknesses, the costs associated with the entropic method are not
always accompanied by relevant and easy to interpret results. On the other hand, the
MFC method is fairly subjective, and, so far, only applied to a specific field.

Deshmukh et al (1998) discuss a measure of static complexity in manufacturing
systems. Static complexity in manufacturing systems is a function of the structure of
the system, the variety of sub-systems and strengths of interactions. The structure of a
manufacturing system is defined by the part flow in the system.

Part flow in

manufacturing systems are governed by the type of parts being produced, the type of
material handling devices used and machining capabilities. The variety of sub systems
is determined by the different types of resources and part types in the system. Thus
static complexity can also be considered to be the measure of information needed to
describe a system and its components. This definition implicitly considers all the
components of a manufacturing system required to make the selected set of parts. Static
complexity can be viewed as a result of the following factors:
More than one part type being produced in a single production run;
Each part type requiring multiple operations. Operations in this context are any
task that use the same tools to transform raw material into finished product;
Each operation, for a given part, having a multiple machine or processor
options;
The set of operations needed to produce a given part type may or may not have
precedence constraints.
Any static complexity measure defined should be able to capture the effect of the above
mentioned factors and should be sensitive to changes in any one or a combination of
these factors. Specifically, a static complexity measure must satisfy the following
conditions:
Static complexity should increase with the number of parts, number of machines
and operations required to process the part mix;
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Static complexity should increase with increase in sequence flexibility for the
parts in the production batch;
Static complexity should increase as sharing of resources by parts increases;
If the original mix is split into two or more groups, then the complexity of
processing should remain constant.
Taking all these factors into account, Deshmukh et al (1998) developed a mathematical
equation to provide a measure of static complexity in manufacturing systems.

Gidado (1996) investigates measuring project complexity in construction. Gidado takes
a similar view to that discussed earlier by Von Neuman that complexity is of purely
technical character within accepted universal canons of system description. Research
was also carried out at the University of Reading in 1980 concerning the measurement
of complexity in construction projects (Bennett and Fine). In this work Bennett and
Fine apply the basic concepts of classical organisational theory which grew out of the
early studies of management by Taylor, Weber, Fayol and their contemporaries to
construction projects.
4.5

Complexity in construction

The term complexity has now been defined and an introduction to the science of
complexity has been presented, this section of the chapter investigates what is meant by
complexity in construction projects.

Complexity is a term often used when discussing construction projects, when looking at
the dictionary definition explained earlier in this chapter it is easy to see why.
Complexity is defined as “the state or quality of being intricate or complex”, where
complex is defines as “made up of many interconnecting parts”. In general construction
projects are all made up of many interconnecting parts so in that aspect fit the definition
of complexity well. However, complexity in construction can be viewed as more than
the simple definition we have so far.
4.5.1

Defining complexity in construction

It is a common statement that the construction process is one of the most complex and
risky businesses undertaken. Baccarini (1996) states that the construction process may
be considered the most complex undertaking in any industry, however the construction
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industry has developed great difficulty in coping with the increasing complexity of
major construction projects. Therefore an understanding of project complexity and how
it might be managed is of significant importance. This is supported by Mills (2001) who
describes the construction industry as one of the most dynamic, risky and challenging
businesses and goes on to say however that the industry has a very poor reputation for
managing risk, with many major projects failing to meet deadlines and cost targets.
Mulholland and Christian (1999) support this further, adding construction projects are
initiated in complex and dynamic environments resulting in circumstances of high
uncertainty and risk, which are compounded by demanding time constraints.
Baccarini (1996) proposes a definition of project complexity as “consisting of many
varied interrelated parts and can be operationalised in terms of differentiation and
interdependency.” Baccarrini explains that this definition can be applied to any project
dimension relevant to the project management process, such as organisation,
technology, environment, information, decision making and systems, therefore when
referring to project complexity it is important to state clearly the type of complexity
being dealt with.

Gidado (1996) conducted a number of interviews to gauge what experts in the building
industry consider project complexity to be, they see a complex project as the following:
That having a large number of different systems that need to be put together
and/or that with a large number of interfaces between elements.
When a project involves construction work on a confined site with access
difficulty and requiring many trades to work in close proximity and at the same
time.
That with a great deal of intricacy which is difficult to specify clearly how to
achieve a desired goal or how long it would take.
That which requires a lot of details about how it should be executed.
That which requires efficient coordinating, control and monitoring from start to
finish.
That which requires a logical link because a complex project usually encounters
a series of revisions during construction and without interrelationships between
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activities it becomes very difficult to successfully update the programme in the
most efficient manner.
From these results Gidado (loc.cit) suggests that there seem to be two perspectives of
project complexity in the industry:
1. The managerial perspective, which involves the planning of bringing together
numerous parts of work to form work flow.
2. The operative and technological perspective, which involves the technical
intricacies or difficulties of executing individual pieces of work. This may
originate from the resources used and the environment in which the work is
carried out.

Gidado (1996) offers that project complexity is the measure of difficulty of executing a
complex production process, where a complex production process is regarded as that
having a number of complicated individual parts brought together in an intricate
operational network to form a work flow that is to be completed within a stipulated
production time, cost and quality and to achieve a required function without
unnecessary conflict between the numerous parties involved in the process. Or it can
simply be defined as the measure of the difficulty of implementing a planed number of
quantifiable objectives.

From this Gidado (1996) organises the sources of complexity factors that affect the
managerial objectives in construction into two categories:
Category A: this deals with the components that are inherent in the operation of
individual tasks and originate from the resources employed or the environment.
Category B: this deals with those that originate from bringing different parts
together to form a work flow.
This distinction between sources of complexity that are inherent in an activity and those
which are brought about from the interaction between activities is an important one to
make. By identifying the complexity that exists due to the interaction of activities it is
possible to manage and control that complexity.
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Baccarini (1996) highlights the importance of complexity to the project management
process, in the following examples:
Project complexity helps determine planning, co-ordination and control
requirements.
Project complexity hinders the clear identification of goals and objectives of
major projects.
Complexity is an important criterion in the selection of an appropriate project
organisational form.
Project complexity influences the selection of project inputs, e.g. the expertise
and experience requirements of management personnel.
Complexity is frequently used as criterion in the selection of a suitable project
procurement arrangement.
Complexity is frequently used as a criterion in the selection of a suitable project
procurement arrangement.
Complexity affects the project objectives of time, cost and quality. Broadly, the
higher the project complexity the greater the time and cost.
Bertelsen (2003) discusses construction as a complex system; he explains that the
general view of the construction process is that it is an ordered, linear phenomenon,
which can be organised, planned and managed top down. The frequent failures to
complete construction projects on time and schedule give rise to thinking that the
process may not be as predictable as it may look. A closer examination reveals that
construction is indeed a nonlinear, complex and dynamic phenomenon, which often
exists on the edge of chaos.

A firmly founded theory of project management should start with an understanding of
the nature of the project itself. Generally, project management understands the project
as an ordered and simple, and thus predictable, phenomenon which can be divided in to
contracts, activities, work packages, assignments etc. to be executed more or less
interpedently. The project is also seen as a mainly sequential, assembly like, linear
process which can be planned in any degree of detail through an adequate effort, and the
dynamics of the surrounding world are not taken into account. As a consequence project
management acts top down (Bertelsen 2003).

Bertelsen (2003) states that the

perception of the projects nature as ordered and linear is a fundamental mistake and that
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project management must perceive the project as a complex, dynamic phenomenon in a
complex and non linear setting.

Bertelsen (2003) suggests that the complexity aspect must be seen in at least three
perspectives.

Firstly, the project itself is an assembly like process is often more

complicated, parallel and dynamic, and thus more complex than traditional project
management envisages. The mistake is the ordered view of the surrounding world. All
supplies are believed to be made in accordance with projects unreliable schedule, and all
resources such as equipment and crew are supposed to stand by, ready for the projects
beck and call.

Secondly, the construction industry is highly fragmented and its firms cooperate in ever
changing patterns, decided mainly by the lowest bids for the project in question. They
are also interwoven, as every firm at the same time participates in more than one
project, utilising the same production capacity. Almost all projects are divided into
parts that are subcontracted to individual enterprises, and these contracts are almost
always made to the lowest prices. Thus we have a production system consisting of
individual operators, each trying against odds to get a reasonable earning for their own
business out of their lowest bid. This can only be done through an optimal resource
utilisation. However, as they all work with the same resources on more projects than
the one in question, this ties our project firmly, but secretly, more or less to all other
projects that are being executed in our region, and maybe the whole country. Nobody
knows where the ties are so tight that we get strong and unplanned influence from
unforeseen events in other projects. The construction sector, due to its contracting
practice, forms an interwoven network of high complexity and a great dynamic (loc.cit).

Thirdly, the construction site is a working place for humans and a place for cooperation
and social interaction, which because of the temporary character, forms a highly
transient human system.

This aspect is often hidden by the fact that staff at the

production facility, the construction site, are not hired and reimbursed by the place
where they work. Their loyalty is divided between their own firm and the job at hand,
often with the firm as the one with the highest priority. Traditional project management
often overlooks this aspect and does not perceive the gangs on the sites as their own
employees in the virtual firm, which is formed by the project (loc.cit).
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4.5.2

Components of project complexity

Gidado (2004) identified that project complexity has six main components, these are:
1. Inherent complexity component;
2. Uncertainty component;
3. Number of technologies;
4. Rigidity of sequence;
5. Overlap of phases or concurrency; and
6. Organisational inherent complexity.
The Inherent complexity component is made up of the following intersecting factors:
A. Physically difficult role that requires simple or no equipment;
B. Physically difficult role that requires the use of complex equipment;
C. Technically complex role due to the sophistication of the equipment or method;
D. Technically complex role that requires locally available special skills;
E. Technically complex role that requires a special skill, knowledge and
equipment; and
F. Role that has no known procedure.
The Uncertainty component is mainly made up of the following intersecting factors:
G. Lack of uniformity due to lack of working space and or access;
H. Lack of uniformity due to continuous change in material or other resources;
I. Lack of uniformity due to mechanical or other resource breakdown;
J. The effect of weather or climatic conditions;
K. Unpredictable sub-surface (e.g. excavation in ancient city grounds);
L. Unpredictable work in a defined new structure (e.g. as in new work added to old
buildings without record drawings);
M. Due to undefined structure or poor buildability assessment (e.g. refurbishment
works of old buildings);
N. Due to lack of working drawings (e.g. installation of M & E services in new
buildings);
O. As a result of overlap of design and construction;
P. Due to environmental influence
Q. Cultural/social/legal environmental layer (e.g. a similar project in a new
location)
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R. Technical core environmental layer (e.g. underwater construction, chemical);
S. Due to lack of experienced local work force; and
T. Conducting or managing such a role for the first time.
The Number of technologies component is made up of two influencing factors:
U. Repetition of the roles in each technology; and
V. Interdependencies between the roles of various technologies in a task.
The Rigidity of sequence component is affected by the following factors:
W. Repetition of the same task;
X1. Rigidity of sequence between the various tasks within an operation;
X2. Rigidity of sequence between the various operations within a package; and
X3. Rigidity of sequence between the various packages within a phase.
The Overlap of phases or Concurrency component is affected by the following factors:
Y. Degree of overlap of phases; and
Z. Interrelationships between activities in different overlapping parts.
The organisational inherent complexity is affected by the following factors:
ZZ1. Information generation, transmittal, usage and feedback; and
ZZ2. Decision making.
4.6

Conclusion

The term complexity has a number of different connotations depending on the context
within which it is used. In every day life people might use the word complex to
describe something that is difficult to carry out or something that is made up of many
tasks. However, the standard dictionary definition tells us that the term should only be
used where it is being used to describe something that is made up of a number of
interconnecting parts.

The way in which complexity is viewed and applied to industries other than the
construction industry has been investigated in this chapter with the view that methods
may be transferable to the construction industry. A number of interesting points have
been raised, for example when looking at how complexity theory can be applied to the
management of organisations it has been suggested by a number of authors that strategic
and long term planning are irrelevant and perhaps even a hindrance. This could perhaps
present a problem in terms of transferring ideas to the construction industry as planning
is obviously one of the major factors of any construction project.
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Manufacturing as an industry can be compared to the construction industry. Obvious
similarities are present between the manufacturing process and the construction process
and therefore any approach that has been taken in manufacturing towards dealing with
complexity may be able to be transferred and applied to the construction industry.

As shown from the literature, complexity can be a difficult factor to quantify, however,
a number of methods have been designed to measure complexity and give it a value. It
is important when assigning a number to a factor such as complexity that the meaning
of that figure is understood, simply saying a project has a complexity rating of 10 for
example is not sufficient to give any real information to the people involved in the
project, it is important that the context of that number is understood and the impact that
it has on the project is clear.

The dictionary definition of complexity fits very well into what is understood by
complexity in construction, however the perception of complexity in the construction
industry extends this definition further to include projects that are not only made up of a
number of interconnecting parts but also those projects which carry some inherent
complications and intricacies in the execution of the project.

In order to distinguish between complexity science and the complexity experienced in
construction projects, the term project complexity has been used in this research.
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CHAPTER FIVE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND
METHODS
5.0

Introduction

The aim of this chapter has been to identify the methodological approach of the research
and explain the rationale for its use. A number of different approaches were adopted in
order to collect appropriate data, incorporating both qualitative and quantitative
methods. The chapter also highlights the philosophical approach taken to the research
and the impact that this has upon the findings.

In addition to this the ethical

considerations of the research are explained.

In order to fulfil the aim of the research, it was necessary to undertake a number of
research activities to identify adequate data from which the model to measure
complexity in construction projects could be produced. It was necessary to first collect
background information to establish the rationale for the research and a starting point
for the data collection process. This initial literature review identified the problems
currently experienced in measuring project complexity.

The next stage of data

collection encompassed semi structured interviews incorporating a questionnaire
survey.

This stage of the data collection was designed to establish the current

understanding of project complexity and the factors which make a project complex.
Case studies were then conducted to further investigate the factors, establishing
frequency of occurrence and the significance of the factors. An information modelling
approach was then adopted to produce a usable tool to measure the complexity of any
given project and facilitate decision making. Finally case studies were used in order to
test the models effectiveness and make recommendations for improvements.

The following methods were all used in some respect during the research process:
Literature search and review;
Semi structured interviews;
Questionnaires;
Case study analysis;
Information modelling and simulation techniques.
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This chapter explains the rationale for the use of each method, how the data collection
was carried out and the approach taken to the analysis of the data for each method.

The literature review has raised a number of questions which has contributed to and
informed the design of the research methodology. It was necessary to investigate the
three separate topics of planning and the pre construction stage, risk and evaluating
projects and project complexity in order to identify the level of understanding of the
issues concerning complexity in the construction industry, as well as to identify current
methods of evaluating projects. The literature review identified the current problems
concerning the poor project success rates and how the increasing complexity of modern
projects is a contributing factor to this. Although the increasing complexity of projects
is cited as a contributing barrier to project success, there is no clear definition of the
term project complexity in the construction industry or of the factors that make a project
complex. The need for a method to measure project complexity is presented in the
literature as there is currently no formal system by which this can be done in the
construction industry.

In order to develop a methodology to measure project

complexity, it is first necessary to understand the factors that make a project complex
and the significance of these factors. The literature review therefore has presented the
need to investigate further defining project complexity and the factors that make
projects complex, the impact this has upon the project and at what stage project
complexity can be identified.
5.1

Methodology

5.1.1

Approaches to data collection

The methodological approach taken in this research is central to the interpretations of
the data gathered. The correct method of data collection is vital in obtaining useful
results. A number of approaches exist, broadly categorised into the qualitative and
quantitative paradigms.

There are a number of advantages and disadvantages associated with each type of data;
however it is important to understand these and choose the data collection method
which is most suited to the project. It is also possible to use a mixed methods approach,
collecting both qualitative and quantitative data and combining the results. Among
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researchers there is usually a preference of which paradigm is best. The reality of the
situation is that the data collected needs to be appropriate to the research and not based
upon a bias that the researcher may hold because they are more familiar or more adept
at one method or another.

Traditionally there has been a significant divide between the use of qualitative and
quantitative data. Burke-Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004, p.14) describe that for more
than a century, the advocates of quantitative and qualitative research paradigms have
engaged in ardent dispute and that from these debates purists have emerged on both
sides. Quantitative purists maintain that social science inquiry should be objective.
That is, time and context free generalisations are desirable and possible, and real causes
of social scientific outcomes can be determined reliably and validly. According to this
school of thought, researchers should eliminate their biases, remain emotionally
detached and uninvolved with the objectives of the study, and test or empirically justify
their hypotheses. Qualitative purists contend that multiple constructed realities abound,
that time and context free generalisations are neither desirable nor possible, that
research is value-bound, that it is impossible to differentiate fully causes and effects,
that logic flows from specific to general and that the knower and known cannot be
separated because the subjective knower is the only source of reality.
Table 5-1 shows a comparison of quantitative and qualitative research. From the table it
can be seen that qualitative and quantitative data are considered to be quite different.
The word qualitative implies an emphasis on the qualities of entities and on processes
and meanings that are not experimentally examined or measured (if measured at all) in
terms of quantity, amount, intensity or frequency. Qualitative researchers stress the
socially constructed nature of reality, the intimate relationship between the researcher
and what is studied and the situational constraints that shape inquiry. Such researchers
emphasise the value-laden nature of inquiry. They seek answers to questions that stress
how social experience is created and given meaning. In contrast, quantitative studies
emphasise the measurement and analysis of causal relationships between variables, not
processes. Proponents of such studies claim that their work is done from within a
value-free framework (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003, p13).
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Quantitative

Qualitative

1. Role

Fact-finding based on
evidence or records

2. Relationship
between researcher
and subject

Distant

Attitude measurement based on
opinions, views and perceptions
measurement
Close

3. Scope of findings

Nomothetic

Idiographic

4. Relationship
between
theory/concepts and
research

Testing/conformation

Emergent/development

5. Nature of data

Hard and reliable

Rich and deep

Table 5-1 Qualitative vs. Quantitative research (Bryman, 1992)

Each research paradigm has its strengths and weaknesses.

Burke-Johnson and

Onwuegbuzie (2004, p.19-20) present the strengths and weaknesses of both types of
research. These strengths and weaknesses can be seen in
Table 5-2 and Table 5-3.
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.Strengths
Testing and validating already constructed theories
about how (and to a lesser degree, why)
phenomena occur
It is useful for studying large numbers of people
Testing hypothesis that are constructed before the
data are collected. Can generalise research
findings when the data are based on random
samples of sufficient size
Can generalise a research finding when it has been
replicated on many different populations and
subpopulations
Useful for obtaining data that allow quantitative
predictions to be made

Weaknesses
The researcher‟s categories that are used may not
reflect local constituencies‟ understandings

The researchers theories that are used may not
reflect the local constituencies‟ understandings

The researcher may miss out on phenomena
occurring because of the focus on theory or
hypothesis generation (called the confirmation
bias)
Knowledge produced may be too abstract and
general for direct application to specific local
situations, contexts, and individuals

The researcher may construct a situation that
eliminates the confounding influence of many
variables, allowing one to more credible assess
cause and effect relationships
Data collection using some quantitative methods is
relatively quick (e.g. telephone interviews)
Provides precise, quantitative, numerical data
Data analysis is relatively less time consuming
(using statistical software)
The research results are relatively independent of
the researcher (e.g. effect size, statistical
significance)
It may have higher credibility with many people in
power (e.g. administrators, politicians, people who
fund programs)
It is useful for studying large numbers of people

Table 5-2 Strengths and weaknesses of quantitative research
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Strengths
The data are based on the participants‟ own
categories and meanings
It is useful for studying a limited number of cases
in depth
It is useful for describing complex phenomena
Provides individual case confirmation
Can conduct cross-case comparisons and analysis
Provides understanding and description of people‟s
personal experiences of phenomena (i.e. the „emic‟
or insiders viewpoint)
Can describe, in rich detail, phenomena as they are
situated and embedded in local contexts
The researcher identifies contextual and setting
factors such as they relate to the phenomena of
interest
The researcher can study dynamic process (i.e.
documenting sequential patterns and change)
The researcher can use the primarily qualitative
method of „grounded theory‟ to generate
inductively a tentative but explanatory theory about
a phenomena
Can determine how participants interpret
„constructs‟ (e.g. self esteem, IQ)
Data are usually collected in naturalistic settings in
qualitative research
Qualitative approaches are responsive in local
situations, conditions and stakeholders‟ needs
Qualitative researchers are responsive to changes
that occur during the conduct of a study (especially
during extended fieldwork) and may shift focus of
their studies as a result
Qualitative data in the words and categories of
participants lend themselves to exploring how and
why phenomena occur
One can use an important case to demonstrate
vividly a phenomenon to the readers of a report
Determine idiographic causation (i.e. determination
of causes of a particular event)

Weaknesses
Knowledge produced may not generalise to other
people or other settings (i.e. findings may be
unique to the relatively few people included in the
research study)
It is difficult to make quantitative predictions
It is more difficult to test hypothesis and theories
It may have lower credibility with some
administrators and commissioners of programs
It generally takes more time to collect the data
when compared to quantitative research
Data analysis is often time consuming
The results are more easily influenced by the
researcher‟s personal biases and idiosyncrasies

Table 5-3 Strengths and weaknesses of qualitative research

Whilst individually both approaches to data collection are a valid means of obtaining
useful data, it is also possible in some studies to use a combination of the two. This
approach is known as mixed methods and can have a number of benefits. BurkeJohnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004, p.17) defines mixed methods research as “the class of
research where the researcher mixes or combines quantitative and qualitative research
techniques, methods, approaches, concepts or language into a single study”. Mixed
methods are becoming a more accepted way of data collection with journals such as the
Journal of Mixed Methods Research dedicated solely to mixed method research.
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Robson (2002, p.372-373) summarises a number of mixed method approaches
suggested by Bryman (1992, p.59-61). These methods are as follows:
1. Triangulation. Checking the results of a qualitative method with those of a
quantitative (or vice versa).
2. Qualitative method used to facilitate fixed research design. Helps to provide
information on context and participants; acts as a source of hypothesis; aids
scale construction.
3. Quantitative method used to facilitate flexible research design. Quantitative
method (e.g. survey) used to help select participants in a flexible design.
4. Provision of general or more complete picture. Quantitative method used to fill
a gap in a flexible design study (e.g. when the researcher can‟t be present
because of other research commitments); when the research questions raise
issues which can not be addressed by purely qualitative, or purely quantitative
methods.
5. Structure and process. Broadly speaking, fixed design research is more effective
at getting „structural‟ aspects of social life, while flexible design research is
more effective in dealing with processes. Combining them allows both aspects
to be covered.
6. Researcher and participant perspectives. Fixed designs are typically focused on
the researcher‟s perspective.

Flexible designs can follow the participant‟s

perspectives. A combined study can deal with both aspects.
7. Adding statistical generalisability.

Flexible design research rarely permits

statistical generalisability. Employing an additional qualitative method may
permit some generalisation.
8. Facilitating interpretation.

Fixed designs are well adapted to establishing

relationships between variables, but are typically weak in establishing the
reasons for them. Qualitative methods can help in developing explanations.
9. Relations between macro and micro levels. Qualitative methods tend to focus
on the small scale, micro aspects of social life. Quantitative methods are often
concerned with more large scale, macro aspects. Combining the two can help to
integrate both levels.
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10. Stage of the research. Different methods may be appropriate at different stages
of the research process (for example, a fixed design study may be preceded by,
or followed by the use of qualitative methods).
11. Hybrids. One way to combine the two approaches is to use qualitative methods
in a fixed design, or quantitative methods in a flexible design. For example,
qualitative methods might be employed in a quasi-experimental design.
Burke-Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004, p.21) present the strengths and weaknesses of
mixed methods research. These can be seen in Table 5-4.

It is clear from Table 5-4 that there is much scope for the use of mixed method
approaches and that a number of benefits can be gained from taking this approach to
data collection. This approach is particularly useful in a study such as this where a
number of stages of data collection are required. By utilising different data collection
approaches, a more holistic picture of the situation can be formed and results from one
section can inform the next. However, it is recognised that there are also a number of
weaknesses to the mixed methods approach and that these must be considered in the
research design.
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Strengths
Words, pictures, and narrative can be used to add
meaning to numbers
Numbers can be used to add precision to words,
pictures and narrative
Can provide quantitative and qualitative research
strengths (see previous lists)
Researcher can generate and test grounded theory
Can answer a broader and more complete range of
research questions because the researcher is not
confined to a single method or approach
A researcher can use the strengths of an additional
method to overcome the weaknesses in another
method by using both in a research study
Can provide stronger evidence for a conclusion
through convergence and corroboration of findings
Can add insights and understanding that might be
missed when only a single method is used
Can be used to increase the generalisability of the
results
Qualitative and quantitative research used together
produce more complete knowledge necessary to
inform theory and practice

Weaknesses
Can be difficult for a single researcher to carry out
both qualitative and quantitative research,
especially if two or more approaches are expected
to be used concurrently; it may require a research
team
Researcher has to learn about multiple methods and
approaches and understand how to mix them
appropriately
Methodological purists contend that one should
always work within either a qualitative or
quantitative paradigm
More expensive
More time consuming
Some of the details of mixed research remain to be
worked out fully by research methodologist (e.g.
problems or paradigm mixing, how to qualitatively
analyse quantitative data, how to interpret
conflicting results)

Table 5-4 Strengths and weaknesses of mixed methods research

5.1.2

Epistemology and ontology

This section outlines the philosophical position of the research and the rationale for this.
Epistemology is the philosophy of knowledge or how we come to know (Trochim,
2000). Epistemology is intimately related to ontology and methodology as ontology
involves the philosophy of reality, epistemology addresses how we come to know that
reality, while methodology identifies the particular practices used to attain knowledge of
it (Krauss, 2005, p.759). Knight and Turnbull (2008, p.65) describe the importance of a
clear understanding of epistemology in any academic research undertaken as at
completion the research will contribute to knowledge.

The term epistemology is

derived from the Ancient Greek words episteme, which means knowledge, and logos,
which can be approximated to the word account.

As a sub discipline of modern
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philosophy, epistemology is principally concerned with theories of knowledge, its limits
and how we acquire it.

A number of research paradigms exist which suit different types of methodological
approaches to research, these can be broadly categorised into positivism, interpretivism
and critical theory or postmodernism. A research paradigm, or interpretive framework,
contains the researcher‟s epistemological, ontological and methodological premises and
can be thought of as a basic set of beliefs that guides action (Guba, 1990, p.17). Table
5-5 outlines the differences between these paradigms.
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POSITIVISM
Assumptions
Goal
Nature of knowledge or
form of theory
Knowledge
Position of researcher
Theories
Criteria for assessment

Research method and
type of analysis

Objective world in which science can „mirror‟ with privileged
knowledge
Explanation and control. Uncover truth and facts as quantitatively
specified relations among variables
Verified hypotheses involving valid, reliable and precisely measured
variables.
Objective, measurable, value free, universal, generalisable
Expert, independent.
Positivism, Post-positivism
Prediction=explanation.
Rigor; internal and external validity, reliability.
Experiments; questionnaires; secondary data analysis; quantitatively
coded documents
Quantitative: regression; Likert scaling; structural equation
modelling.
Qualitative: grounded theory testing

INTERPRETIVISM
Inter-subjective world which science can represent with concepts of
concepts of actors; social construction reality
Understanding. Describe meanings, understand members definition
Goal
of the situation, examine how objective realities are produced
Nature of knowledge or Abstract descriptions of meanings and numbers = definitions of
form of theory
situations produced in natural contexts
Knowledge
Subjective, contextualised, value dependent
Position of researcher
Independent participant
Interpretive, hermeneutics, constructivist, ethnographic, anthropology
Theories
and phenomenology
Criteria for assessment Trustworthiness, authenticity.
Ethnography; participant observation; interviews; conversational
Research method and
analysis; grounded theory development.
type of analysis
Case studies; conversational and textual analysis; expansion analysis.
CRITICAL THEORY/POSTMODERNISM
Material world of structured contradictions and/or exploitation which
Assumptions
can be objectively known only by removing tacit ideological biases
Critique and emancipation. Uncover hidden interests; expose
Goal
contradictions; enable more informed consciousness; displace
ideology with scientific insights; change.
Nature of knowledge or
Structural or historical insights revealing contradictions
form of theory
Knowledge
Subjective, contextualised, value dependent
Position of researcher
Participant, participatory
Theories
Action research, feminism
Theoretical consistency. Historical insights. Transcendent
Criteria for assessment
interpretations. Basis for action, change potential and mobilisation.
Research method and
Field research, historical analysis, dialectical analysis.
type of analysis
Deconstruction, textual analysis.
Assumptions

Table 5-5 Research paradigms (adapted from (Gephart, 1999) and (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003)
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Positivism assumes an objective world hence it often searches for facts conceived in
terms of specified correlations and associations among variables (Gephart, 1999).
Healy and Perry (2000) describe how positivism predominates in science and assumes
that science quantitatively measures independent facts about a single apprehensible
reality. The data and its analysis are value free and data do not change because they are
being observed. Positivism is a position that holds that the goal of knowledge is simply
to describe the phenomena that we experience. The purpose of science is simply to
stick to what we can observe and measure.

According to the positivist epistemology, science is seen as the way to get at truth, to
understand the world well enough so that it might be predicted and controlled. The
word and the universe are deterministic; they operate by laws of cause and effect that
are discernable if we apply the unique approach of the scientific method. Thus, science
is largely a mechanistic or mechanical affair in positivism. Deductive reasoning is used
to postulate theories that can be tested. Based on the results of studies, we may learn
that a theory does not fit the facts well and so the theory must be revised to better
predict reality. The positivist believes in empiricism, the idea that observation and
measurement are at the core of the scientific endeavour. The key approach of the
scientific method is the attempt to discern natural laws through direct manipulation and
observation (Krauss, 2005, p.760).

Critical theory is a tradition developed by the Frankfurt School in Germany based on
the German tradition of philosophical and political thought stemming from Marx, Kant,
Hegal and Max Webber. Critical theorists departed from Marxist orthodoxy on many
issues but maintained a focus on the changing nature of capitalism and the forms of
domination, injustice and subjugation capitalism produced. A basic assumption of the
critical tradition is that the material world we encounter is both real and is produced by
and through capitalist modes of production (Gephart, 1999).

Interpretivist research is fundamentally concerned with meaning and it seeks to
understand social members‟ definition of a situation (Schwandt, 1994). Interpretivists
assume that knowledge and meaning are acts of interpretation hence there is no
objective knowledge which is independent of thinking, reasoning humans (Gephart,
1999).

Interpretivism often addresses essential features of shared meaning and
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understanding whereas constructivism extends this concern with knowledge as
produced and interpreted to an anti-essentialist level.

Constructivists argue that

knowledge and truth are the result of perspective hence all truths are relative to some
meaning context of perspective (Schwandt, 1994). This research takes the position of
interpretivist constructivism.
5.1.3

Ethical considerations

There are ethical considerations to be made in any research project.

These

considerations surround a number of areas including the design of the research itself, the
participants of the research and the analysis of the data (Greenfield, 2002, p.41-53).
The ethical considerations in this research refer more to the integrity of the study than
the moral implications as no vulnerable groups, for example children, were participants
in the research.
O‟Leary (2005, p.74-76) suggests seven criteria for researching with integrity. These
are:
1. Have the subjectivities been acknowledged and managed?
There are three strategies and associated indicators that reflect the management of
subjectivities:
Objectivity – conclusions are based on observable phenomena; findings are not
influenced by emotions, personal prejudices, or subjectivities.
Neutrality – subjectivities are explicitly recognised and negotiated in a manner
that attempts to avoid biasing results/conclusions.
Subjectivity with transparency – acceptance and disclosure of bias of subjective
positioning and how it might impact the research process including conclusions
drawn.
2. Are methods approached with consistency?
The two indicators that are most often used to assess consistency are:
Reliability – concerned with internal consistency, or whether data/results
collected, measured, or generated are under repeated trials.
Dependability – accepts that reliability in studies of the social may not be
possible, but attests that methods are systematic, well-documented and designed
to account/control for subjectivity and bias.
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3. Has „true essence‟ been captured?
Capturing true essence depends on many factors, including your ability to build trust
and take your study‟s limitations into consideration. The following two indicators are
often called upon to assess „truth‟:
Validity – concerned with truth value; that is, whether conclusions are „correct‟.
Also considers whether methods, approaches and techniques actually relate to
what is being explored.
Authenticity – concerned with truth value, but recognises that multiple truths
may

exist.

Concerned

with

describing

the

deep

structure

of

experience/phenomenon in a manner that is „true‟ to the experience.
4. Have you spoken for an appropriate group of people?
Another way to approach this is to ask if your findings are applicable outside your
immediate frame of reference. The goal of broad, yet appropriate, applicability is
generally assessed by two distinct indicators:
Generalisability – whether findings and/or conclusions from a sample, setting, or
group are directly applicable to a larger population, a different setting, or to
another group.
Transferability – whether findings and/or conclusions from a sample, setting or
group lead to lessons learned that may be germane to a larger population, a
different setting, or to another group.
5. Is the research process open and accountable? Can it be verified?
When you are dealing with a process that has the potential for bias, error, inaccuracy
and misinterpretation, it is important to be able to call on indicators related to
accountability. Two indicators that attempt to address this issue are:
Reproducibility – concerned with whether results/conclusions would be
supported if the same methodology was used in a different study with the
same/similar context.
Audibility – accepts the idiosyncratic nature of research contexts, and the
associated difficulty in aiming for reproducibility. Audibility therefore seeks
full explication of methods to allow others to see how and why the researchers
arrived at their conclusions.
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6. Will the project be considered useful by relevant stakeholders?
This is particularly relevant in applied research where the goal is situation improvement
or problem alleviation. While „truth‟ is still a goal, the main game is whether or not the
research project has been able to make a contribution that is more than theoretical.
Usefulness – concerned with the practical and relevant contribution a research
process can have for stakeholders.
7. Have research participants been treated with integrity?
The goal here is to ensure that participants are treated with respect and dignity at all
times. Treating research participants with integrity means that all three of the following
are met:
Legality – concerned that the research process is not in breach of the law,
including any obligation to report illegal activities that researchers may come to
know of in the course of their research.
Morality – centres on the social norms that should act to protect research
participants. These norms include conscientious decision making, equity and
honesty through full disclosure.
Ethicality – refers to a professional „code of practice‟ designed to protect the
researched from an unethical process, and in turn protect the researcher from
legal liabilities. Key ethical considerations include informed consent, causing
no harm and a right to privacy.
Each of these criteria has been carefully considered throughout the research process. It
has been particularly important to ensure that subjectivities and bias has been
understood and controlled throughout the interview and case study sections of the
research. It has also been important to ensure confidentiality of participant‟s names and
company‟s in order for them to feel comfortable disclosing potentially sensitive
information.
5.2

Methods

In undertaking this research a selection of methods have been utilised in order to
achieve the research aim. An introduction to each of these methods is given in the
following section. The Collins English Dictionary (2006, p.1023) defines research as
“systematic investigation to establish facts or collect information on a subject” and
methodology as “the system of methods and principles used in a particular discipline
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and the branch of philosophy concerned with the science of method”. The research was
divided into a number of data collection and analysis sections each utilising a different
method.

The research paradigm and data collection approach has already been

discussed in this chapter.

This section focuses specifically on the data collection

methods undertaken and the methods of data analysis that were used.
5.2.1

Literature search and review

5.2.1.1 Reflection on literature reviews
The literature review has been undertaken in order to provide documentary evidence of
the subject matter and to provide a wider understanding of the key issues. Naoum
(2004, p.17) suggests that the literature review serves two purposes in the research
process, first, it seeks systematic reading of previously published and unpublished
information relating to the area of investigation. The gathered information will develop
issues and themes which should drive the next important stage of research design.
Second, the literature review will help to improve the research study by looking into
previous research design giving insights into effectively designing research.

A number of topics were investigated as part of the literature search and review. These
topics included project planning and the pre construction stage; methods of evaluating
projects focusing on risk; complexity science and its practical applications; and finally
complexity in the construction industry. Literature was reviewed from a wide range of
sources, including academic texts from many different sectors as well as construction
research. This was to ensure that a wider perspective on the issues informed the
development of the research. A literature search was also conducted to investigate
appropriate methodology for the research.
5.2.1.2 Aim and objectives of the literature review
The aim of the literature review was to investigate the definitions, systems, processes,
methods and procedures of project complexity and pre construction planning and to
establish the key factors that make a project complex. The literature review was also
required to inform the later stages of the research design.
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The objectives for achieving the literature review are as follows:
1. Structure the literature review and identify sources of appropriate literature
2. Search and collect relevant literature
3. Critically appraise literature
4. Write up literature review
5.2.1.3 Data analysis
The data analysis for the literature review involved a critical appraisal of the literature
gathered for each of the topics discussed earlier. Naoum (op.cit, p.29) describes the
analysis of literature as being analytical in nature, examining the contribution that other
people‟s work has made with a view to identify the following:
1. Similarities in the statements made by previous writers;
2. Common issue(s) raised by previous writers;
3. Differences or contradiction of statements made by previous writers;
4. Criticisms made by previous writers.
When collecting the data and conducting the analysis it was important to use literature
whose information was correct, comprehensive and unbiased.

Fink (2005, p.162)

explains that a study‟s validity depends on the rigor of its methods, including research
design, sampling, data collection and analysis as well as other factors including the
researchers affiliation, the data and source of publication and the origins of financial
support for the research.
5.2.2

Semi structured interviews and questionnaires

5.2.2.1 Reflection on semi structured interviews and questionnaires
For the first empirical data collection stage of the research a mixed method approach
was adopted in order to collect the most appropriate data. A semi structured interview
incorporating a questionnaire survey was designed in order to exploit the benefits of
each data collection method whilst avoiding some of the potential disadvantages
associated with these. The concept of the mixed method approach also facilitates
checking within the data as conclusions can be drawn from both sets of data and
concurrencies or differences can be identified.
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Questionnaires are a useful means of collecting data when the information required is of
a quantitative nature and when the instructions and questions asked are simple.
However, there are a number of disadvantages associated with questionnaire survey
methods. Table 5-6 shows the disadvantages of using questionnaires as a research
method (Burns, 2000).
Disadvantages
Difficulty of securing an adequate response. Response rates tend to be much lower than when the
interview method is used. Response rates to mail questionnaires seldom exceed fifty per cent and rates
between fifteen and twenty percent are common.
Sampling problems. All questionnaires are not returned, so likelihood of biased sampling exists as nonrespondents may differ significantly from respondents.
Complex instruments, ambiguity or vagueness will cause poor responses.
The method is unsuitable when probing is desirable.
Ambiguous, incomplete or inaccurate information cannot be followed up. Responses must be accepted as
given.
Non-flexibility. Respondents may be limited from providing free expression of opinions as a result of
instrument-design considerations. Alternatively, open-ended instruments may produce data that cannot
be merged easily for systematic analysis.
There is no opportunity to acquire supplementary observational data.
The respondent‟s motivation for answering the questionnaire is unknown.
Possibility of misinterpretation of the questions by the respondents. It is extremely difficult to formulate
a series of questions whose meanings are crystal clear to every reader. The investigator may know
exactly what is meant by a question, but because of poor wording or differential meaning of terms, a
significantly different interpretation is made by the respondent.

Table 5-6 Disadvantages of questionnaires

Interviews are more suited to the qualitative type of information that is mainly required
in this research. Table 5-7 shows the advantages of using the interview method of data
collection (Burns, 2000).
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Advantages
Flexibility. One of the most important aspects of the interview is its flexibility. The interviewer has the
opportunity to observe the subject and the total situation in which they are responding. Questions can be
repeated or their meanings explained in case they are not understood by the respondents. The interviewer
can also press for additional information when a response seems incomplete or not entirely relevant.
Response rate. More people are more willing to talk and react verbally than to write the responses to
questions. A key benefit is therefore the high response rate, which makes the data more representative
than data solicited through a mail questionnaire.
A face-to-face interaction assists in the establishment of rapport and a higher level of motivation among
respondents.
A useful method when extensive data is required on a small number of complex topics.
Probing may be used to elicit more complete responses and the presence of the interviewer generally
reduces the number of „don‟t know‟ and non-response to questions, as explanation and clarification are
readily available.
Observation of the respondent‟s non-verbal communication and environment are possible. Such
observations may provide added dimensions to data collection.
Greater flexibility is afforded to the respondent in an interview than when a written instrument is used.
The interviewer is able to control the sequence of the items as the respondent cannot look ahead and
anticipate trends in the enquiries.
Individual appreciation can be shown to the respondents.

Table 5-7 Advantages of interviews

The use of interviews allows a greater depth of knowledge to be gathered, and gives the
flexibility to extend the research further. There are, however a number of disadvantages
to using interviews which must be considered, and understood, before the interview
process can ensue. These disadvantages include the fact that interviews are more time
consuming than questionnaires (although the high response rate balances this some
what), it is easier to inadvertently introduce bias when interviewing, causing concerns
with validity, and reliability of results. Finally flexibility afforded by unstructured
interviews may generate difficulties when attempts are made to categorise and evaluate
responses. However, as long as the interviewer is aware of these facts, problems can be
avoided by careful time planning, good interview style and careful formulation of
questions to allow appropriate analysis of results.

A Summary of the three main types of data collection and their related issues is given in
Table 5-8. The summary provided by the table gives an overview of the methods and
highlights how personal interviews are the appropriate choice for this project.
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Mailed questionnaire
Assumes the most of the
respondent

Telephone interview
Can reach the unreachable

Cheapest method of
collecting data
Can reach widely
distributed population
Difficult to obtain
adequate response rate
No interviewer bias/no
distribution bias
Difficult to maintain
standardisation
Respondent not always
known

More economical than
personal interview
Speedy and efficient
Response rate is generally
high
Interviewer‟s voice may be
biasing
interviewer maintains
standardisation
Can control participation

No third party bias

Monitoring presents
biasing
Questionnaire should be
Questionnaire can be
short
longer than mail
Unlimited answer choices Limited answer choices
Appearance of
Appearance of the
questionnaire is important questionnaire is not
important
Questionnaire must be
Questionnaire can be more
simple
complex than mail but
easy enough for
interviewers
Informant cannot be
Informant cannot be
observed
observed
Difficult to get information Interviewer edits open
to open ended questions
responses

Personal interview
Assumes the least of the
respondent – least
demands
Most expensive method
Slowest method
Response rate is high
Interviewers presence may
be biasing
Interviewer maintains
standardisation
Difficult to control the
participation of other
household members
Monitoring can be biasing
Longer questionnaires
justifies the cost
Unlimited answer choices
Appearance of the
questionnaire is not
important
Questionnaire can be more
complex than telephone

Informant can be observed
Easier to ask open ended
questions – behavioural
cues

Table 5-8 Comparison of data collection methods (Burns, 2000)

By incorporating the questionnaire survey as part of the interview process, one of the
major difficulties of using questionnaires, poor response rates, was avoided.
5.2.2.2 Aim and objectives of interviews
The aim of conducting the interviews was to verify and build upon the findings of the
literature review which investigated, defined and established the components of project
complexity, project risk and the pre construction stage and to determine how to measure
project complexity and project risk.

The interviews have focused primarily on
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complexity as this is the least represented in the literature, although areas such as
planning and risk were also covered.

The objectives to achieve the aim of the interviews were:
1. Establish criteria for selection of the interviewees
2. Decide upon the method of analysis
3. Reflect upon the literature review and design appropriate interview questions
4. Carry out 15-20 semi structured interviews
5. Analyse and present the results
5.2.2.3 Interview design
The data collected has encompassed a mixture of both qualitative and quantitative data.
This mixed approach has been used to gain the most appropriate data to fulfil the aim of
the research. Questionnaires and semi structured interviews were designed based upon
the information identified from an in depth literature review. Although a predominantly
qualitative approach was selected for this stage of the research, it was also necessary to
collect some quantitative data. This was done through the means of a questionnaire
survey which was completed by the interview participants prior to the interview
meeting. By using the questionnaire survey in conjunction with the interviews, a
number of the disadvantages associated with mailed questionnaires could be overcome.
In particular, the problems concerning poor response rate and sampling problems
described previously. Although only a relatively small number of participants were
used in comparison with a postal questionnaire, the sampling procedure ensured that the
information gathered was relevant.

Using this approach allowed both qualitative and quantitative data to be collected at the
same stage. Whilst there are many who believe that one type of data is better than
another, in this situation, a blended approach was most appropriate in order to gather
data that would fulfil the aim of the data collection process.

The questionnaires comprised a number of Likert scale style questions asking the
respondent to score each statement on a scale of one to ten, where 1 was the least
important or significant and 10 was the most important or significant. These statements
relate to definitions and components of complexity that were identified throughout the
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literature.

An example of the questionnaire can be found in appendix A. The

questionnaires were piloted on members of academic staff to ensure they were clear and
concise.

The semi structured interviews were used to build upon the information from the
questionnaires and further explore how complexity is perceived in industry. The
interviews were divided into four main sections.

Section one discussed the

questionnaire and established what makes a project complex. Section two investigated
the identification and measurement of complexity in projects.

Section three was

concerned with the interaction between project complexity and other project
components and section four gave the interviewee the opportunity to add any further
information which they felt may be useful to the research.
5.2.2.4 Sampling and selection criterion
All the participants were selected via criterion sampling, where all cases meet some
criterion which is useful for quality assurance (Miles and Huberman, 1994). The aim of
sampling the potential interviewees is to ensure that a realistically achievable amount of
interviews can be conducted whilst still representing the views of the wider community.
This type of sampling has also been used to obtain information that will be the most
pertinent to the research. The criteria for the selection of interviewees are as follows,
they must:
have experience of „complex‟ projects
work at a management (strategic) level in construction
work in the South East of England
have a construction related degree or equivalent qualification
10 years plus construction experience
experience in planning/risk issues
It was essential that the interviewee had some experience of working on what they
considered to be complex projects in order to establish what were considered to make
projects complex. It was also essential that the interviewee was in a management
position so that they considered the whole of the project.

It was preferable that

interviewees were based in the South East of England in order to make travelling to
conduct the interviews practical within the time limitations of a project of this type. It
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was also necessary that the interviewees have a construction related degree or
equivalent qualification and had at least 10 years experience in the construction industry
to ensure that they had relevant experience to contribute to the research. It was also
beneficial if the interviewee had experience of either project planning or risk issues.

Interviewees were assured of confidentiality during the interview process, therefore no
company names or names of interviewees have been published in any of the data
resulting from the interviews.
5.2.2.5 Data analysis
Data analysis has essentially three components, data reduction, data display and
conclusion drawing and verification. These are represented in Figure 5-1.
Data collection period

DATA REDUCTION

Anticipatory

During

Post

DATA DISPLAYS

During

= ANALYSIS
Post

CONCLUSION DRAWING/
VERIFICATION

During

Post

Figure 5-1 Data analysis (Miles and Huberman, 1994)

Data reduction refers to the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting and
transforming the data that appear in written-up field notes or transcriptions. Data
reduction occurs continuously throughout the life of any qualitatively oriented project.
As data collection proceeds, further episodes of data reduction occur (writing
summaries, coding, teasing out themes, making clusters, making partitions, writing
memos). The data reduction/transforming process continues after fieldwork, until a
final report is completed.
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The second major flow of analysis activity is data display; generically, a display is an
organised, compressed assembly of information that permits conclusion drawing and
action. In daily life, displays vary from gasoline gauges to newspapers to computer
screens to factor analyses printouts. Looking at displays helps us to understand what is
happening and to do something – either analyse further or take action – based on that
understanding. The most frequent form of display for quantitative data in the past has
been extended text (Miles and Huberman, 1994).

Miles and Huberman (loc.cit) suggest that better displays are a major avenue to valid
qualitative analysis. They discuss a number of display methods including many types
of matrices, graphs, charts and networks. All are designed to assemble organised
information into immediately accessible, compact form so that the analyst can see what
is happening and either draw justified conclusions or move on to the next step of
analysis the display suggests may be useful.

The third stream of analyses activity is conclusion drawing and verification. From the
start of data collection, the qualitative analyst is beginning to decide what things mean –
is noting regularities, patterns, explanations, possible configurations, causal flows and
propositions. Final conclusions may not appear until data collection is over, depending
on the size of the corpus of field notes. The coding, storage and retrieval methods used;
the sophistication of the researcher; and the demands of the funding agency, but they
often have been prefigured from the beginning, even when a researcher claims to have
been proceeding inductively.

The interviews for this research used a constant comparison grounded theory approach
where the interviews have been digitally recorded and transcribed. Although this is a
time consuming exercise it is important to have hard copies of the interviews in order to
properly carry out the analysis. Constant comparison grounded theory is a widely used
method of analysing qualitative data. Grounded theories, because they are drawn from
data, are likely to offer insight, enhance understanding and provide a meaningful guide
to action. It involves looking at documents such as field notes or interview transcripts
and identifying indicators of categories in events and behaviour, then naming them and
coding them on the document. These codes can be compared to find consistencies and
differences. The term grounded theory means theory that was derived from data,
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systematically gathered and analysed through the research process (Strauss and Corbin,
1998). In this method, data collection, analysis and eventually theory stand in close
relationship to one another. Theory derived from data is more likely to resemble the
„reality‟ than is theory derived by putting together a series of concepts based on
experiences or solely through speculation (how one thinks things ought to work).

A coding procedure was carried out on a question by question basis and then themes
were formed into which to sort the data. A summary of the outcomes of each question
was then generated. It is tempting when dealing with large amounts of qualitative data
to quantify it in some way and perform some form of statistical analysis. However, this
then defeats the original reasons for collecting qualitative data and should therefore be
avoided.

This concept is summarised in this quote from Albert Einstein: “Not

everything that can be counted counts and not everything that counts can be counted”
(O'leary, 2005).

The data from the questionnaires was used to derive an importance index for each
statement, allowing them to be ranked. From this a clear definition of complexity in
construction has been generated and the most important components identified. The
function used to derive the importance index (Ip) is as follows:
Ip = ∑(af)/AF
Where:
a

=

the weighting

A

=

maximum possible weighing

f

=

frequency of possible weighting

F

=

total number of respondents
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5.2.3

Case studies

5.2.3.1 Reflection on case studies
For the second stage of empirical data collection a case study analysis approach was
selected. Case study research appears to be highly relevant to an industry that is project
driven and made up of many different types of organisations and businesses (Proverbs
and Gameson, 2008). Analysis of real projects was essential in order to collect data that
would allow the model to be developed. Without this information, the model would be
more theoretical which has been a criticism of work in this area in the past (Gidado,
1993). Using real life data to inform the development of the model makes it more
applicable for use in industry.

5.2.3.2 Aim and objectives of the case studies
The aim of conducting the case study analysis was to identify the frequency with which
the previously identified complexity factors occurred in real life projects and to identify
the impact that they had upon the project. This was conducted in order to develop the
model for measuring project complexity at the pre construction stage and to inform the
decision making process.

The objectives of the case studies were as follows:
1. Establish criteria for the selection of the case study projects
2. Investigate and decide upon the method of data analysis
3. Reflect upon the results from the previous data collection process and design the
case study data collection accordingly
4. Collect data for 10-20 case studies
5. Analyse and present the results

As the aim of the case study analysis was to identify the frequency with which the
project complexity factors occurred in projects, a larger sample of case studies than is
usually necessary was required in order collect enough quantitative information to
develop the model.

The case studies were also used to verify the results of the

interviews, questionnaires and literature review and therefore a larger number was
beneficial.
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5.2.3.2 Sampling and selection criteria
In order to choose appropriate case studies a selection criteria methodology was applied.
The following criteria for each project were adopted:
The project must be carried out by one of the top 100 contractors in the UK (by
turnover 2007-2008)
The project must have taken place in England or Wales only due to differences
in regulations in other parts of the UK
The project must have been completed in 2005 or later
5.2.3.3 Data collection
Yin (2009, p.98-115) states that case study evidence may come from six sources:
documents, archival records, interviews, direct observation, participant observation and
physical artefacts. Yin (loc.cit) also explains how in addition to the attention given to
the six sources, some overriding principles are important to any data collection effort
when doing case studies. These include the use of:
a) multiple sources of evidence (evidence from two or more sources, converging
on the same facts and findings);
b) a case study database (a formal assembly of evidence distinct from the final case
study report); and
c) a chain of evidence (explicit links among the questions asked, the data collected
and the conclusions drawn).
Yin (loc.cit) states that the use of these will increase the quality of a study substantially
therefore they were followed when collecting the data for the case study analyses.

The data collection for the case studies included reviewing project documentary data
and conducting phone and face to face interviews with key personnel involved in the
projects.

All information regarding identification of the companies, projects and

individuals involved has been omitted in order to keep any sensitive information
confidential. General background information regarding each case study has however
been presented in order to understand the context of the individual case studies.

The data collection for the case study analysis was based upon the findings of the
interviews and questionnaire survey conducted earlier in the research. Information was
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gathered relating to the frequency and impact of the project complexity factors
identified. In total 15 projects were analysed for this stage of the research, although
further projects were investigated in order that the model could be tested at a later stage
using this information.
5.2.3.4 Data analysis
The data collected was of a qualitative nature; however both qualitative and quantitative
analysis was carried out. The information for each case study was collated and a
description of the project itself and an overview of the project complexity factors were
written. A matrix was then produced to record which project complexity factors were
experienced on each project so that statistical analysis could be performed and a
frequency factor for each project complexity factor could be established. A breakdown
of the matrix by project complexity themes can be seen in Table 7-1 to Table 7-6
5.2.4

Modelling

5.2.4.1 Reflection on modelling
A number of different modelling techniques exist, ranging from purely mathematical
and simulation type models through to qualitative and conceptual models. Each of
these models has a range of applications. However, although many of these models
have a number of different applications, it is important to select the right kind of model
in order to achieve the best results. Fowkes and Mahony (1994, p.2) state that of the
very many model possibilities arising out of a particular application, very few can
usefully illuminate the processes involved and the useful models are not necessarily
those of the most intrinsic mathematical interest. Fowkes and Mahony go on to suggest
that it is often the case that the qualitative insights gained from modelling are more
important than any quantitative results obtained.

In this research, a more practical, user friendly modelling technique has been applied in
order to face less resistance to acceptance of the model in the construction industry.
Whilst the model is underpinned with mathematical techniques, the interface uses a
more qualitative approach to the data collection.
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5.2.4.2 Aim and objectives of the model
The aim of the this section of the research was to develop a model or system which
could calculate a project‟s exposure to complexity based upon the information collected
in the earlier research work. The model was also required to highlight the areas that
needed improving in order to reduce the complexity exposure of the project.

The objectives for achieving this were as follows:
1. Collect and analyse data from questionnaires, interviews and case studies as
previously detailed
2. Establish the format of the model
3. Establish how complexity can be measured
4. Design the model
5. Test the model using more case study information
5.2.4.3 Model design and development
The model design and development took place in a number of stages. The data obtained
from the interviews and case study analyses were used to calculate a significance index
(SI) for each factor using the following equation:

SI = Importance index x Frequency

Appendix E gives details of these calculations.

The significance index is used in conjunction with the score that the participants give to
each question generated from the factors in order to calculate the project complexity
exposure. Once the significance index had been calculated for each factor, a number of
questions were generated in relation to the project complexity factors, these questions
were organised by the project complexity themes identified earlier. Each of these
questions is then scored by the participant based upon the degree to which it relates to
the project.

The project complexity is then calculated using the score and the

significance index and the results are presented theme by theme so that the participant
can see which factors need improvement. These scores are then used in conjunction
with the target maximum which has also been calculated form the significance index in
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order to highlight the areas which need improving in order to reduce the projects
complexity.
5.2.4.4 Testing the model
In order to test the model, three more case studies were selected using the same criteria
as earlier in the research (see Section 5.2.3.2). The case studies were analysed in a
similar manner to before, however instead of just highlighting where a factor had
occurred, each factor was scored using the model in order to establish how complex the
project was based upon the five themes of project complexity. By using the model to
evaluate the complexity of the case study projects, the areas which caused the most
complexity could be seen and this could then be analysed as the projects had already
finished.
5.3

Conclusion

The aim of this chapter has been to detail the philosophical approach to the research as
well as the methods of data collection and analysis used throughout the project. This
research takes the position of interpretivist constructivism using a grounded theory
approach. Grounded theory has been selected as it means theory that was derived from
data, systematically gathered and analysed through the research process. The model has
been developed in this way, collecting the raw data and analysing it to create the model,
not creating the model from speculation or preconceived ideas.

The ethical considerations of the research were an important aspect in the research
design.

Although the research did not include vulnerable participants or highly

sensitive data, there were still a number of ethical considerations to be made. These
included the consistency in the approach to methods, ensuring the validity of the data,
ensuring generalisability in the data and also ensuring the research is useful to the
construction industry.

The data collection process was divided into a number of sections, each utilising a
different strategy to collect the appropriate data and analyse it in the most suitable
manner. The methodological approach encompassed the use of a blended style of data
collection in order to exploit the advantages of each method and overcome some of the
associated disadvantages of each of the methods. Both qualitative and quantitative data
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was collected therefore requiring different approaches to data analysis; this however
allowed adequate data to inform the development of the model. This blended approach
also helps to verify or „back up‟ results drawn from data collected in different ways,
thus providing a checking system to ensure results are accurate.

The methods used in the research included an extensive literature review, semi
structured interviews incorporating a questionnaire survey, case study analysis and
finally information modelling.
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CHAPTER SIX: FACTORS OF PROJECT COMPLEXITY
6.0

Introduction

Whilst complexity is an issue now widely accepted and considered in the management
of projects; within the construction industry and sector this field remains largely
misunderstood and un-researched.

There is a distinct lack of published literature

regarding complexity in the construction industry; therefore in order to fully understand
the topic, investigation into what is understood by the term complexity in the
construction industry is necessary. A number of definitions for project complexity have
been identified from the literature; however there appears to be no universal agreement
and understanding of the term. In addition to this, little information regarding the
measurement of complexity was identified.

The aim of this chapter has been therefore to provide a definition and means to
understand the term complexity and complex projects and to identify the factors that
make a project complex. This research further investigated methods of identifying and
measuring complexity in projects and the effects that complexity had on the risk,
planning and procurement of projects. This chapter presents the results of interviews
conducted to with key stakeholders in order to meet the aim, and provides a new
definition of project complexity in relation to the construction industry. The data
collection and analysis methods have been discussed in Chapter Two; however, it is
worthy to note that this research has been based on the culmination of interviews,
questionnaires and case studies.

A total of 16 interviews were carried out with building surveyors, property developers, a
number of international project management consultancies, and a number of
international contractors as well as nationwide contractors.

The roles of those

interviewed included directors and regional directors, project managers, contract
managers, design managers and quantity surveyors. This mix of roles and firms has
allowed a wide range of views to be collected whilst still maintaining relevance to the
research through the use of the selection criteria.
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6.1

Project complexity definitions and factors questionnaire results

A questionnaire was included within the interview process to help establish the current
understanding of the term complexity in the construction industry and to establish what
makes a construction project complex. The questionnaire was separated into three
sections and the results have been grouped accordingly; the first section focused on
definitions of complexity and these were scored in relation to how important they were
felt to be in contributing to a definition of complexity. The second section focused on
the main factors of complexity in construction projects and these were scored as to how
severe their effect was upon making a project complex. The third and final section
focused upon the sub factors of project complexity; sub factors are the elements
contained within each of the main factors that make a project complex. These sub
factors were also scored as to how severe there effect was upon making a project
complex.

The responses from the questionnaires have been ranked using the importance index
formula developed in Chapter Five. Tables 6-1 to 6-10 show these rankings and in
order to make the analysis simpler, each section and response of the questionnaire was
assigned a code, a full list of which can be found in Appendix C for reference, the
definition statements are assigned codes beginning with A, the main factors have codes
beginning with B and the sub factors are coded C. This coding has been carried out to
make distinguish between the sections and more easily manage the data and does not
indicate any ranking of the sections of the questionnaire.

Each section of the

questionnaire is represented in a separate table and then the sub factors have been sorted
back into the main factor categories in order to establish if the main factors and sub
factors scores correlated.
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6.1.1

Definition statements

Code

Rank

Definition statement

A7
A6

1
2

A10
A1
A5

3
4
5

A2

6

A4
A11
A13

7
8
8

A15

10

A12

11

A14

11

A8
A3

13
14

A9

15

Projects with a high interdependency between the parts
Projects with a high degree of interaction between the
parts
Projects that are continuously changing/evolving
Projects made up of many interconnecting parts
Projects comprising of entities with a high level of
interface
Projects having a number of complicated individual
parts
Projects involving a high degree of diverse tasks
Projects that have a high level of non linear interaction
Projects that have high interaction with their
environment
Projects that are surrounded by an intricate
environmental envelope
Projects that have a high dependency on their
environment
Projects that have a high degree of non linear interaction
with their environment
Projects with a great deal of intricacy
Difficulty of executing individual tasks that make up a
process
Projects with a large number of parts

Importance
index
0.850
0.831
0.819
0.806
0.794
0.744
0.731
0.713
0.713
0.694
0.669
0.669
0.644
0.619
0.569

Table 6-1 Definition Statements

Table 6-1 shows the ranking of the definition statements by their importance index (Ip),
this is also represented in the graph shown in Figure 6-1. The table shows that projects
with a high interdependency between the parts (A7) has the highest Ip at 0.850,
followed closely by projects with a high degree of interaction between the parts (A6)
with an Ip of 0.831 and projects that are continuously changing and evolving (A10)
with an Ip of 0.819. Projects made up of many interconnecting parts (A1) and projects
comprising of entities with a high level of interface (A5) also scored highly with Ip‟s of
0.806 and 0.794 respectively. This suggests that the industry perceives projects with a
high degree of interdependency, interaction and interrelationships between the parts as
those projects that will be complex. Interestingly, projects with a large number of parts
(A9) had the lowest Ip at 0.569, therefore indicating that it is that relationship between
the parts, not necessarily the number of parts that actually make a project complex.
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Definition statement importance index
0.9
0.8

Importance index

0.7
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0.2
0.1
0

Definition statement

Figure 6-1 Definition statements/importance index graph

The findings from this section correspond with the dictionary definition of the term
complexity that was identified as part of the literature review; however, it is perhaps the
factors of project complexity that really identify what makes a project complex and will
therefore offer a more accurate definition to improve the understanding and application
of project complexity measurement in the management of projects.
6.1.2

Main factors of project complexity

The following section presents the results relating specifically to the main factors of
project complexity and the importance indexes (Ips) that were assigned to each of these
from the responses given in the questionnaire.
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Table 6-2 shows the ranking of the main six factors of project complexity by order of
their importance index (Ip), this is also represented in the graph depicted in Figure 6-2.
Organisational complexity (B6) scored consistently highly in the questionnaires giving
it the greatest Ip of 0.819. This was by far the highest scoring factor with the next
highest being uncertainty (B2) with an Ip of 0.738. This indicates that organisational
complexity has a considerable impact upon the project complexity. Uncertainty also
scored highly, this may be due to the fact that uncertainty can relate to many of the sub
factors meaning it can affect the project in many different ways.

Overlap of

construction elements (B4), inherent complexity (B1) and rigidity of sequence (B3)
followed with Ip‟s of 0.675, 0.644 and 0.600 respectively. Number of technologies (B5)
was ranked the lowest with an Ip of 0.488. Interestingly, although in the definition
statements projects with a high level of interaction between its parts scored highly, in
this section the number of technologies scored the lowest, indicating that it is about the
interaction between the parts that is important in terms of complexity, not necessarily
the number of parts that makes up the project. In order to better understand what makes
a project complex, each of the main factors is further broken down into a number of sub
factors of project complexity. By identifying the main factor that makes a project
complex, it is anticipated that the sub factors scoring the highest would be those relating
to organisational complexity.

This is indeed the case with poor channels of

communication and poor generation and use of information being identified as the top
two of the 27 sub factors that make a project the most complex shown in Table 6-3.
Also rated highly are those sub factors which relate to the interaction and
interrelationship between parts in a project, this concurs with the high ranking of these
factors in the definition statements. The factors which were rated the lowest were those
that related to the individual tasks in a project and the technical complexity involved.
The correlation between sub factors and main factors is explored further later in this
section.
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Code

Rank

Main factor

B6
B2
B4
B1
B3
B5

1
2
3
4
5
6

Organisational complexity
Uncertainty
Overlap of construction elements
Inherent complexity
Rigidity of sequence
Number of technologies

Importance
index
0.819
0.738
0.675
0.644
0.600
0.488

Table 6-2 Main factors of project complexity

Main components importance index
0.9

Importance index

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Main component

Figure 6-2 Main factors importance index

6.1.3

Sub factors of project complexity

The following section presents the results relating specifically to the sub factors of
project complexity and the importance indexes (Ips) that were assigned to each of these
from the responses given in the questionnaire.

Table 6-3 shows the ranking of the project complexity sub factors by their importance
index (Ip), this data is also represented in the graph shown in Figure 6-3. As discussed
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previously, the two sub factors relating to the organisational complexity, poor channels
of communication (C26) and poor generation and use of information (C25) were ranked
the highest with Ip‟s of 0.906 and 0.800 respectively. The factor ranked the lowest was
physically difficult role that requires simple or no equipment (C1) with an Ip of 0.338.
A more detailed analysis is provided in the next part of this section where the sub
factors are sorted into the main factors from which they were derived. An important
concept to note is the fact that whilst alone many of these factors contribute to making a
project complex, it is in fact when a combination of these factors are encountered that
the greatest effect is experienced. Simply having a project that has a high degree of
overlap between design and construction can be complex but manageable; however
when this is coupled with poor channels of communication and high interdependencies
between roles this work suggests that the project becomes much more complex. In
practice it is unlikely that any major project will only encounter one of these factors
therefore the likelihood of project complexity is apparent. This research has provided
evidence to suggest that unless managers understand and are aware of where complexity
arises and the affect a combination of factors has, then their ability to properly manage
and deal with project complexity will be seriously compromised.
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Code

Rank

Sub factor

C26
C25
C15
C4
C6

1
2
3
4
5

C14
C18

6
7

C21

8

C20

9

C8

10

C7

11

C16
C22
C19
C11

12
12
14
15

C12

16

C17

16

C13
C27

18
19

C3

20

C5

21

C24

21

C2

23

C23

24

C9
C10

25
26

C1

27

Poor channels of communication
Poor generation and use of information
Lack of working drawings
Role that has no known procedure
Lack of uniformity due to continuous change in material
or other resource
High degree of overlap of design and construction
Technical core environmental layer (e.g. underwater
construction, chemical)
High degree of interrelationship between activities in
the different overlapping parts
High interdependencies between the roles of various
trades in a task
Lack of uniformity due to lack of working space and or
access
Technically complex role the requires special skill,
knowledge and equipment
Conducting or managing a role for the first time
High degree of overlap of construction phases
Lack of experienced local workforce
Unpredictable work in a defined new structure (e.g. as
in new work added to old buildings without record
drawings)
Undefined structure or poor buildability assessment (e.g.
refurbishment works of old buildings)
Environmental influence – cultural/social/legal
environmental layer
Unpredictable sub-surface
Rigidity of sequence between the various operations
within a package
Physically difficult role that requires the use of complex
equipment
Technically complex role that requires locally available
special skills
Rigidity of sequence between the various packages
within a phase
Technically complex role due to the sophistication of
the equipment or method
Rigidity of sequence between the various tasks within
an operation
The effect of weather or climatic conditions
Lack or uniformity due to mechanical or other resource
breakdown
Physically difficult role that requires simple or no
equipment

Importance
index
0.906
0.800
0.775
0.763
0.750
0.731
0.719
0.706
0.700
0.694
0.675
0.656
0.656
0.650
0.631

0.625
0.625
0.606
0.594
0.588
0.581
0.581
0.575
0.556
0.538
0.494
0.338

Table 6-3 Sub factors of project complexity
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Poor communication C26
Poor information C25
Lack of working drawings C15
No knon procedure C4
Change in resources C6
Overlap between D & C C14
Highly technical C18
Interelationship of overlapping parts C21
Interdependencie of role in a task C20
Access and working space C8
Specialist skill/knowledge/eqipment C7
First time C16
Overlap between phases C22
Lack of experienced workforce C19
New work in old structure C11
Refurbishment work C12
Environmental influence C17
Unpredictable sub surface C13
Rigidity of sequence - package C27
Physically difficult/complex equipment C3
Technically complex/locally available C5
Rigidity of sequence - phase C24
Technically complex/equipment/method C2
Rigidity of sequence - operation C23
Weather C9
Mechanical/resource breakdown C10
Physically difficult C1

Importance index

Sub components importance index (ranked)

1

0.9

0.8

6.1.4
0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

Sub - component

Figure 6-3 Sub factors/importance index graph

Sub factors sorted by main factor

In this section, the sub factors have been sorted back into the main factors from which

they were originally derived in order to show the relationship between the main factors

and their sub factors and also to identify what is considered to have the greatest impact

on project complexity.
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Table 6-4, to 6-9 show the 27 sub factors arranged by the six main factors:
Inherent complexity (Table 6-4);
Uncertainty (Table 6-5);
Overlap of construction elements (Table 6-6);
Rigidity of sequence (Table 6-7);
Number of technologies (Table 6-8) and;
Organisational complexity (Table 6-9)
Within each table all of the sub factors relating to their respective main factors have
been listed including their rank in the 27 sub factors and their Ip. This has been used to
generate an average Ip for each of the main factors and these are shown in Table 6-10,
Figure 6-4 contains a graph showing the average importance indexes ranked. When
comparing Table 6-10 with Table 6-2 which shows the Ip assigned to each of the main
factors on an individual basis, some differences can be found. Figure 6-5 shows the
differences and similarities in the importance index values.

Inherent complexity (Rank 4 in main factors with an importance index of 0.644)
Code

Rank

Inherent complexity sub factors

C4
C7

4
11

C3

20

C5

21

C2

23

C1

27

Role that has no known procedure
Technically complex role the requires special skill,
knowledge and equipment
Physically difficult role that requires the use of complex
equipment
Technically complex role that requires locally available
special skills
Technically complex role due to the sophistication of
the equipment or method
Physically difficult role that requires simple or no
equipment
Average importance index

Importance
index
0.763
0.675
0.588
0.581
0.575
0.338
0.587

Table 6-4 Inherent complexity sub factors
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Uncertainty (Rank 2 in main factors with an importance index of 0.738)
Code

Rank

Uncertainty sub factors

C15
C6

3
5

C14
C18

6
7

C8

10

C16
C19
C11

12
14
15

C12

16

C17

16

C13
C9
C10

18
25
26

Lack of working drawings
Lack of uniformity due to continuous change in material
or other resource
High degree of overlap of design and construction
Technical core environmental layer (e.g. underwater
construction, chemical)
Lack of uniformity due to lack of working space and or
access
Conducting or managing a role for the first time
Lack of experienced local workforce
Unpredictable work in a defined new structure (e.g. as
in new work added to old buildings without record
drawings)
Undefined structure or poor buildability assessment (e.g.
refurbishment works of old buildings)
Environmental influence – cultural/social/legal
environmental layer
Unpredictable sub-surface
The effect of weather or climatic conditions
Lack or uniformity due to mechanical or other resource
breakdown
Average importance index

Importance
index
0.775
0.750
0.731
0.719
0.694
0.656
0.650
0.631

0.625
0.625
0.606
0.538
0.494
0.653

Table 6-5 Uncertainty sub factors

Overlap of construction elements/concurrency (Rank 3 in main factors with an
importance index of 0.675)
Code

Rank

Overlap of construction elements sub factors

C21

8

C22

12

High degree of interrelationship between activities in
the different overlapping parts
High degree of overlap of construction phases
Average importance index

Importance
index
0.706
0.656
0.681

Table 6-6 Overlap of construction elements sub factors
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Rigidity of sequence (Rank 5 in main factors with an importance index of 0.600)
Code

Rank

Rigidity of sequence sub factors

C24

21

C23

24

Rigidity of sequence between the various packages
within a phase
Rigidity of sequence between the various tasks within
an operation
Average importance index

Importance
index
0.581
0.556
0.577

Table 6-7 Rigidity of sequence sub factors

Number of technologies (Rank 6 in main factors with an importance index of 0.488)
Code

Rank

Number of technologies sub factors

C20

9

High interdependencies between the roles of various
trades in a task
Average importance index

Importance
index
0.700
0.700

Table 6-8 Number of technologies sub factors

Organisational complexity (Rank 1 in main factors with an importance index of 0.819)
Code

Rank

Organisational complexity sub factors

C26
C25

1
2

Poor channels of communication
Poor generation and use of information
Average importance index

Importance
index
0.906
0.800
0.853

Table 6-9 Organisational complexity sub factors

Ranking main factors by sub factors average importance index
Code

Rank

Main factor

B6
B5
B4
B2
B1
B3

1
2
3
4
5
6

Organisational complexity
Number of technologies
Overlap of construction elements
Uncertainty
Inherent complexity
Rigidity of sequence

Average
importance
index
0.853
0.700
0.681
0.653
0.587
0.577

Table 6-10 Main factors by average importance index
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Average importance index of main factors
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
Organisational
complexity B6

Number of
trades B5

Overlap of
construction
elements B4

Uncertainty B2

Inherent
complexity B1

Rigidity of
sequence B3

Figure 6-4 Average importance indexes of main factors

Main factors average and assigned Ip's
Importance index

Average importance index

0.9

Importance index

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
Inherent
Uncertainty B2 Rigidity of
complexity B1
sequence B3

Overlap of
construction
elements B4

Number of
trades B5

Organisational
complexity B6

Main factors

Figure 6-5 Main factors average and assigned importance indexes
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Organisational complexity remains as the highest ranking factors with an average Ip of
0.853, however, uncertainty, which was ranked second in Table 6-2 is now ranked
fourth. Number of technologies appears second with an average Ip of 0.700, however
this may be due to the fact that there is only one sub factor relating to this category, and
whilst in the main factors number of technologies may have been taken at face value
and considered to only be the number of technologies involved in a project, in the sub
factors it is concerned with the interaction between the trades not simply the amount.

Overlap of construction elements remained the same with an actual and average Ip of
0.680. Uncertainty was ranked fourth by average Ip; this may be due to the fact that the
sub factors were very specific, whereas when the respondents were ranking just the
main factors, they may have related uncertainty to many aspects of the project therefore
giving it a higher Ip. Inherent complexity and rigidity of sequence ranked fifth and
sixth respectively with similar average Ip‟s to those assigned to them on an individual
basis.
6.2

Project complexity interview results

This section provides the results of the interviews. A total of 16 face to face interviews
were conducted with industry professionals in order to establish further factors of
project complexity and to establish the current understanding of project complexity in
the construction industry. Figure A- 10 in Appendix D gives a list of the interviewees,
labelled from A to P with a description of the company they work for and their job
description. Throughout the interview results, the interviewees have been referenced by
their label only in order for them to remain anonymous.

Once the role of the interviewee had been established, the interview was broken down
into four separate sections, the first section was to establish if the questionnaire had
been completed and identify what the respondent felt a complex project was, the second
section was concerned with measuring and identifying complexity and if and how this
was done, section three investigated the interactions between complexity and other
project factors and the final section gave the respondent an opportunity to add any
further information that they felt was relevant or useful to the research. In accordance
with this, the results have been divided into these sections.
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It was envisaged based upon previous research that this researches primary data
collection and sorting mechanism would need to manage the data concerning: the
responses to questions in the interviews and questionnaires; the adaptation of responses
into categories and; the development of categories into themes in order to provide a
comprehensive and robust data set to develop the model for evaluating project
complexity. The responses to the interview and questionnaires were coded for ease of
reading and presentation of the results. The codes were used to develop categories
which were then used to develop the project complexity themes.
6.2.1

Section One: Understanding of complexity

In addition to the questionnaire concerning project complexity themes and factors, the
participants were asked as part of the interview what it was they felt made a project
complex. From the responses to this question, 17 separate codes were created which
could be used to divide the data into six different categories. These categories were:
People involved or project parties
Technology
The building process
Planning
Environment
Size
Whilst all of these categories were identified, a number of them were repeatedly seen in
many of the responses. Each category is summarised below.

People involved or project parties
This category was identified in nearly every response in some way. The following were
identified in relation to the people involved in a project:
The relationships between the project parties/ stakeholders and different parties
within the construction
Having a large number of project stakeholders/satisfying the stakeholders
Problems concerning the client
Poorly defined roles
Communication problems
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Uncertainty
The relationships between the projects parties were identified a number of times as
something that can make a project complex.

It was suggested that there can be

problems between the stakeholders themselves, perhaps all expecting something
different out of the project and having different aspirations (Interviewees A, B, G, O, P).
As well as this there can be problems between the different parties in the project team,
for example between the design team and the on site team or between sub contractors
and the main contractor or even on an individual basis which can have an effect on the
complexity of the project (Interviewees A, D, F, G, I, L, O, P).

Having a large number of project stakeholders was also identified as an indicator of a
complex project; one interviewee discussed a project they had been involved in where
there were over 700 different stakeholders which they felt had a significant impact upon
the project complexity (Interviewee B). This relates back to the relationships between
different parties in the project, having so many stakeholders will inevitably lead to some
difficult relationships. Having a large number of stakeholders will also impact upon the
project complexity as they may all have different expectations from the project team
which may be difficult to identify and ultimately achieve.

Problems concerning the client were also something that was repeatedly mentioned
throughout the interviews. Problems identified were not having a clear brief from the
client at the outset of the project (Interviewees C, D, H, I, N), having multi headed
clients, clients having unrealistic aspirations for the project no matter what size the
project may be, having too much or too little input from the client and clients making
changes at late stages without fully understanding the impact that this may have on the
project. In response to this it was suggested by a number of interviewees that trying to
gain repeat work was a good way to avoid problems with clients (Interviewees D, H, I).

Poorly defined roles within a project team at the outset of a project was another issue
that was raised in connection with the people involved in a project (Interviewees A, C,
E, F, H, I). Where roles are poorly defined, you may have situations where a number of
people are performing the same job which can lead to problems if it is not clear who has
overall authority in the area. Having poorly defined roles may also mean that some jobs
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could be overlooked entirely as it is not clear who is supposed to be performing which
role. This can lead to many problems which can impact upon the complexity of a
project.

Communication problems were frequently suggested as having an impact upon the
complexity of a project (Interviewees A, B, D, F, G, I, L, O, P). Good communication is
a key aspect of a successful project; if communication between any of the parties
involved in the project is poor it can be difficult to obtain the information needed to
successfully complete the project. There should be regular communication between all
members of the project team and all project parties to ensure that all the parties are
aware of the objectives of a project and how they are to be achieved.

Uncertainty was highlighted a number of times in the interview responses in relation to
nearly all of the categories identified.

In relation to the people involved, it was

suggested that it is difficult to predict how the team is going to work together and if
there will be problems with the clients or stakeholders if they have not worked together
previously (Interviewees C, F, G). Unfortunately this is difficult to predict, however if
communication between all parties is good and the roles of each project member and the
aspirations of the client and other stakeholders are identified early in the project this
uncertainty should be minimised. It is also important to note that although uncertainty
is difficult to predict, by highlighting it as one of the project complexity factors it can be
better managed.

Technology
The responses relating to technology in a project were:
M&E (Mechanical and Electrical installations)
High degree of technology involved
Projects incorporating state of the art/leading edge or new technology
Uncertainty
The M&E phase of a project was often stated as that which could make it the most
complex technically (Interviewees F, I, K, M, O, P) . Commissioning of the M&E
services was identified as an important factor in successfully achieving a project,
however, it was noted that this is often one of the last things to be done on site due to
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the program of work and therefore if other work has overrun, time is often taken away
from this process.

Having a high degree of technology was also identified as something which can make a
project complex as well as projects which incorporate state of the art or leading
edge/new technology (Interviewees E, F, G, I, L, P).

Uncertainty was again identified in relation to the technology in a project. If leading
edge or new technology is incorporated into a project it may be difficult to anticipate
how it will function within a particular environment, uncertainty may also be present in
how long parts may take to be manufactured specially for the project and in how long
installation and commissioning may take.

Although the technological aspect was identified as something which can make a
project more complex, it was also noted on several occasions that it can be easily dealt
with by employing the right people to install the technology and having good
management in place (Interviewees E, G, I, P).

The building process
Similarly to the technological aspect of a project, issues concerned with the actual
building process are usually overcome easily by good management (Interviewees A, D,
K, J), however they were still identified as contributing to the complexity of the project,
they are summarised as:
The number of elements that make up a process and the interactions between
them
The number of phases or projects that make up a program
Performing a process for the first time
Regulations to be adhered to
The inherent difficulty of the process
The number of elements that make up a project and perhaps more importantly the
interactions and interface between them was stated as being something that could
greatly affect the complexity of a project (Interviewees A, F, G, I, L, O). A project that
is made up of just a few very simple elements with little interaction will be very simple
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to achieve, however a project made up of a large number of elements with a high level
of interaction is much more difficult to complete successfully.

The number of phases or the number of projects within a programme was identified as
something which can also add to the complexity of a project (Interviewees D, F, I).
Where a number of project are running at the same time to make up a program of work
or a project has a number of phases to be delivered the complexity can be affected.
Where phases or project are running concurrently, the management of the whole project
or programme becomes much more difficult, it may also be likely that where there are a
number of projects which make up a programme there may be many more people
involved with in the project team itself and as stakeholders which leads to the issues
which were discussed previously in this section.

Performing a process for the first time was something that was also stated as
contributing to the complexity of a project (Interviewees C, F, J). This may be down to
the experience of the management team or may be a new technique in building or
building something in an environment that it has not been built in before.

The regulations to be adhered to were another issue that was raised (Interviewees B, J).
This may be regulations such as building regulations which may be difficult to achieve
in some projects, it may also refer to regulations that clients or contractors stipulate
must be achieved in their projects. These regulations are likely to make the project
more complex.

The inherent difficult of a project was also something that was mentioned in relation to
the building process itself. On a number of occasions, where interviewees were asked
to describe what they felt to be a complex project, they would say complicated project
or difficult projects (Interviewees C, F, M, P).

Some projects are just inherently

difficult due to a number of factors, many of which will have been covered in other
categories.
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Planning
A number of issues were identified under the heading of planning, some of which have
already appeared in relation to other categories. These are:
Project coordination
Information
Organizational structure
Defining roles
Substantial critical path activities
Planning encompasses the whole of the project and it is therefore difficult to identify
each and every aspect of planning that contributes to project complexity.

The

organisational structure and definition of project roles has already been discussed under
the heading of people involved in a project, however they have a clear relationship to
planning also and should be considered in both categories.

The project coordination relates to those problems mentioned where project have a large
number of elements or have a large number of stakeholders or parties involved and also
where there are different phases to the project. It is important that a project is properly
coordinated, monitored and controlled, if the systems are not in place for this then the
project complexity will definitely be affected.

Information was a factor that was identified a number of times as having an effect on
project complexity (Interviewees A, B, C, D, F, I, J, P).

Not having appropriate

information either from the client at the outset of a project of from the design team or an
engineer etc during the project can have a major impact upon the success of a project.
In terms of complexity however, it will always be in relation to another factor such as
poorly defined roles or poor communication between members of the project.

Environment
The projects environment was consistently highlighted as having an impact upon its
complexity. The environment not only relates to the physical environment in which a
project exists, but also factors such as the market or economical environment. The
factors identified in this category were:
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Difficult working environment
Restricted sites
Public environment
Ancient environment
Exposed site
Understanding the market
Legal environment
International projects
A difficult working environment was often suggested as something that made the
project complex. Specific examples given were sites which were restricted due to their
location such as city centre site (Interviewees A, E, H, M), sites which are within a
public environment such as airport concourses (Interviewee I), sites which may be
located in ancient environments (Interviewee D), and sites which are particularly
exposed such as marinas or sites located in deserts etc (Interviewees B, C, D). All of
these will have implications of the complexity of the project and will impact upon other
aspects of the project, especially the planning.

Understanding the market was also something that was highlighted as having an effect
on the complexity of a project (Interviewees D, G, J, P). It was suggested that if a
project was undertaken without a good understanding of the market in which it was
operating, then the complexity of the project could be greatly increased.

The legal environment was another aspect of the environmental category that was
indicated as having an effect on the complexity of a project (Interviewees B, D, G). It
was suggested that contractors or other parties involved in a project may be chosen due
to their history or reputation for making claims etc and that this may affect the
complexity of a project.

In addition to these, projects operating on an international scale were also identified as
having an effect on the project complexity (Interviewees B, D, P). This is due to
different project parties being located in different parts of the world and the
complications this may bring in relation to communication and different understandings
of the project itself.
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Size
The size and value of a project was another category identified as having an impact
upon project complexity; however it was noted that whilst larger, more expensive
projects did tend to be more complex, this was not always the case because smaller
projects may experience any of the other factors that have been identified. Therefore
the size or value of a project cannot realistically indicate the projects complexity
(Interviewees A, F, K, O, P).
6.2.2

Section Two: Identifying and measuring complexity

This section incorporates a number of questions aiming to identify if and how
complexity is measured in projects. The questions asked were:
Do you or your company have a system for identifying complex projects?
Do you compare your projects in terms of their complexity?
Do you feel complexity can be objectively measured?
Do you measure complexity in your projects at all and if so how and at what
stage?
Do you feel that having a measure of complexity at the pre construction stage
would be of use to you?
What would you feel would be the most appropriate stage to have a measure of
complexity and why?
Do you have any ideas for how the system should be?
When asked if they or their company had a system for identifying complex project, all
of the respondents except for two (Interviewees A, C) immediately responded that they
didn‟t, however, when they thought about it further most did actually feel that this was
done but either not in a formal manner or it was done as part of something else
(Interviewees B, D, E, G, K, L, N, O, P). The larger consultancy companies involved in
the interviews responded that because they tended to deal with such large, high value
project, they just assumed at the outset that it was going to be complex because that was
just the nature of the work that they dealt with. Many of the contractors talked about
the work that their estimators did when first looking at a new project and how this
involved identifying where the complexity might be, mainly on a cost basis, but still
highlighting factors which may make the job complex for any number of reasons.
Another common response was that whilst there were no formal systems in place to
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identify which project were particularly complex, this was often done as part of the risk
management or quality assurance procedures at the beginning of a project and so was
covered. In addition to this, many of the interviewees did, to some extent, identify the
complexity at a personal level when starting work on any new project. The outcome of
this question was therefore was that complexity, on the whole, was identified but no real
formal systems were in place for this. An interesting point that was noted by one
interviewee was how projects will be complex in different ways for different parties
involved, and how they, as building or quantity surveyors may not see a project as
particularly complex from their point of view, other parties such as the designers may
rate it as a much more complex project.

In addition to whether respondents identified complex projects, it was asked if they
compared projects in terms of how complex they were. In response to this, almost all
respondents replied that they did in some form (all except interviewees B and K). Many
interviewees mentioned the use of project review systems that they perform at the end
of projects to identify where things went well and what didn‟t go well and how these
may be used at the outset of new projects to benchmark the new projects. Whilst this
kind of system was discussed on a number of occasions, it was also noted that this was
not a formal system specifically looking at complexity and also that this was a
reasonably subjective approach. When discusses the project review process it was also
highlighted that this sometimes only happens as and when there is time, and this may be
six months or so after the job has actually finished, unless the project went very badly
and then this was always performed. Another common response was that projects were
compared in terms of how complex they were in order to assign the best people and the
best resources to the most complex projects. Small projects that were considered to be
fairly simple may have the least experienced or less able members of the work force,
where the more complex projects or projects with a higher profile would have those
considered to be the best, most experienced managers in the company working on them.
Cost or pricing was also a common response to this question, comparison between
projects was seen as a good way to ensure that the correct price and program length
were generated for the project. It was also pointed out that a direct comparison between
every job may not be possible if the projects are in different sectors of the industry, for
example building a prison and building a retail development. However, despite this, it
was identified that various elements of certain projects can be compared to find the best
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techniques to successfully complete a project. In addition to these methods, many of
the consultancy firms discussed the use of monthly meetings where all of the projects
they were currently involved in were discussed and that this could be an effective way
of comparing complexity, however it was highlighted that whilst this was a useful
means of comparing jobs, knowledge management and retention was often poor and
therefore the outcome of these meetings may not be useful for further projects.

A number of similar responses were also given to the question do you feel project
complexity can be objectively measured. Whilst some respondents did feel that there
may be some scientific way to measure complexity (Interviewees A, D, E, F), the
majority felt that it was a subjective entity and therefore any score or value given to a
project would be personal to whoever carried out the measurement. The level of
experience a person has in the industry or of working on a particular type of project was
often suggested as something that would affect their view of how complex a project
was, to a relatively inexperienced graduate working on a project for the first time, many
aspects of a job may appear to be very complex, where as someone who has been in the
industry for a number of years and worked on many similar types of job the project may
appear to be reasonably simple. However, it was also proposed that whilst some aspects
of a project may only be scored subjectively in terms of their complexity, some things
are obviously more complex regardless of the level of experience a person has. One
example given of this was if a graduate recently employed by a company was given
three buildings, one square, one round and one with many angles and different
elements, and asked to decide their order of complexity, it would be obvious which
order they would put them in. Similarly, physical aspects of a project such as the
exposure rating of the site or the height of the building will also be known and are
actual indicators of the complexity of a project. Where the real difficulty lies, it was
suggested, was in giving a value to the organisational aspects of a project as much of
this in unknown before the job starts, except perhaps where the work is repeat work for
the same client with the same project team, in a case like this, the complexity of the
project is likely to reduce each time.

When asked if they measure complexity in their projects, nearly all interviewees replied
that they didn‟t, however a small number felt that they did, even though it may not be
directly referred to as project complexity (Interviewees A, C, D). Again, as in previous
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questions, the issue of risk management was suggested as one way in which the project
complexity might be identified and measured.

As well as the risk management

procedure, costing was another area where complexity might be identified, and whilst
the overall cost of a project was not identified as a strong indicator of the complexity of
a project earlier in the interviews, it was felt that the cost per square metre perhaps
could be something that indicated the complexity.

The question, do you feel having a measure of complexity at the pre construction stage
would be useful to you received many of interesting answers. The answers were split
fairly evenly between yes it would be useful and no it wouldn‟t for a number of
interesting reasons. First looking at those who felt it wouldn‟t be useful, some felt that
because giving a project a complexity value would be so subjective, it may not be the
score they would give the project and would therefore be of no use to them. One
interesting example given was where if the project was going to be given a score of say
one to ten based on its complexity, most managers would only want to attempt the ones
with scores around five or seven as they would feel the projects scored nine or ten were
bound to go wrong or just be too stressful to manage and the projects scored very low
would have very little interest and challenge and therefore would not be something they
would like to work on (Interviewee H). Another interesting point was that if a project
was handed over to a project team with a complexity score, this may give them the
wrong preconception about the project. On the other hand, a number of interviewees
felt that it would be a useful measure to have. Reasons given for this included that it
would be helpful in assigning resources and personnel to projects as mentioned in
earlier questions (Interviewees D, K, I) and also that more complex project may have
different procedures in place in order that they are better managed (Interviewee G). In
addition to this, whilst some felt that it would be useful, they also acknowledged that it
was more about identifying where the complexity was in the project instead of just
having an overall score of the projects complexity.

When asked what they felt would be the most appropriate stage in a project to have a
measure of complexity, the answer given was universally at the earliest possible stage.
Many suggested around the tender period would be a good time as it would indicate if
the project was worth taking on or not (Interviewees B, C, H, M, P).

It was

acknowledged that to be able to score the complexity of a project a certain amount of
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information would be needed and therefore no accurate score could be given until this
stage had been reached. It was also suggested that a process of continually reviewing
the complexity at each stage of the project might be appropriate.

In response to the question how do you think a system to measure complexity should
be, most interviewees didn‟t know although some useful suggestions were made.
Integrating the complexity measurement into a system that already takes place on each
project was a popular option as it was felt this would be a way to carry out the
assessment without members of the project team feeling like they were being asked to
do additional work (Interviewees A, D, I, L, N, P). The suggestions made all included
breaking the project down into a number of sections or packages, which themselves
would be further broken down into elements and scored to give an overall score
(Interviewee E). This method seems to be the most straightforward but would have to
be specific to each project as every project is different, however some common
packages or sections could be identified.
6.2.3

Section Three: Interactions

In this section a number of questions concerning the interactions between project
complexity and other project factors were asked to establish what effect the complexity
has upon. The questions in this section were:
How does complexity impact upon the risk in a project?
How do you feel planning in a project impacts upon the complexity?
How do you feel the projects procurement route affects the complexity?
Do you feel that project complexity can be seen as an opportunity?
When asked how the complexity of a project impacts upon its risk, all of the
interviewees felt that it did in varying degrees. Most felt that whenever a job was more
complex, it was likely to be more risky and for this reason some clients or contractors
may not proceed with very complex projects (Interviewees B, C, D, E, G, H, I, J, K, O,
P). Its was suggested that complex processes within a project tend to have a higher risk
and therefore projects incorporating a lot of complex process will have a higher risk,
therefore the physical complexity impacts massively upon the project risk. However,
the relationship between complexity and risk is more difficult to define when it comes
to looking at the organisation complexity of a project. Another interesting comment was
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that more complex jobs aren‟t necessarily more risky, however the risk becomes more
difficult to identify in complex projects (Interviewee F). Whilst it was acknowledge by
all that the more complex a project is, the riskier it will be, it is difficult to establish
exactly what the relationship between the two factors is, it was suggested that the
relationship is there but is not linear, therefore establishing exactly what that
relationship is would be of great use in industry.

The question how do you feel planning impacts upon the project invoked a number of
different responses. Many of the interviewees felt that good planning at the early stages
could actually reduce the complexity of a project (Interviewees A, D, J, K, M, O). It
was suggested that if decision making and briefing early on in the project aren‟t clear
then something that could have been quite simple, may in fact become much more
complex because of this. However with good planning at an early stage, ensuring that
roles are properly defined, appropriate information is obtained and complex issues are
identified, the overall complexity of a project could be significantly reduced. Many of
the interviewees felt that the question should be phrased the other way around, asking
how complexity affected planning (Interviewees A, C, F, G). It was suggested that the
complexity of a job should be identified first and then taken into account when
planning. Whichever way it is viewed, planning and complexity do impact upon each
other and should not be overlooked. When asked how the procurement route affected
the complexity of a project a very similar response was received as with the previous
question. It was felt that the complexity should be identified and then an appropriate
procurement route should be chosen in order to best deal with the complexity.

The question, do you feel complexity can be viewed as an opportunity in a project was
asked in order to understand how complexity was perceived in industry and without
exception the interviewees all felt that in some form complexity in projects did hold
many opportunities for gain. Many spoke about how undertaking and successfully
achieving a complex project can be beneficial on a personal level as well as corporately
(Interviewee A, B, C, E, F, H, M). In terms of job satisfaction and morale, completing a
job that is recognised as complex by colleagues and competitors is seen as an
achievement. On a larger scale, companies that achieve high profile complex projects
may be more likely to win similar work in the future and where the project has a high
profile in the media, for example works in relation to the Olympics or projects such as
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Wembley stadium, these jobs can make or break a company. In relation to this, there is
a great opportunity for financial gain and gain in knowledge and experience from
complex jobs.
6.2.4

Section Four: Further information

This section asked the interviewee if they would like to add anything to their responses
so far that they feel might be useful for the research, the responses have been
summarised below.

An interesting point to consider was how projects on an international scale may be more
complex (Interviewee B). The focus so far has been on investigating what makes
project complex on a local level, however, when considering the project on an
international scale a number of additional factors will be introduced. These may include
the difficulties of having different project parties, for example the client, the architect,
the engineers and the contractor all operating in different countries therefore making
meetings difficult. Also the consideration of different regulations and understandings of
these for the country where the project is being built could be an issue.

Another comment made in this section of the interview was of the need to really clearly
define the difference between risk and complexity (Interviewee F). An example was
given that if you consider the risks involved in crossing the road to buy a newspaper;
these would clearly be different from the complexities in this situation.

Also identified was the need to distinguish between managing projects and programmes
which include a number of projects as this has an obvious impact upon the complexity
(Interviewee D). A project that has a single building or development for example an
office development project can be affected by all of the factors identified earlier,
however if this development is part of a much larger scheme including residential
developments, school buildings, leisure facilities and all of the infrastructure needed for
these, the complexity of the scheme as a whole becomes much greater as not only is
each individual project subject to all of the factors of complexity already identified, but
the interaction between each project must also be taken into account.
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6.3

Project complexity themes and factors

From the literature review, interviews and questionnaire analysis, a number of factors of
project complexity have been identified. This section presents a combination of the
results from all of these investigations, giving a final list of factors to be used in the
Project Complexity Evaluation Model (PCEM).

From further analysis of the questionnaire and interview data, a total of 46 project
complexity factors were identified.

From the 46 factors, five themes of project

complexity emerged. It is important to note that whilst 46 project complexity factors
were identified, it is accepted that this is not an exhaustive list; however, it covers much
of what is considered to contribute to the majority of project complexity experienced.
The five themes encompass all of the factors identified from both the literature review
and the questionnaire and interview process.

Figure 6-6 shows the process that was undertaken to derive the five themes and 46
factors of project complexity. Initially six components and 28 sub components were
identified in the literature review; these were initially identified by Gidado (2004).
Whilst 28 sub components were listed, only 27 were used in this research. The sub
component “repetition of the same task” was discarded due to the fact that this reduces
project complexity, a conclusion drawn by the original author (loc.cit), and therefore
would not be useful in assessing what makes a project more complex.

The

questionnaire process was used to verify and validate the list of components. This was
achieved through a Likert scale scoring process to determine the importance index of
each component. Whilst this information was required primarily for use in the PCEM,
it was also a useful aid when deriving the final list of factors and themes of project
complexity.

The interview stage of data collection built upon the components

previously identified and after the data was analysed six categories of project
complexity had been identified as well as 29 factors of project complexity.

The components, sub components, categories and factors of project complexity were
crossed referenced and any duplicates were combined and removed. This led to the
production of the list of five themes and 46 factors. Statistical analyses of the factors
were not conducted due to the nature of the data set. When all of the data from the three
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different data collection techniques was combined, the list of factors and themes
emerged by interpretation of the results. The validity of the results is not impeded by
this approach due to the use of further data collection in the form of the case studies
discussed in Chapter Seven.

By collecting further data concerning the project

complexity factors, it was possible to verify the list of factors and themes and add to it if
necessary, however, whilst analysing the case studies, no further factors were
indentified.

Questionnaires

Literature review
Six main components
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Inherent
Uncertainty
No. of technologies
Rigidity of sequence
Concurrency
Organisational

Components identified in
literature review were
validated through the
respondents ranking

Interviews
Six categories
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

People
Technology
Building process
Planning
Environmental
Size

29 further components

27 sub components

Cross reference all data from literature review, questionnaires and
interviews. Combined factors and omitted duplicated factors.

Outcome
Final five themes:
1. Organisational
2. Operational and technological
3. Planning and management
4. Environmental
5. Uncertainty

Total of 46 factors divided amongst the
five themes
Figure 6-6 Process of identifying Project Complexity themes and factors
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The five themes of project complexity are:
1. Organisational (people involved/relationships)
2. Operational and technological
3. Planning and management
4. Environmental
5. Uncertainty
The organisational theme of project complexity is related to the people involved in a
project and the relationships between project parties. This is an important theme to
include as it was often cited throughout the interviews and questionnaires as a major
contributor to project complexity and as being the most difficult to predict and manage.
The organisational aspect is made up of the following factors:
1. Difficult relationships between the project parties
2. Having a large number of project stakeholders
3. Problems with the client
4. Poorly defined project roles
5. Poor communication
6. Poor decision making
The operational and technological theme combines the factors concerning the building
process, the technology involved and the inherent difficulty of the process itself. The
operational and technological aspect is made up of the following factors:
7. High amount of mechanical and electrical installations
8. High degree of technology
9. Incorporating state of the art/leading edge or new technology
10. Performing a process for the first time
11. Regulations to be adhered to
12. Physical size
13. High number of trades involved
14. High degree of physically complex roles
15. High degree of technically complex roles
16. Role that has no known procedure
17. The inherent difficulty of the building process
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The planning and management theme consists of the factors relating to the planning,
rigidity of sequence and concurrency of a project. The planning and management
aspect is made up of the following factors:
18. Large number or projects or phases that make up a project or scheme
19. High level of interdependencies between processes
20. Project coordination
21. Organisational structure
22. Having substantial critical path activities
23. High cost/value
24. Long timescale projects
25. Rigidity of sequence
26. Degree of overlap of phases
27. Interrelationship between activities in different overlapping parts
28. Poor information generation, transmittal, usage and feedback
The environmental aspect consists of all the factors relating to the projects environment,
including the physical, social, legal and economic. The environmental aspect is made
up of the following factors:
29. Sites in a restricted environment
30. Sites in a public environment
31. Sites in an ancient environment
32. Sites in an exposed environment
33. Sites on contaminated land
34. Brownfield sites
35. Understanding the market conditions
36. Understanding the legal environment
37. International projects
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The uncertainty theme consists of factors relating to a number of different areas of the
project but specifically those that can not be or are difficult to accurately predict. The
uncertainty aspect is made up of the following factors:
38. Lack of uniformity due to continuous change in resources
39. Lack of uniformity due to mechanical or other resource breakdown
40. The effect of weather or climatic condition
41. Unpredictable sub surface
42. Undefined work in a defined new structure
43. Undefined structure or poor buildability assessment
44. Lack of working drawings
45. Uncertainty resulting from overlap between design and construction
46. Lack of experienced local workforce
It has been accepted that it may have been possible to classify some of the factors into
more than one of the themes identified.

However in order to model the project

complexity, it is necessary to sort them into one theme only, and therefore the most
relevant theme has been selected.
6.4

Discussion

A large amount of data has been collected via the interview process and presented
earlier in this chapter. This section discusses the results presented in the chapter and
summarises the outcomes.

Gidado (1996) offers that project complexity is the measure of difficulty of executing a
complex production process, where a complex production process is regarded as that
having a number of complicated individual parts brought together in an intricate
operational network to form a work flow that is to be completed within a stipulated
production time, cost and quality and to achieve a required function without
unnecessary conflict between the numerous parties involved in the process. Or it can
simply be defined as the measure of the difficulty of implementing a planed number of
quantifiable objectives.

Whilst this definition is still valid taking into account the new data collected in this
research, a new definition of project complexity has been developed. For the purpose of
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this research, project complexity has been defined as a single or combination of factors
that affect the standard response/actions taken to achieve the project outcomes.

By studying the data it can be seen that many factors contribute to making a project
complex and to a certain extent each project is complex for its own reasons. The idea
that every project is different and therefore complex for its own reasons was one that
was raised a number of times throughout the data collection process, however it was
also recognised that there are certain similarities and common processes between many
projects that are undertaken. This similarity has allowed for a number of common
factors which make a project complex to be identified. It is however recognised that
there may be unique situations in some projects which are not covered by the factors
identified.

It was accepted that to some degree all of the project complexity factors had some effect
on project complexity; however, some were identified as having a greater impact than
others. When describing what made a project complex, both from the semi structured
interviews and the questionnaire surveys, issues relating to the people working on a
project were consistently identified as those which make the project most complex and
those which are the most difficult to deal with. Poor communication between project
parties and having a poor brief at the outset of a project were cited as some of these
problems.

Having to deal with a large number of different stakeholders all with

different interests or aspirations for the project was also often suggested as one of the
issues which had the greatest impact on the project. These types of problems relating to
the people involved in the project were also suggested to be the most difficult to predict
and manage.

Issues regarding the technical or physical complexity were also identified as having an
impact upon the project complexity, although it was recognised that these may be easier
to contend with and predict than the organisational aspects of complexity previously
discussed.

The factors that were identified as having the most effect on project

complexity relating to the technical or physical complexity of a project were those
concerned with the interactions and interdependencies between elements of a project,
having a high degree of leading edge technology and issues concerning the environment
in which the project is carried out.
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From this it is therefore understood that project complexity can be viewed in two
aspects, the organisational aspect and the technical or physical aspect. However, it is
essential that whilst these can be considered as separate aspects of project complexity, it
is understood that one can affect the other and vice versa and therefore they should not
be considered irrespective of each other.

This concurs with the earlier research

conducted by Gidado (1996) where project complexity was seen in the two following
perspectives:
The managerial perspective, which involves the planning of bringing together
numerous parts of work to form work flow.
The operative and technological perspective, which involves the technical
intricacies or difficulties of executing individual pieces of work. This may
originate from the resources used and the environment in which the work is
carried out.
This is also in conjunction with the views of Baccarrini (1996) who also describes
complexity as consisting of the technological aspect and the organisational aspect. This
research has built upon this earlier work by identifying the specific individual factors
that make a project complex and categorised them into five themes.

Whilst

incorporating the two aspects already discussed, organisational and technological, three
further themes have been added. The five themes of complexity are:
1. Organisational (people involved/relationships)
2. Operational and technological
3. Planning and management
4. Environmental
5. Uncertainty
In addition to identifying what makes a project complex, the interviews ascertained that
whilst complex projects were not identified by any formal process, this was done
indirectly in many cases via risk management or costing procedures.

It was also

established that no system is in use to measure or quantify the complexity of a project
but that this would be of use, especially if this could be combined with other processes
which are already undertaken, again using the example of risk management.
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Suggestions for how a complexity identification or measurement system should be
included breaking down the project into sections or packages using some a scoring and
weighting procedure to give the project an overall score. This process could utilise a
common checklist approach although complexity specific to individual projects needs to
be considered. This would be useful in ascertaining where the complexity in a project
stemmed from and what impact in might have upon the project.
6.5

Conclusion

The aim of this chapter has been to identify the factors that contribute to project
complexity and to establish the current understanding of the term complexity in the
construction industry. This has been achieved by conducting semi structured interviews
incorporating a questionnaire survey with industry experts and analysing the results
accordingly.

The data collection and analysis methods were carefully selected in order to collect the
most relevant and appropriate data for the purpose of this research. Semi structured
interviews were conducted with industry experts identified through a stringent selection
criteria. As part of the interview process, a questionnaire survey was used in order to
ascertain the effect of a number of different sources of project complexity. This mixed
approach of both qualitative and quantitative data collection was used in order to collect
the most appropriate data and to avoid some of the negative aspects of using just one
form of data collection such as poor questionnaire response rates. Interviewees were
assured of confidentiality in respect to company names and names of the interviewees
themselves.

A number of outcomes have resulted from the data collection and analysis process. The
primary deliverable of this chapter is the list of factors and themes of complexity. This
research has provided, for the first time, a comprehensive list of factors based on case
based precedence and industry experience. The list produced includes those factors
deemed necessary to robustly measure and identify project complexity based upon
information available at the pre construction stage.

From the findings, it was shown that the sources of project complexity could be divided
in to two distinct categories. These were the sources of complexity originating from the
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organisational complexity and the sources of complexity originating from the technical
or physical complexity. The organisational complexity consists of factors such as
relationship difficulties between the project parties which may lead to poor transmittal
of information, having an unclear brief at the outset of a project and having a large
number of stakeholders in the project. The technical or physical complexity consists of
factors originating from problems with the environment in which the project is taking
place, the types of technology incorporated into a project and the interdependencies and
interrelationships between project factors. Whilst this distinction can be made between
the sources of project complexity, it is important to keep in mind that the factors in each
of these categories can affect each other and therefore these cannot be considered as
completely separate entities. In addition to these two aspects of project complexity, five
themes were identified into which the 46 factors could be categorised.

When discussing the sources of complexity in a project, it was clear that whilst all of the
factors identified in the literature review had some effect, some had a much greater
effect than others or were more difficult to manage. Of all of the categories, it was
established that the organisational complexity is, in general, much more difficult to
predict and manage than the technical complexity of a project.

The technical or

physical complexity of a project is usually what is considered when looking at costing
and programming a project and is therefore often identified at an early stage, however
the organisational complexity is often difficult to identify until the project is underway,
making it more difficult to plan for.

The need to identify the sources of complexity at an early stage in a project was
identified earlier in this research. The list of 46 factors and themes produced as a result
of the investigations at this stage goes some way to fulfilling this need. The next stage
is to develop this list into a system by which project complexity can be identified and
the impact of the complexity can be assessed.

In addition to identifying the sources of complexity in construction projects other
findings included how complexity was identified currently in the industry and what the
interactions are between project complexity and other factors such as risk. In most
cases, project complexity was not identified through any formal system, however it was
suggested that this did take place in most projects in some form either at a personal
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level or through other systems such as pricing or during risk identification. It was
identified that if a formal system could be designed, it would be useful, although it was
suggested that there may be resistance to a new system unless it could be incorporated
in an existing process such as risk management.

A matter of key importance to the research was that the complexity in a project needs to
be identified at the earliest stage possible in order to be able to manage it appropriately.
Whilst it was not seen as necessary to have a numerical measure of complexity,
identifying where the complexity lies in a project was highlighted to be a critical factor
to project success.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: MAPPING PROJECT COMPLEXITY
FACTORS
7.0

Introduction

The aim of this chapter has been to identify the frequency with which the project
complexity factors occur in construction projects and the impact that they have. This
has been investigated through the use of case studies, collecting real life project
information and studying the occurrences and implications of the project complexity
factors.

Chapter Six describes the identification of the five themes of project complexity and the
46 project complexity factors. This was the first stage in developing the methodology
to measure project complexity. The next stage of the research has been to identify the
frequency that each of these themes and factors occur in projects and to identify what
impact they have upon the project. By studying what factors make a project complex
and identifying the main issues that impact upon projects it was possible to produce a
system to identify and evaluate project complexity.

Case studies were chosen as the preferred method of data collection for a number of
reasons. The aim of the research has been to develop a methodology to assess the
complexity of a project at the pre construction stage in order to improve project
planning and ultimately the success of a project. In order to achieve this it was deemed
essential that the model would be based upon actual project data, thus making it
applicable and accepted by the industry.

In addition to this, practical modelling

techniques were adopted in preference to theoretical modelling, again to ensure uptake
in the construction industry. Williams (2003) provides an extensive overview of the
contribution of mathematical modelling to the practice of project management, and
whilst there are a number of models provided by research, it is suggested that many of
these do not have practical applications and may not even be based upon real problems
in the industry. Williams (loc.cit, p23) describes how in the 1950s-1970s there were
many project management problems that were taken up and modelled and how the
solutions that operational research devised made a significant contribution, for example
PERT. However, Williams goes on to describe how since then the operational research
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and the real project world have to a considerable extent gone their separate ways with
the operational research world attacking more and more complex mathematical models,
with little of the work being either motivated by real problems or having an impact upon
practice.
7.1

Case studies

The following section describes each case study. In order to protect confidentiality
names of projects, companies and individuals have been omitted, however a brief
description of the companies involved and the sources of data can be found in Figure A11 in Appendix E. A description of the context of the project is given followed by a
more in depth description relating to the themes of project complexity and individual
factors experienced on each project.

In total 15 case studies were conducted, the

selection criteria and methodology for analysing the case studies can be found in
Chapter Two. In addition to the description of each case study, a matrix was produced
in order to show the complexity factors experienced in each project, this matrix can be
found in Appendix F, Figure A- 12. It is important to note that whilst most of the
projects studied experienced at least one factor in each theme, there are some projects
which did not and therefore these themes are omitted from the case study descriptions.
7.1.1

Case study one: City centre regeneration

Background
Case study one (CS1) was a large city centre regeneration project incorporating 40
individually designed buildings covering an area of 42 acres. The construction costs
were £500 million. Two main contractors worked in partnership on the project, each
concentrating on a specific area of the redevelopment. In total 26 architectural firms
were involved, some of which designed multiple buildings. The project involved the
construction of retail, leisure, residential, car parking, open space and hotels as well as
new infrastructure to support the development. The major construction works were
completed in approximately 200 weeks (four years).
Planning and management factors
As previously stated, this project was a large scheme incorporating a number of
different stakeholders. As a result of this, the planning and management factors are
particularly relevant. The project team included the client and developer, a range of five
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different planning consultants, 26 architects, two main contractors in partnership plus a
third contractor for an additional part of the project, five property consultants, a cost
consultancy and three lawyers. The shear number of parties involved in the project
made the coordination and organisational structure of the project a real complex issue
which had to be closely monitored throughout the project.

The timescale and cost of the project were also affected by the large size of the project.
In addition to the four years of construction, five years of planning were required to get
the project underway. The construction cost including fees was £500 million and the
total investment value was £920 million.
Operational and technological factors
The physical size was a factor in this project. The scheme included the regeneration of
an area which was 42 acres in size with a total development of 234,000 square metres.
Due to the diversity of the project, the inherent difficulty of the building became an
issue. Although only two main contractors were working in partnership, 40 individual
buildings were constructed as part of the project and therefore a wide variety of
construction techniques were incorporated.
Organisational factors
CS1 was a very large project which involved a large number of stakeholders. In total 40
buildings were designed and built as part of the project, many of which were for
different end users.
Environmental factors
The project incorporated the construction of 40 new buildings on 22 individual sites all
located within a large city centre. As a result of these issues concerning access to sites
and working restrictions due to the locations were experienced. In addition to this,
archaeological investigations were required prior to any construction work starting. In
addition to the physical environmental factors, legal and market conditions also needed
to be considered. Much of the final property was to be let for retail and therefore a good
understanding of the market conditions was required before undertaking a construction.
The legal factor included the issues surrounding Compulsory Purchase and Road
Closure Orders.
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7.1.2

Case study two: City centre commercial redevelopment

Background
Case study two (CS2) was the redevelopment of commercial property in a city centre
location. The project included the demolition of the existing building and the
construction of a 12 storey (including three basement levels) commercial building,
incorporating office and retail space. The project cost was £42 million and construction
was completed after 128 weeks. The project was procured using a two stage design and
build contract.
Planning and management factors
Due to the location of the project in a busy city centre location on an island surrounded
by roads the rigidity of sequences was a very important factor in this project. Certain
process could only be carried out at certain times and where road closures or diversions
were necessary it was imperative that the operations took place to schedule. Because of
this the project coordination was carefully monitored involving visits to suppliers of
specialist materials to ensure they would be delivered on time. Following on from this,
there was a great deal of interdependencies between the processes in the project which
added further to the need for good project coordination.
Operational and technological factors
Due to the sites location, regulations relating to the surrounding roads were an issue.
The site was bordered by roads on all sides which therefore made some operations
much more difficult than if they were carried out on a large spacious site. The site was
also located opposite a listed church and therefore care had to be taken that certain
operations would not cause any damage to this. The building itself was clad almost
completely in stonework which involved a large amount of physically complex roles.
Environmental factors
The location of the site was one of the biggest factors contributing to the project
complexity. The site was in city centre location, surrounded by public roads and
pedestrian access. In addition to this the site was on an island locations being bordered
on every side by roads, all except one of which were extremely close to the building
footprint.

Due to this there was very little room for storage of materials or site

accommodations and therefore the logistics of the site had to be carefully planned.
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A good understanding of the market was also essential in order for this project to be
carried out successfully. As a result of this the start of the construction work was
delayed due to the property developer needing to find a shot term tenant in order to fund
the build.
Uncertainty factors
The project involved the construction of three basement levels in addition to the eight
storey superstructure. Due to the location this required extensive investigation due to
the proximity of underground train lines in the area. The project was completed under a
design and build contract and some of the construction and design work took place
concurrently, therefore causing some uncertainty in the construction process.
7.1.3

Case study three: Waterside redevelopment

Background
Case study three (CS3) was a single commercial property which formed part of a larger
waterside redevelopment project close to a city centre. The value of the project was £35
million and the contract period lasted for approximately 84 weeks.

The structure

consists of a reinforced concrete frame on a combination of precast concrete piles and
mini tension piles, as well as a sheet pile wall to the perimeter of the basement.
External elevations comprise glazed curtain walling with a pedestrian colonnade at
ground floor level. Along the south elevation is a full height brise soleil which is
broken by vertical slots for balconies.
Planning and management factors
The case study building was an individually designed construction project however it
did form part of a larger regenerations scheme. Therefore it needed to integrate with the
other parts of the developments which included residential, leisure and other
commercial properties whilst maintaining its individual identity. The coordination of
this project with the other surrounding projects was therefore of great importance.
Operational and technological factors
The project incorporated state of the art technology in the mechanical and electrical
installations design. The waterside location was used to the projects advantage with the
water incorporated into the heating and cooling system design.
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Organisational factors
As mentioned, this project formed part of a larger regeneration scheme, it therefore had
a number of stakeholders to be satisfied adding to the complexity of the project.
Environmental factors
Although the waterside location was used to benefit the environmental performance of
the building, it also posed a number of issues in the construction process. The building
required a basement car park and therefore issues relating to ground water control
needed to be addressed. The construction site was also in an exposed environment
which made working conditions difficult at times during the project.
Uncertainty factors
Due to the design and build nature of the project, there were some problems regarding
the overlap between the design and construction stages of the project. Problems were
also caused by the need to coordinate with the other regeneration projects which were
conducted by other contractors and architects.
7.1.4

Case study four: City centre mixed used development

Background
Case study four (CS4) was a mixed use development in a city centre location consisting
of a 27 storey residential building and a 16 storey commercial building. The commercial
building was constructed as a shell and core together with services provision giving
heating, cooling, lighting etc but specific fit-out was undertaken by individual tenants.
The construction period lasted approximately 100 weeks with a dedicated enabling
works contract that lasted approximately 28 weeks. The project was procured via a
design and build contract with a novated design team and had a contract sum of £53
million.
Operational and technological factors
The construction took place very close to a major road and railway tunnel, therefore
extra care in the design and construction of the deep basement was required in order to
make sure that no extra load was put on to the tunnel. The site was also located in a
World Heritage Site and was therefore subject to the relevant regulations relating to the
protection of the existing buildings.
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Environmental factors
The site was located on a brownfield site with extensive demolition work required
before construction could begin. The demolition involved removal of large amounts of
asbestos. The site was also in a city centre location and therefore the project required
careful planning of logistics due to limited access and working restrictions.

The aspiration to develop a mixed use block with a significant office component proved
a challenge within the local market as rental yields proved too low to finance new build
office space. External funding was required to enable the scheme to go ahead and acted
as a catalyst for the dormant commercial rental market. However the private residential
flats were all sold 18 months before the project was completed.
Uncertainty factors
The project involved two high rise towers in a fairly exposed site; this resulted in some
delays due to the effect of high winds on the cranes. There was also uncertainty relating
to the ground conditions and the construction of the two levels of basement.
7.1.5

Case study five: Waterside Government building

Background
Case study five (CS5) was a government sector building in a waterside location close to
a city centre as part of a large urban regeneration scheme. The project was a purpose
built bespoke design in order to meet the needs of the specific use of the building which
included meeting rooms and public space. In total the construction cost including
fixtures, fittings, furniture, art and ICT and broadcasting equipment was £67 million.
The project was initially procured via a management contractor route as time was a
driving factor in delivering the building, however, a design and build form of contract
was later adopted. The main construction phase of the project lasted approximately four
years.
Planning and management factors
Work was halted due to soaring construction costs. As a result a consultancy business
was called in to take responsibility for delivering the approved design to budget, time
and quality. The contract was changed from a management contractor route to a design
and build scheme and a new contractor was brought in to complete the works. This
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resulted in delays to the original construction schedule but did bring the project back to
a more realistic budget.
Operational and technological factors
The design of the building incorporated a complex roof design which required careful
planning in order to be successfully delivered. The design was unique to the building
and nothing similar had been undertaken before. The building also incorporates a
number of different leading edge mechanical and electrical installations.
Organisational factors
This project experienced a number of organisational factors which led to the work being
halted in order to resolve them. The original cost estimate based upon the outline
design was too low and therefore when a more realistic estimate based upon the brief
was devised, the design work needed to bring it back to cost was too extensive.
Therefore the project was stopped and a new team were brought in to deliver the project
on time and cost.
Environmental factors
The construction site was in an exposed waterside location on a brown field site. As a
result of these specialist foundations systems were required.
Uncertainty factors
Due to the change in management, contractor and the withdrawal of the original
architect there was a great deal of uncertainty after the work was stopped. The type of
contract was changed from management contracting to design and build and the
contractor and architect were replaced.

Therefore there was a lack of uniformity

between the two sections of the project which added to the complexity.
7.1.6

Case study six: City centre office development

Background
Case study six (CS6) was a commercial office development in a city centre location
incorporating a three storey basement car park, 12 storeys of office accommodation and
new transport links for future development.

The project was part of a larger

regeneration scheme including further commercial and residential development as well
as a new hotel. The construction consisted of a steel framed structure which was
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predominantly clad in glass, with the cores being furnished in a slate faced cladding
system. The overall gross internal area of the building including the basements was
approximately 38,000 square metres. The development value was £66.6 million and the
contract period lasted 107 weeks. The works were carried out under a traditional form
of contract.
Planning and management factors
This project is part of a larger redevelopment scheme and therefore the design and
construction had to be closely coordinated with the rest of the development. The office
building was the first part of the scheme to be built and therefore was an important
showcase project for the rest of the development.
Operational and technological factor
The project incorporated a high degree of mechanical and electrical installations which
required a good level of planning; in addition to this the cladding system incorporated a
high degree of technically difficult roles adding to the complexity of the construction.
Organisational factors
The project had a large number of stakeholders to satisfy and as this was the first
building of a new development it was particularly important to ensure that the project
was successful in order to secure further funding.
Environmental factors
The site was located on a brownfield site in a city centre location requiring careful
planning of site logistics. The site also presented problems requiring the realignment of
the surrounding roads and junctions to give a significant increase in area and
connections to the new transport links.

A good understanding of the market conditions was also required and led toonly a
partial fit out of the finished build with some floors left as a shell for individual tenants
to fit out to their requirements.
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7.1.7

Case study seven: Magistrates court

Background
Case study seven (CS7) was a development to build a new magistrates court. The
project included 18 courts, a coroner‟s court, support facilities for staff, ground floor
retail space and underground car parking facilities. The building consisted of four
floors above a 10 metre-high ground floor retail area and features two blocks linked by
a central atrium. One block contains the magistrate‟s courts, coroner‟s court and 60
cells to hold defendants during hearings. The other accommodates around 200 staff, the
tow block linked by 12 footbridges on three different levels. The project contract type
was a Private Finance Initiative (PFI) costing £31 million. The construction period was
approximately 128 weeks.
Planning and management factors
The project was individually designed and constructed however it formed part of a
larger redevelopment area and therefore had to be coordinated with other projects in the
area.
Operational and technological factors
The project incorporated a high amount of mechanical and electrical installations and
due to the nature of the end use extra provisions such as separate lifts to transport
prisoners in were required. Due to the security requirements, a great deal of technology
was incorporated into the project. Again due to the nature of the end use of the
building, the project had a high inherent difficulty and was fairly unique compared to
much of the work undertaken by the main contractor.
Organisational factors
The project was undertaken by a large consortium of companies and therefore effective
working relationships were essential to the projects success. The project had a large
number of stakeholders with very specific requirements which had to be understood and
achieved by the contractor.
Environmental factors
The site was in a major city centre location and closely constrained by streets on three
sides and existing buildings on the fourth side.
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7.1.8

Case study eight: City centre hospital redevelopment

Background
Case study eight (CS8) was a major hospital development in a city centre location. The
total project cost was £225 million and the construction lasted approximately 5 years.
The project was procured via a PFI contract and involved a partnership of three large
contractors. The hospital covers an area of 72,5000 square metres in total comprising of
a 17 storey tower section, with three additional basement levels as well as a 5 storey
building with two basement levels. The hospital provides space for 721 inpatient beds,
14 operating theatres, 35 critical care beds, six radiotherapy bunkers, two catheterisation
labs, 121 consulting/examination rooms and 38 rooms with imagery equipment.
Planning and management factors
The issues relating to the proximity of the new build to the old hospital affected the
planning and management aspect of the project as well as the operational factors
involved. It was imperative that the old building stayed operational throughout the
demolition and construction work and this required careful planning and monitoring on
a day to day basis.
Operational and technological factors
The proximity of the new build to the original hospital building was an issue through
much of the construction.

The old hospital building had to be kept operational

throughout which placed severe restrictions on the construction activities.

Due to the nature of the end use of the building, a high degree of mechanical and
electrical installations were required as well as specialist construction techniques to
ensure the quality was appropriate.
Organisational factors
The construction was undertaken by a partnership of three large contractors to form a
consortium. The consortium was responsible for designing the facilities, building the
facilities, financing the capital cost and operating the facility. In addition, the project
had a large number of stakeholders which created a number of difficult relationships
within the project.
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Environmental factors
As well as the proximity of the new building to the existing hospital, there were also
concerns regarding the proximity to underground train line in the area. In addition to
this the site was located in a very busy city centre location making site logistics
difficult.
7.1.9

Case study nine: Prison refurbishment and development

Background
Case study nine (CS9) was the extension and partial refurbishment of an existing prison.
The works included the construction of two new house blocks and visitor facilities as
well as the refurbishment of existing areas of the prison. Each new house block houses
178 prisoners in single cells.

The value of the project was £60 million and the

construction lasted approximately three years. The works were undertaken on a design
and build basis under a partnering contract.
Planning and management factors
As a result of the site being part of a working prison there were a number of difficulties
in the planning and management of the project. Security was a major factor as it was
often necessary to enter parts of the prison that were occupied.

The project itself was made up of a number of stages which had a high degree of
interdependencies between them and also a high degree of rigidity in the programme.
In addition to this the refurbishment and new build works were being completed
partially at the same time under two separate contracts but by the same contractor. This
caused difficulties in the project coordination and allocation of resources between the
projects.

Also noted was that the length of the construction was relatively long in relation to the
project sum. It was suggested that this was because of the complexities of the project.
Operational and technological factors
The project incorporated a great deal of specialist technology due to the nature of the
building. Security installations were a major factor in the project as well as a high
degree of mechanical and electrical installation. In addition to this, new technology was
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also incorporated into the build, linked to this is that fact that the project had a high
degree of technically complex roles which further added to the complexity.

Another factor considered to affect the complexity of the project was the type of
regulations that had to be adhered to throughout the construction. Due to the strict
security regulations relating to access to the site and areas of the prison delays were
encountered on a regular basis.
Organisational factors
Communication problems and difficult relationships between the project parties were
cited as major factors of the project that affect its complexity. Communication between
the contractor and the prison staff was often difficult and there was often resistance
from existing staff which caused a number of problems mainly resulting in delays and
problems accessing areas of the site. In addition to this, the fact that there were two
different operations being conducted on site at the same time (refurbishment and new
build) there was confusion as to who was responsible for what and resulted in the need
for a single point of contact that could coordinate all works on the project.
Environmental factors
Whilst the site itself was in a reasonably easily accessible environment physically, there
were many restrictions relating to access for the contractor, sub contractors and
deliveries. Due to the security regulations delivery of materials to the areas they were
required was difficult and required a great deal of forward planning.

Another

environmental factor was the exposed location of the site leaving it open to high winds
and more extreme weather conditions than much of its surrounding area.
Uncertainty factors
Due to the exposed nature of the site, climatic conditions did cause unexpected
problems mainly in relation to high winds and the restrictions these put on the use of
equipment such as cranes. Also extremely inclement weather for the area caused a
problem which could not have been foreseen.

The refurbishment part of the project experienced problems due to incomplete or
inaccurate existing drawings upon which the design or the refurbishment had been
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based. As a result of this, new drawings had to be produced and then the design had to
be adjusted accordingly, therefore resulting in a delay in the construction work.
7.1.10 Case study ten: Medical research laboratory
Background
Case study 10 (CS10) was a large specialist medical research laboratory development
designed to house 30 research groups of 10 to 15 people. The development involved
the construction of a five storey, 14,000 square metre research centre with basement,
offices, a lecture theatre suite, restaurant facilities, exhibition area, energy centre,
ancillary buildings and car parking and associated external works and services. The
project cost was £42 million and construction lasted approximately 152 weeks. The
project was located on a university campus. The structure comprised of a reinforced
insitu concrete frame, with structural steelwork to the plant room and ancillary
buildings. The external envelope consists of glazed curtain walling, metal cladding and
brickwork and blockwork.
Planning and management factors
The project was managed by the university estates team and was the largest single
construction work that the university had undertaken. The work was undertaken via a
partnering contract which required careful project coordination and control of the
organisational structure.
Operational and technological factors
Due to the nature of the end use of the project, a high degree of mechanical and
electrical installation and a high degree of technology were incorporated into the build.
As a result of this there was a high degree of technically complex roles involved in the
project.
Organisational factors
The project was funded by a number of different sources including the university where
the laboratory was constructed, an external anonymous donor and a charity donation
from a UK medical research body. Due to the nature of the funding and the end use of
the project, there were a number of project stakeholders involved.
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Environmental factors
The construction took place on a busy university campus on a site which was previously
a car park. Due to the nature of the use of the land it was necessary to ensure that any
contamination caused from
7.1.11 Case study eleven: City centre commercial development
Background
Case study 11 (CS11) was a major city centre commercial development incorporating
both retail and office accommodation. In total the scheme provides 94,500 square
metres of floor space. The project duration was approximately 104 weeks with the
contract value totalling £202 million and was procured via a design and build contract.
The development replaced existing 1950‟s buildings with three new buildings, which
share a basement space with two existing buildings. These five buildings are combined
to provide underground access to each building on the site, retail delivery and loading
bay and parking for over 370 cars. The structure itself incorporates six atria rising to 10
storeys and features an almost entirely glazed facade.
Planning and management factors
Five separate buildings made up the project, all of which are linked via a common
basement; therefore there is a high dependency between the separate phases of the build
and the project required a high degree of coordination. The project had a high contract
value and long timescale which also requires a higher degree of project coordination.
Operational and technological factors
The project required extensive demolition and enabling works and also required facade
retention works to one of the existing buildings. This added to the inherent difficulty of
the construction work. In addition to this, the project incorporated a completely new
cladding system to incorporate cleaning and maintenance equipment; this had not been
used in any other project before and therefore added to the complexity of the build.

The location of the site was in close proximity to the underground train lines and
therefore a solution had to be sought to avoid disturbing the lines and also to avoid the
effects of the trains on the new buildings. To combat these problems, the buildings
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were constructed on rubber pads to counter the effect of the vibrations from the passing
trains.
Organisational factors
Due to the end use of the project, there were a large number of stakeholders involved.
As well as the main client, there were funding bodies and the end user clients to take
into consideration therefore increasing the organisational complexity.
Environmental factors
The site was a brownfield site which required extensive demolition and enabling works
for the construction to take place. The site was located in a very busy city centre
location surrounded by public roads and pedestrian access. This made logistics for
deliveries and site accommodations difficult and also issues concerning site security and
public safety were relevant. The end use of the project involved a large number of retail
and commercial tenants therefore the project was very reliant upon a good
understanding of the market conditions at the time in order to ensure funding.
Uncertainty factors
The five buildings were all linked via a common basement which required extensive
ground works. Therefore adequate investigatory works were required and particular
care was needed in order to avoid disturbing the underground train line which was
located beneath the site.
7.1.12 Case study twelve: Academy
Background
Case study 12 (CS12) was a development of a new academy on an existing college site.
The construction involved providing state-of-the-art facilities for the colleges 1,400
students in the form of a lecture theatre, sports block and changing rooms, kitchen and
catering facilities, admin facilities, and drama arts and music spaces. The development
features four three storey colleges in addition to the sports hall. Construction elements
included piled reinforced concrete frames with specialist curved roofs. The total project
value was £28 million and the construction ran for approximately 72 weeks.
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Planning and management factors
The project consisted of constructing four individual colleges at the same time which
were then linked together by the external spaces. This required a high degree of project
coordination in order to manage the high interdependencies between the phases. In
addition to this, extreme care with the budget was required as funding was limited for
the project; however the client understood exactly what could be achieved within the
budget and therefore problems arising from issues such as having lots of changes to the
design or a poor brief did not occur. This was also controlled due to the fact that one
company carried out the architecture; engineering and services design so these could all
be closely coordinated and controlled.
Operational and technological factors
The nature of the building required a high degree of mechanical and electrical
installation much of which incorporated new leading edge technology. Part of the brief
was that the design should be as sustainable as possible; however there was some
resistance to this by the funding body as they felt that sustainable would be more costly.
In spite of this there was a great deal of innovation in the design which allowed the
building to be sustainable whilst still being within the tightly controlled budget.
Concepts such as thermal mass meant that the need for mechanical cooling could be
extensively eliminated; earth tubes were used for summer cooling. Technology such as
membrane ductwork has also been used.
Organisational factors
The project had a large number of stakeholders to be satisfied. The funding was
provided by the Department for Education and Skills (DfES) and they monitored the
budget very closely. However as well as following their guidelines, the views of the
governors, staff, parents or carers and pupils also had to be taken into account and
therefore the design had to live up to all aspirations.
Environmental factors
The site was next to the existing school and part of the works had to be carried out
during term time, therefore extra care was required in order to keep the site safe and not
adversely affect the day to day running of the school too much.
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7.1.13 Case study thirteen: Town centre mixed used development
Background
Case study 13 (CS13) was a mixed use development in a town centre location. The
development provides 10,000 square metres of lettable office space and 6,000 square
metres of retail space as well as 32 apartments in the eight and 15 storey buildings. The
residential accommodation was allocated to key worker shared ownership apartments.
The superstructure was made up of a steel frame with fabricated beams supporting
composite steel decking and reinforced concrete slabs. The cladding consisted of a
number of different systems ranging from different types structural glazing to
aluminium rainscreen panels and louvre systems. The value was £32 million and
construction work lasted approximately 100 weeks.
Planning and management factors
This project had a high level of interdependencies between different overlapping parts
and phases which required a good level of coordination. Project coordination was
provided by an external design manager who provided a link between the designers,
contractor and client team. Although the construction period was not excessive for a
project of this type, the design period lasted over three years making the total project
duration in excess of five years, and this also impacted upon the project coordination.
Problems also arose from poor information transmittal between architect and contractor.
Drawings were issued which were incorrect and required revising, impacting upon the
timescale of the project.
Operational and technological factors
The project incorporated a high degree of mechanical and electrical installation with 22
percent of the total value being attributed to services. The building design incorporates
a sweeping spire that had not been seen before in high rise buildings of this type, the
work involved in this included a number of technically complex roles in order to ensure
tolerances, movement and buildability were maintained.

The project had a large

number of sub contractors working at one time which impacted upon the planning and
coordination of the project.
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Organisational factors
There were a large number of stakeholders to satisfy in the project, in addition to the
main client there was also funding providers and a number of end user clients. Issues
arose in this project due to problems with the client as parts of the brief were undefined
or unclear which had a impact later in the contract.
Environmental factors
The site was in a city centre location and was restricted in size. The building footprint
occupied the majority of the sites and therefore storage of materials and site
accommodation was a problem. To combat this, materials such as cladding and glazing
were often delivered and installed in one operation to negate the need for storage of the
materials on site. In addition to the restrictions due to the size of the site, there were
also issued related to the public environment of the site. The site was surrounded by
public roads and pedestrian pavements and therefore security of the site and the public
was a concern. A medieval arch occupied part of the site and this had to be retained and
protected throughout the construction phase.

A strong understanding of the market conditions was needed to let office space in
recession times. Because of the economic downturn, the space was marketed as a
cheaper alternative to London as the quality was high and the location was a reasonable
train journey from the capital.
Uncertainty factors
Due to the high rise nature of the construction and the location of the site, the cranes
were often “winded off” which delayed the work on site by several weeks. There was a
lack of local workforce with the required expertise and therefore workers were often
brought in from northern England.

The project operated under a design and build contract and therefore the design and
construction went on in parallel, this led to some issues where design had not been
completed in time for the construction works and caused delays. In addition to this,
some of the architects working drawings were inadequate and required redrawing which
caused further delays.
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7.1.14 Case study fourteen: City centre shopping centre
Background
Case study 14 (CS14) was a large shopping centre development in a city centre location.
The development includes 90,000 square metres of retail and leisure space, 266 housing
units, office space and a hotel. The scheme cost £600 million and construction took
place over an eight year period with the main shopping centre construction taking place
in the final two year period work. The shopping centre features a spectacular glass roof
over its central area; the complex includes more than 25 restaurants, a 13 screen cinema
and a 2,600 space car park.
Planning and management factors
The project had a long timescale, with construction taking place over eight years, the
project also had a very high value and covered a large area of a city centre therefore
requiring a great deal of coordination. The project was highly diverse and incorporated
a number of different sectors making up a number of smaller projects within the whole
scheme.
Operational and technological factors
Due to the high degree of diversity between the phases of this project, a large number of
trades were involved which required a large amount of different sub contractors to be
involved. The project also incorporated a high degree of mechanical and electrical
installation, especially in the shopping centre and leisure facilities which were the final
phase of the project. In addition to these factors the project also incorporated leading
edge technology in the roof construction of the shopping centre which had not been
used before.

The physical size of the project is also a factor that adds to the complexity, not only the
size of the individual phases such as the shopping centre which provided 90,000 square
metres of retail space, but the size of the total redevelopment scheme itself occupying a
36 acre site.
Organisational factors
Although the project was run by one main contractor, there was a high degree of
collaboration with seven teams of architects and 10 contractor firms being involved.
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This led to difficulties in communication however it was felt that due to the diversity of
the project, this large project team was essential. The project also had a large number of
stakeholders which further added to these problems.
Environmental factors
The project took place in a city centre environment, much of which was surrounded by
public highways and pedestrian areas. This caused concerns over health and safety and
security, however the site was large enough that issues such as storage were not a
problem.

A good understanding of the market conditions was essential for this project, as the
scheme took place over a number of years the market conditions were changing
throughout the project and it was important to ensure that the project would still be
profitable. The project involved housing as well as retail and commercial office space
and therefore it was necessary to be able to market the finished project in order to
ensure funding was available for the project.
7.1.15 Case study fifteen: Indoor ski slope
Background
Case study 15 (CS15) was a real snow indoor ski slope incorporating a 180 metre main
slope, a 60 metre nursery slope, a toboggan run and an Alpine shopping mall with a mix
of shops, restaurants and function rooms.

The development cost £31 million and

construction lasted approximately 72 weeks.
Operational and technological factors
This project was the first of its kind in the UK and was therefore a new experience for
everyone working on the project.

The project did not conform to stereotypical

commercial projects undertaken and therefore the inherent difficulty was increased.
Due to the type of project, there was a high degree of technically complex roles
involved in the project. Due to the end use of the project a high degree of mechanical
and electrical installations was required, much of which was highly specialist. The
internal temperature during the day needed to be regulated at minus one and a half
degrees Celsius and over night the temperature is dropped to minus six degrees Celsius
therefore requiring specialist large scale refrigeration technology.
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Environmental factors
The location of the site was outside of the city centre but in close proximity to a major
motorway and canal. The proximity of both of these was an issue during the project and
restricted the construction works. Many lettable retail units were included in the project
however these were for very specialist products (winter sports only) therefore a good
understanding of the market conditions and the demand for these types of retail outlets
was required.
7.2

Case study analysis

In order to analyse the case studies and identify the information required for the
modelling process a matrix was designed. Making a matrix of categories and placing
evidence within such categories is one of a set of analytic approaches to aiding in the
analyses of case study data provided by Miles and Huberman (1994). The matrix has
been designed to show the frequency with which each factor occurred by mapping the
case studies against the project complexity factors.

In the matrix, the project

complexity factors are listed against the case studies and each factor that was
experienced on the individual case studies is highlighted. Figure A- 12 in Appendix F
presents the completed matrix for all 15 of the case studies showing the number of
factors experienced by each case study as well as the number of times each individual
factor was experienced overall.

The matrix highlights how many times each project complexity factor was experienced
and the percentage value of this, as well as the number of factors experienced in each
case study. This section breaks the matrix down by project complexity theme in order
to present the data in a manageable and useful form.

The information regarding the frequency of occurrence of each project complexity
factor is of key importance to the development of a methodology to measure project
complexity and the development of a project complexity evaluation model. Without the
frequency information provided by these case studies the significance of each project
complexity theme and factor would not be understood.
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7.2.1

Overview of results by theme

The matrix in Table 7-1 provides a breakdown of the number of factors experienced on
the case studies in each theme.

Case study ref

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

No.

%

4

3

1

0

2

3

1

3

6

1

6

4

5

4

1

44

29.3

Operational and
technological

2

4

1

2

5

3

5

4

6

5

6

4

6

5

6

64

38.8

Organisational

2

0

1

0

5

0

1

3

6

2

1

1

2

3

0

27

30.0

Environmental

6

4

4

5

2

4

2

4

3

3

5

2

5

4

2

55

45.8

Uncertainty

0

2

2

2

1

0

0

0

4

0

1

0

4

0

0

16

11.9

No. 14

13

9

9

15

10

9

14

25

11

19

11

22

16

9

Theme

Planning and management

% 31.1 28.9 20.0 20.0 33.3 22.2 20.0 31.1 55.6 24.4 42.2 24.4 48.9 35.6 20.0
Table 7-1 Overview matrix

The total number of factors experienced in each theme is provided and a percentage
value has also been calculated. This value represents the number of factors that were
actually experienced against the total number of possible potential factors that could
have been experienced if every case study experienced every factor. For example, for
the planning and management theme there were 11 factors and 15 case studies
examined, therefore there were 165 possible factors experienced (11 factors multiplied
by 15 case studies). The actual number of factors experienced was 50 which calculated
as 30.3% of the total number of potential factors experienced.

The environmental theme had the highest incidence of factors being experienced when
investigating the percentage of potential factors that could be experienced in the case
studies. All of the case studies experienced at least two factors with some of the project
experiencing five or six. This suggests that the factors in the environmental theme are
common in most projects and this may make them easier to manage and predict.

The operational and technological theme had the second highest rating with a total
potential value of 38.8%. Again all of the case studies analysed experienced at least one
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factor with the majority (12) experiencing four or more factors. This theme is similar to
the environmental theme where the factors are commonly occurring in most major
projects and again therefore may be easier to predict and manage.

The planning and management theme also had a fairly high percentage score in terms of
potential factors experienced with a value of 30.3%. All except one project experienced
at least one factor and over half of the case studies experienced at least four of the
factors.

Some of the factors experienced in this project are common in projects,

however many are less common and more difficult to predict and manage.

Information relating to the organisation theme and the uncertainty theme was more
difficult to gather and became a focus of the interview investigations. In the earlier
stages of research where interviews were conducted to investigate what made a project
complex, organisational issues were consistently highlighted as being one of the most
complex issues in a project (see chapter six). However, despite this when investigating
individual projects there was a reluctance to highlight any of the factors in this theme as
an issue. This may be because the factors simply didn‟t occur on the projects selected
or because this information was withheld and this will be taken into account when
weighting the factors for the model in the next chapter. Similarly, the uncertainty theme
was also difficult to investigate. Many of the factors considered uncertain may become
obvious later in a project and therefore there was a reluctance to highlight these factors.
As a result of this, both the organisational and the uncertainty theme have a lower
percentage value and are therefore appear to be less commonly occurring complexity
factors in most projects.
7.2.2

Planning and management theme

Factors relating to the planning and management theme made up 21% of the total
number of factors considered in the case studies. The matrix shown in Table 7-2 shows
the part of the project complexity factors matrix relating to this theme and gives a
breakdown of the theme by its factors and the case studies which experienced them.
The number and percentage shown on the right hand side of the matrix show how many
times each factor was experienced across all of the 15 case studies and the values at the
bottom of the matrix show the number factors in the theme which each individual case
study experienced.
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Planning and management

1
2
3
Case study ref
Large number of phases or projects that
a
make up the project or scheme
High level of interdependencies between
a
processes
Project coordination
a a a

4

5

6

7

8

a

9

10

11

12

a

a

a

a a

13

14

15

a
a

a a a a a a a a a
a

Having substantial critical path activities
High cost/value

a

Long timescale projects

a

a
a
a

Rigidity of sequence

a

Degree of overlap of phases
Interrelationship between activities in
different overlapping parts
Poor information generation, transmittal,
usage and feedback
No. 4

3

1

0

2

3

1

3

6

1

5

33.3

5

33.3

12

80.0

1

6.7

a

4

26.7

a

a a

5

33.3

3

20.0

a a

2

13.3

a a a

5

33.3

a

2

13.3

a

% 36.4 27.3 9.1

%

a
a

a a

No.

6

4

5

4

1

0.0 18.2 27.3 9.1 27.3 54.5 9.1 54.5 36.4 45.5 36.4 9.1

Table 7-2 Planning and management theme matrix

The majority of factors were experienced between three and six times (20 to 40%)
across the case study projects. Issues relating to project coordination occurred on 80%
(12) of the case studies which was the joint highest percentage occurrence of any of the
factors in any of the themes. Degree of overlap of phases was only experienced in
13.3% (2) case studies as was poor information, generation transmittal and feedback.
Having substantial critical path activities only occurred in one of the projects.
7.2.3

Operational and technological theme

Table 7-3 shows the part of the matrix relating to operational and technological factors
which

also

make

up

24%

of

the

total

number

of

factors.
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Case study ref

1

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

10

11

a a a a a a

High amount of M&E installation

12

13

14

15

No.

%

a a a a

10

66.7

a

6

40.0

a a

8

53.3

a a a

5

33.3

a

8

53.3

a a

4

26.7

a a a

4

26.7

1

6.7

10

66.7

0

0.0

8

53.3

a a a a a

High degree of technology
Operational and technological

7

Incorporating state of the art/leading edge
or new technology
Performing a process for the first time

a

a

a a a a

a
a

Regulations to be adhered to

a

a
a a a a a

a

Physical size

a
a

High number of trades involved
High degree of phsically complex roles

a

High degree of technically complex roles

a

a a a

a a a a a

a

Role that has no known procedure
The inherent difficulty of the building
a a
process
No. 2

4

a a
1

2

5

a a
3

5

4

a
6

5

6

a
4

6

5

6

% 18.2 36.4 9.1 18.2 45.5 27.3 45.5 36.4 54.5 45.5 54.5 36.4 54.5 45.5 54.5

Table 7-3 Operational and technological theme matrix

45% (five) of the factors were experienced on over 50% of the case studies. Having a
high degree of mechanical and electrical installations and a high degree of technically
complex roles was cited as an issue on 66.7% (10) of the cases analysed. Incorporating
state of the art or leading edge technology, having difficulties with the regulations to be
adhered to, the physical size of the project and the inherent difficulty of the building
process were all experienced on 53.3% (eight) of the case studies. The lowest scoring
factors were having a high degree of physically complex roles which was only cited as
an issue one of the projects and performing a role for the first time was not highlighted
at all as an issue. The remaining factors occurred on between 26.7% (four) and 40%
(six) of the projects.
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7.2.4

Organisational theme

The organisation theme makes constitutes 15% of the total number of factors and the
matrix relating to this theme can be seen in Table 7-4.

Organisational

Case study ref

1

2

3

4

Organisational structure
a
Difficult relationships between the project
parties
Having a large number of project
a
stakeholders
Problems with the client

a

5

6

7

8

9

10

No.

%

6

40.0

a

4

26.7

a a a a a

9

60.0

2

13.3

1

6.7

3

20.0

2

13.3

a

a a a a

a

a a

a

a

11

12

a

13

14

15

a

a

Poorly defined project roles
Poor communication

a

a

Poor decision making

a

a

No. 2

0

1

0

5

0

1

3

6

a
2

1

1

2

3

0

% 18.2 0.0 9.1 0.0 45.5 0.0 9.1 27.3 54.5 18.2 9.1 9.1 18.2 27.3 0.0
Table 7-4 Organisational theme matrix

Having a large number of project stakeholders was consistently cited as an issue adding
to the projects complexity and occurred on 60% (nine) of the case studies analysed.
Problems relating to the organisational structure were experienced on 40% (six) of the
projects analysed. Difficult project relationships were experienced on 26.7% (four) of
the projects. Problems with the client, poorly defined project roles and poor decision
making were only identified as being experienced on between 6.7% and 20% (one and
three) of the case studies even though these were mentioned regularly in the earlier
stages of research as a major contributor to project complexity.
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7.2.5

Environmental theme

Factors relating to the environmental theme make up 17.8% of all of the project

Environmental

complexity factors, the matrix relating to this theme is shown in Table 7-5.
Case study ref

1

2

3

Sites in a restricted environment

a a a a

a

a a

Sites in a public environment

a a a a

a

a

Sites in an ancient environment

a
a

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

a

15

No.

%

a a a a a

12

80.0

11

73.3

4

4

5

14

3

20.0

3

20.0

2

13.3

12

80.0

8
4

53.3
26.7

a

a
a

a a a a a a a a
a a
a a
a
a
a
a
a a a
No. 6

13

a a a a a

a

Sites on contaminated land
Understanding the market conditions
Understanding the legal environment

5

a

Sites in an exposed environment
Brownfield site

4

2

4

2

4

3

3

5

a a
a a a
2

5

4

2

% 54.5 36.4 36.4 45.5 18.2 36.4 18.2 36.4 27.3 27.3 45.5 18.2 45.5 36.4 18.2

Table 7-5 Environmental theme matrix

The environmental theme contains the factors which have been experienced on the most
projects making the factors much more commonly occurring than those of many of the
other themes. Sites in a restricted environment and brownfield sites were the most
commonly occurring factors with both being experienced on 80% (12) of the projects
analysed. Sites in a public environment was also a commonly occurring factors being
experienced in 73.3% (11) of the case studies. Understanding the market conditions
was another factor occurring often with 53.3 (eight) of the projects experiencing this as
a complexity issue. The remaining factors were experienced on between 13.3% (two)
and 20% (three) of the projects.
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7.2.6

Uncertainty theme

The uncertainty theme factors are shown in Table 7-6 and make up 20% of the total
number of complexity factors in the case study analysis.
Case study ref

1

2

Uncertainty

Lack of uniformity due to continuous
change in resources
Lack of uniformity due to mecahnical
orother resource breakdown
The effect of weather or climatic condition

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

a

a
a

Unpredictable sub surface

a

a

a

a

a

Undefined work in a defined new structure

a

Undefined structure or poor buildability
assessment
Lack of working drawings
uncertainty resulting from overlap in
design and construction
Lack of experienced local workforce

a

a

2

2

1

0

0

% 0.0 18.2 18.2 18.2 9.1

0.0

0.0

No.

2

0

%

1

6.7

0

0.0

4

26.7

3

20.0

1

6.7

0

0.0

a

a

2

13.3

a

a

4

26.7

1

6.7

a
0

No.

4

0

1

0.0 36.4 0.0

9.1

0

4

0

0

0.0 36.4 0.0

0.0

Table 7-6 Uncertainty theme matrix

The most commonly occurring factors were the effect of weather or climatic conditions
and uncertainty result from overlap in the design and construction process, both being
experienced in 26.7% (four) of the case studies. Issues relating to an unpredictable sub
surface were identified on 20% (three) of the case studies and the remaining factors
were identified on between 6.7% (one) and 13.3% (two) of the projects. Lack or
uniformity due to mechanical or other resource breakdown was not cited as a factor on
any of the projects studied.
7.3

Discussion of case study analysis

The selection of projects used in these case studies encompassed a wide rage of end
uses in order to collect the most representative data from the sample. Selection criteria
for the case studies were as follows:
The project must be carried out by one of the top 100 contractors in the UK (by
turnover 2007-2008)
The project must have taken place in England or Wales only due to differences
in regulations in other parts of the UK
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The project must have been completed in 2005 or later
Projects spanned a number of different sectors to include both commercial and public or
government projects ranging from offices, leisure facilities and mixed use developments
to schools and government buildings. This allowed for a relatively small sample to be
studied and the maximum useful information to be.

There is no definitive number of case studies suggested in literature to allow for the
correct amount of data to be collected; instead, judgment on the extent of the case
studies required needs to be made on a project by project basis. Many research projects
using case studies as a means of data collection use only one or two cases, whilst others
may use many more. The decision to use 15 case studies in this project was taken
during the data collection and analysis phase. A target of around 20 to 25 case studies
was originally estimated; however it became apparent once the data collection had
begun that this would be too high. When looking at the case study data, although many
of the projects are different, for example in respect to their procurement, construction
methods and location, time and time again the same kinds of factors were being
experienced. After 12 case studies had been analysed it became clear that to conduct 25
would be surplus and therefore 15 case studies were used. A further three case studies
were analysed as part of the testing process explained in chapter eight. Using a wide
range of different projects also ensures transferability and generalisability of the results
which was one of the ethical concerns raised in chapter two.

When looking at the overview of the projects, although some experienced the same
number of factors, none of the projects experienced all of the same factors. This
provided useful information regarding the interaction of factors in the next chapter when
a weighting system is to be used to measure a projects complexity.

Although one of the project complexity factors identified earlier in the research was
international projects, it has not been possible to include it in the case study analysis as
it was outside of the scope of the selection criteria. For this reason the analysis was
based upon there being 45 project complexity factors instead of 46.
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One issue that has been raised by conducting the case studies is the idea the are the
factors that actually happen always being highlighted; for example, in previous
interviews problems with the client was brought up very regularly, however when
discussing individual projects people were not happy bringing this up even when
confidentiality was promised. Therefore it is difficult to know if the case studies are
providing a completely honest picture of the situation, this has been taken into account
in the results and will be weighted accordingly.

Although the case studies have highlighted the frequency with witch the individual
factors have occurred in projects, it is difficult to assess the individual impact of each of
those factors on the project. In spite of this, it can be seen that the combination of these
factors has cost, time and quality implications upon a project.
7.4

Conclusion

The aim of this chapter has been to identify the frequency with which the project
complexity factors occur in projects and the impact that they have. This has been
achieved by analysing 15 projects which experienced many of the project complexity
factors identified in the previous chapters.

The case studies analysed have provided vital information regarding the frequency of
which the project complexity factors occur in real projects. The environmental theme
had the highest incidence of factors experienced, followed by the operational and
technological theme.

The planning and management theme has the third highest

percentage of factors experienced. This was followed by the organisational theme and
finally the uncertainty theme. This information will be utilised in order to calculate
significance indexes for all of the factors, allowing them to be weighted and used in the
measurement model.

Although selection criteria were applied when choosing the projects to be used as case
studies, a wide range of types of project was used to ensure that the most appropriate
data was collected. Projects ranging from commercial city centre developments to
schools, hospitals and prisons were included in the analysis. Using many different types
of project will allow the results to aid in the development of a model that will be
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applicable to a wider range of projects, not just focused on one sector of the industry or
one type of project.

Throughout the case study analyses, no new factors were identified, this reinforces the
project complexity factors that have been identified in the earlier research, showing that
the factors identified cover the vast majority of what are considered to be “complex”
projects in the UK. This supports the robust data collection methods used throughout
the earlier research, by identifying the project complexity factors from published
literature and through interviews and then testing this by analysing real projects.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: MODELLING PROJECT
COMPLEXITY
8.0

Introduction

This chapter presents the development of the project complexity measurement model.
This includes a review of different measuring systems as well as the development and
testing of the final model.

The potential value of a project complexity evaluation/measurement model has been
established through means of the literature review and the interview stage of the
research. Whilst a number of project evaluation methods already exist, such as risk
assessment and cost evaluation techniques, as discussed in Chapter Four, no system
exists specifically to identify how complex a project is at the pre construction stage.
The model developed focuses specifically on identifying a measure of construction
project complexity and evaluating the project complexity in order for it to be better
managed, thus achieving the aim of the research.

The methods used to develop the model involved analysing the data from the literature
review and empirical data collection, including the questionnaires, interviews and case
study analysis. The data collection at the earlier stages has been designed specifically in
order to gather the information required for the model development. A representative
sample of interviews and case studies were used to ensure the model would be
applicable to many different types of projects, collecting data from a wide range of
projects and professionals with substantial industry experience. The data collection and
analysis at every stage of the research has followed robust methods to ensure the quality
of the final model and its applicability in the construction industry.
8.1

Measuring systems

Existing measuring systems were analysed in order to establish how the new model
should be developed in order to make it as accurate as possible whilst still being user
friendly. It was important that the model was developed so that its value was obvious to
reduce resistance to using another project evaluation system in conjunction with those
already in widespread use in the industry. The measuring systems include both systems
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currently used within the construction industry as well as those in other industries.
Other industries were studied in order to investigate other means of measurement which
may be adaptable to the construction industry. Investigating measurement systems is an
important part of the model development as the model aims to give a measure of project
complexity at the pre construction stage as this is not currently possible in the
construction industry.
8.2

Measuring in the construction industry

A number of quantities or factors are measured in the construction industry throughout
the project lifecycle. These factors include measuring risk, success, performance,
productivity, value or cost and health and safety amongst others. This section identifies
how many of these factors are measured and how these systems can aid the
development of the project complexity model.
8.2.1

Risk

Dallas (2006, p.44-48) explains how risk is often measured in construction projects
purely on a experience based method or „gut feeling‟, however, Dallas continues to
explain that for repeatability, a more scientific method is needed. Dallas (loc.cit)
provides an overview of the methods to measure risk as follows. The method most
commonly used for measuring risk in the construction industry is based upon estimating
the likelihood that a risk will occur and the impact of its consequence(s), should it
occur.

Risks may be assessed qualitatively or quantitatively depending upon the

ultimate use of the results. If the data is to be used only to set up a system for managing
risk, qualitative analysis is usually sufficient. If, however, the results are to inform a
risk allowance, the measurement must be quantitative.

Smith et al (2006, p. 57) describe how often, the first stages in any risk assessment and
measuring system have to be qualitative because there is insufficient information
available to proceed with any quantitative methods. A number of qualitative methods
exist including the use of risk logs and soft systems methodology, however to measure
risk quantitative methods are required.
Quantification of risks can lead to enhanced benefits to the project team. This may be
done in terms of cost and/or time. Reasons for quantification could include:
When there is a need to report upwards or to third parties.
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Where the project forms part of a larger programme of projects, enabling the
transfer of risk allowance between projects.
To encourage people to follow through management actions.
Where clients require it as part of their standard procedures or have capped
funds.
Where it is desirable to link contingency to risk, thus removing the expectation
that it will be spent.
Where it is required or provides comfort to fund raisers or other third parties.
Where quantification is required, a statistically sound method should be used. Most
risks are likely to have a direct or indirect impact on cost.

Even if the direct

consequence of the risk leads to a delay, its effects can often be translated into costs
Dallas (2006 p 48).

Most quantitative risk assessment and measuring involves some degree of probabilistic
analysis. Probabilistic risk analysis techniques are used to provide information such as
estimates of the likelihood of achieving certain project targets and the likely range of
outcomes of the project, in terms of its duration and economic parameters. There are a
number of different probabilistic risk analysis techniques and each technique requires
the specification of key project variables and their corresponding distributions.
Probabilistic risk analysis requires a large amount of calculations and are therefore
usually conducted using specialist computer software (Smith et al., 2006, p.89)

Risk is comparable to project complexity due to the fact that risk is measured before the
project takes place; much like complexity needs to be in the model. Therefore, risk
assessment techniques may be very useful in developing the model due to the way that
risk is measured in a predictive way, not after the project has taken place. Probabilistic
analysis is the most common method to quantify risk, and this could be used in a similar
way to measure complexity.
8.2.2

Success, performance and partnering

Measuring success is an important part of construction projects. Success can be seen
from a number of different points of view. The clients view may be different from that
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of the contractor or architect for example. Success can therefore be a very subjective
quantity which can make it difficult to measure.

Hughes et al (2004) state that the measurement of project success in the construction
industry has traditionally been grounded in the industry accepted classic objective
success metrics: cost, schedule, performance, and safety. They continue by suggesting
that in fact there are more subjective considerations that while being difficult to
quantify, can have an important impact on perceptions of project success. In response
to this Hughes et al developed a measurement tool that would account for the subjective
as well as objective metrics in assessing project success. As well as the objective
project success factors that had been indentified through previous research, Hughes et al
(loc.cit) identified the subjective factors relating to project success so that they could be
considered in the tool. The tool took the form of a survey which was flexible so that it
could be used for different projects with different success criteria and also by different
project parties on the same project who may have had different views of what made the
project successful or not. In order to maintain this flexibility, agreement with the
survey statements in the tool were scored using both a Likert scale from -3 to 3, with
zero being neutral and also by assigning each answer an importance rating of either: A,
high importance; B, medium importance; or C, low importance. Once the survey was
completed, a measure of the success of the project could be calculated based upon how
important each factor was to the individual who completed the survey and the score they
assigned to each factor.

This allowed a clear indication of project success to be

determined after a project was complete but also provided a tool that could be utilised at
an early stage in a project to identify key criteria to project success.

Frameworks are another means of identifying project success. Although a number of
frameworks exist, the framework for success for design and build projects developed by
Chan et al (2002) is described here. Chan et al began by identifying project success
criteria through means of an in depth literature review. These criteria were compiled
and split into two distinct categories, the objective measures and the subjective
measures. The framework is based upon the view that project success criteria change
with time and therefore the framework is divided into three conceptual phases of
construction projects; the pre construction, the construction and the post construction
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phases. The objective measures include time, cost, health and safety and profitability
whilst the subjective measures comprise of quality, technical performance, functionality
productivity, satisfaction and environmental sustainability. In the framework, each
factor has a particular measurement system, for example, health and safety is measured
by the injury/accident rate per 1,000 workers which is measured by the number of
injuries or accidents divided by employment size multiplied by 1,000. The subjective
criteria are more difficult to measure as they involve different perceptions by
participants. Therefore a Likert scale is used to show the level of significance when
measuring these factors.

Although the aims of tools developed by Hughes et al (2004) and Chan et al (2002)
developed are comparable, the methods used to achieve them are quite different. Whilst
Hughes et al develop a system that uses a consistent measurement technique for all
factors; Chan et al treat each individual factor differently in order to measure project
success. Whilst both are valid methods, the system developed by Hughes et al allows
for different importance and significance to be judged for each factor, whilst Chan et al
only allows this in relation to the subjective factors, therefore possible enforcing more
importance onto the objective measures. In addition to this, the tool developed by
Hughes et al could be used effectively at the outset of a project to identify the important
project success criteria, not just at the end to measure success, making it a more
versatile system and a possible methodology that could be adapted to measure
complexity.

As well and measuring success in projects, performance throughout the project can also
be measured. The measuring system may focus on a specific part of the project, for
example the supply chain management or the waste management scheme or be used to
assess the overall performance of a company. Performance is usually measured via the
means of benchmarking or Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

Beatham et al (2004) describe the use of traditional performance measurement systems
as those which focus specifically on financial factors such as profit and turnover. Often
these financial measures of performance have been the sole measures of a company‟s
success, however, Beatham et al (loc.cit) also suggest that these types of measure have
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become out of step with recent changes in the construction industry, particularly relating
to new technologies and increased competition.

Cox et al (2003) explain KPIs as compilations of data used to assess the performance of
a construction operation. They are the methods that management uses to evaluate
employee performance of a particular task, which typically compare the actual and
estimated performance in terms of effectiveness, efficiency and quality in terms of both
workmanship and product.

Cox et al (loc.cit) suggest that in order to measure

performance or calculate the effects of any given change on the construction process,
one must first determine the appropriate KPIs to focus on to measure its impact.
Performance indicators can be defined by either the quantitative results of a construction
process, i.e., $/unit, or by qualitative measures such as worker behaviour on the job.
Accurate analysis of construction performance can be attained only after the key
indicators are determined and monitored. As with the framework for measuring success
in design and build projects developed by Cox et al (loc.cit) the use of KPIs requires
many different measuring systems to be used as each KPI is assessed in a different way.

A number of different performance models exist, Beatham et al (2004) explains the use
of two of the better known models; the EFQM Excellence Model and the Balanced
Scorecard. The EFQM Excellence model is a non prescriptive framework designed to
allow companies to assess where they are on the “path to excellence”, understanding the
gaps and stimulating solutions.

It is a tool to help define and assess continuous

improvement of an organisation based upon eight concepts of excellence; results
orientation, people development and involvement, customer focus, continuous learning,
innovation and improvement, leadership and consistency of purpose, partnership
development, management by process and facts and finally public responsibility. The
model is devised to be used as a self assessment tool, which enables a comprehensive,
systematic and regular review of an organisation‟s activities and results referenced
against criteria within the model. The model produces a numeric score; however this is
only used as a benchmark against which future performance is assessed. The primary
objective of self assessment is therefore the identification of strengths and areas of
improvement.
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The Balanced Scorecard is a framework in which to understand the relationship between
objectives, activities and results and integrate the management process. It can aid
precise articulation of the organisation‟s objectives, the formulation of strategy, the
generation of plans and budgets and the setting up of an information system for
performance monitoring and management. The Balanced Scorecard uses specific KPIs
to assess the companies‟ performance. They must measure key strategic mechanisms
for implementing and judging business. There are four areas where indicators are
developed: the financial perspective, the customer perspective, the internal perspective
and the information and learning perspective.

Holkers et al (2008) developed a tool to measure and assess the degree of integration
with which firms are working. The tool was developed in response to the growing trend
towards partnering and integrated working in the construction industry. Many firms
claim to be working in partnership, however these claims have been very difficult to
verify with the existing tools. Holkers et al (loc.cit) identified seven indicators from
literature, categorised by indicators focused on the general background of the buyersupplier relationship and indicators focused on the characteristics of partnering. Each
indicator incorporated a number of elements (35 in total for the seven indicators), these
elements were presented in a score form for the user of the tool, ranging from one to
five. From the scores given, the degree of cooperative working could be calculated.
Holkers et al (loc.cit) explain how when a company has completed the form, the total
scores are calculated and these reflect the degree of cooperative working. When applied
to a single organisation, the result would reflect its perception of how cooperatively it
works, or perhaps its readiness to work in this way. The manipulation of the results
from two organisations working together, would give a truer indication of actual levels
of cooperation. Furthermore, two or more different employees in different roles could
be used, as they may have differing responses, for example people on site may differ in
their views from those at head office.

One criticism of many performance measurement systems that was highlighted by
Beatham et al (2004) was that they do not offer any opportunity to change. They are
designed to be used as post result “lagging” KPIs. Lagging measures are used to assess
completed performance results.

They do not offer the opportunity to change
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performance or alter the result of associated performance; they are used only as a
historic review. The most useful measures are those that allow for the opportunity to
change. They are measures of performance whose results are used to either predict
future performance of the activity being measured or present the opportunity to change
practice accordingly, or to enable future decisions to be made on future associated
activities based on the outcome of previous activities.

This is similar to the

measurement of complexity, a “lagging” measure of complexity may be useful only in
comparing one project to another however a model that can be used at an early stage to
predict how complex a project is would allow for changes in management in order to
reduce the complexity of the project and achieve a more successful result.
8.2.3

Contractor selection

Selecting a contractor is one of the most important decisions a client may make when
undertaking any construction project. Traditionally, contractors were often selected
purely based upon the price, however, there is a growing urge for a shift from „lowest
price wins‟ to multi criteria selection; practices in the contractor selection process
(Wong et al., 2000).

Palaneeswaran and Kumaraswamy (2000) designed a conceptual model of co operative
and non competitive benchmarking to be used in the contractor selection process.
Benchmarking has already been mentioned as a tool for measuring performance;
however it can also be used to improve process such as contractor selection.
Palaneeswaran and Kumaraswamy (loc.cit) state that the rationale of benchmarking is to
research and identify best/better practices and/or performances which have proven
success levels in a specific area, and which have the potential for improving other
similar current practices and/or performances. In general, benchmarking enables and/or
motivates one to:
a) Determine how well one‟s current practices compare to others‟ practices;
b) Experience best practices in action;
c) Locate performance gaps;
d) Prioritise opportunities and areas for improvement; and
e) Improve current levels to world class standards.
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Palaneeswaran and Kumaraswamy (loc.cit) continue by adding that although
benchmarking is widely recognised as an effective tool to enable systematic
comparisons of the performance of an organisation against that of better practitioners
and for continuous improvement, the construction industry seems to be slow (if not
reluctant) to adopt this tool. Palaneeswaran and Kumaraswamy (loc.cit) suggest that the
reasons for this may stem from the following factors:
a) The complex nature of construction operations;
b) The uniqueness of and changing project environments;
c) Shorter project life spans;
d) Rapid changes in the structure and composition of construction teams;
e) Intense competition within the same group, e.g. contractors;
f) Adversarial roles assigned to different groups, e.g. between consultants and
contractors.
Hence, there is a general resistance to initiate major innovations in the construction
industry. This is also relevant when looking at the implementation of other systems and
must be considered when designing the project complexity measurement model.

The conceptual model proposed by Palaneeswaran and Kumaraswamy (2000) has five
stages: identifying processes for benchmarking, finding benchmarking partners,
knowledge mining, identifying gaps and analysing causes and finally adapting and
implementing changes by benchmarking. Whilst no numerical score is given to the
contractor selection process, the benchmarking model allows for the evaluation of the
process and the use of best practice to improve the selection process.

Mahdi et al (2002) developed a formal method to select the appropriate contractor for a
project. The method evaluates the past experience of the contractors current capability
to perform the project; intended plans for execution of the proposed project and overall
financial stability. The method is designed to facilitate reasoning so that an explanation
can be provided on why a certain contractor is accepted or rejected. The method
comprises of a number of decision criteria that the contractor selection should be based
upon, these include factors relating to the contractors experience, past performance,
financial stability, and project specific factors such as the projects budget, expected
quality, project complexity, political factors, risk, schedule, sensitivity of design
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changes and the project owners involvement in the management process. The model
uses paired comparison techniques and a rating system to determine the relative
importance of the criteria and the contractor‟s suitability for the project.
8.3

Measuring in other industries and sectors

Many of the systems used in construction to measure are also used in other industries.
For example, measuring risk and the use of benchmarking and KPIs are common in
many businesses. However, some different ways of measuring are also used which may
be applicable to a complexity measurement system. Palaneeswaran and Kumaraswamy
(2000) state that practices and related parent philosophies involving benchmarking,
concurrent engineering, customer driven supply chain management, integrated
information systems, integrated performance measurement, just in time, lean
production, re-engineering and total quality management for example, have played
significant

roles

and contributed to marked performance improvements in

manufacturing and business sectors. Although all of these philosophies and practices
may not be directly applicable to the construction industry, many construction
practitioners have reported some degree of success after appropriate doses of such
treatments on offer. Therefore looking to other sectors for new ways to manage the
increasing complexity of projects is advisable.

When conducting the literature review concerning measuring in different industries and
sectors, a number of trends were identified. When investigating manufacturing, much
of the literature relating to measuring concerned measuring performance and efficiency.
Measurement in economics also focused on performance and efficiency as well as risk.
Many of the measurement systems used for these quantities are applicable and used in
the construction industry and have been described in the previous section.
Measurement in other sectors including healthcare, public services and socio-economics
centred on more qualitative factors such as quality of services, satisfaction, motivation
and inequalities between groups.

Examples of measurement of more quantitative

factors in these sectors were also identified however these were not as prominent as the
qualitative measuring systems.

The measurement of complexity requires the

measurement of both qualitative and quantitative factors and therefore investigating the
measurement of similar factors is of importance in the model development.
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Pillai et al (1999) designed a predictive model for measuring surgical outcome using a
logistic regression methodology. The model utilised 12 factors and each was given a
severity weighting.

The model can be incorporated into exiting auditing systems,

enabling the comparison of surgical unit performance.

Logistic regression is a

mathematical modelling approach which describes the occurrence or non-occurrence of
an event.

Logistic regression techniques can also be applied in the construction

industry; Wong (2004) developed a logistic regression approach to selecting
contractors. Although logistic regression is a widely used modelling technique, its
ability to return only a „yes‟ or „no‟ answer limits its use. Whilst both the systems
described here have a number of factors or criteria similar to the project complexity
factors identified in this research, the models are only able to generate one of two
answers, for example, the contractor selection model only indicates if the contractor is
„good‟ or „not‟, there is no range in between. This, therefore makes it unsuitable as a
methodology for measuring complexity, as it is simply not useful to label a project
„complex‟ or „not complex‟.

Diener and Suh (1997) describe methods to measure quality of life. They state that in
the past decades, scientists offered several alternative approaches to defining and
measuring quality of life; social indicators such as health and levels of crime, subjective
well being measures (assessing people‟s evaluative reactions to their lives and
societies), and economic indices. These alternative indicators assess three philosophical
approaches to well-being that are based, respectively, on normative ideas, subjective
experiences and the ability to select goods and services that one desires. It is argues that
social indicators and subjective well being measures are necessary to evaluate a society
and add substantially to the regnant economic indicators that are now favoured by
policy makers.

Diener and Suh (loc.cit) argue that social indicators, subjective well

being measures and economic indices are needed in unison to understand human quality
of life and to make informed policy decisions. Due to the complex nature of the issue
being measured, this mixed approach is appropriate.

This is also applicable to

measuring project complexity.

Deonandan et al (2000) compare a number of methods for measuring socio-economic
status (SES). Due to the complex nature of what defines someone‟s SES, effectively
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measuring this can be problematic.

Most measures are based upon occupation,

education and income; however other factors contribute to the SES. Seven methods of
SES estimation were compared, four of which are direct measures from individual level
data and three other methods use postal code level data. Although the methods of
measurement in these models are not adaptable to measuring complexity, an interesting
finding of the comparison of these methods is the degree to which they differ from one
another. In general, the degree of agreement between the methods of SES measurement
was moderate, although there was high correlation among all methods except the postal
code ones. This shows that where subjective methods are used as measuring tool the
results can differ greatly. Therefore a consistent method is required in order to give a
useful measure of complexity.

Perry (1996) developed a construct to measure motivation to work in the public services
in the United States. The construct was developed in order to close the gap between
assertion made in the literature surrounding the theme and empirical knowledge. The
construct was based around six dimensions identified in literature; attraction to public
policy making, commitment to the public interest, civic duty, social justice, selfsacrifice and compassion. The construct took the form of a survey style using Likert
scales in order to produce a measurement scale for public service motivation. This
survey style could be applicable as a format for the project complexity model.
8.4

Development of Project Complexity Evaluation Model (PCEM)

8.4.1

Model development

A common feature of many of the models, systems and methods described in the
previous section is that they are developed by first identifying a list of important factors
or criteria which are then analysed scored in some way. This is similar to the approach
taken in this research, the interviews, questionnaires and case study analysis led to the
identification of the project complexity factors and their importance and significance in
construction projects.

The model took the form of a two stage Likert scale survey split into five themes based
upon those identified earlier in the research. The initial model has been developed
using Microsoft Excel spreadsheet software, however it is recommended that at a later
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stage the model is developed into its own standalone software package as this was
outside of the scope of this research. Details of the methods used to develop the system
can be found in chapter two.
8.5

Presentation of the Project Complexity Evaluation Model (PCEM)

The Project Complexity Evaluation Model (PCEM) evaluates project complexity by
measuring the project complexity based upon a number of factors and highlighting the
areas that need further work in order to be able to better manage the project complexity.
The model consists of two parts, stage one poses a series of questions relating to the
project which have been formulated based upon the project complexity factors that have
been identified throughout the research. The project complexity is then calculated and
the results presented in a series of graphs and tables. Stage two highlights the areas
which need improving in order to reduce the project complexity, a new series of
questions are posed relating only to the areas which need improving, these are scored in
the same way as the original questions so that the project complexity can be
recalculated.

An overview of the processes involved in the Project Complexity Evaluation Model
(PCEM) can be seen in Figure 8-1 in the form of a flow chart diagram. The flow chart
shows the stages of the model, beginning with the initial data collection in the form of
the stage one questions, moving through to the project complexity calculation to
measure the project complexity and the evaluation of the results.

The evaluation

process determines if the project complexity is at an acceptable level, if all of the
themes score below the target maximum described in the model, the identified
complexity can be managed as it is. If any of the themes project complexity value is
higher than the target maximum, additional information is required and therefore stage
two of the model must be completed. The stage two questions specifically target the
areas which have a higher than recommended project complexity value. When the stage
two questions have been completed, the project complexity calculation and evaluation
process is repeated, if the project complexity for all of the themes is now below the
target maximum, the project complexity can be managed. If some themes are still
scoring above the recommended maximum, the stage two questions, calculation and
evaluation must be repeated until all of the scores are within the acceptable limits.
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PRE CONSTRUCTION PROJECT DATA GATHERING
Organisational: Clients brief, organisational structure, the client and project
Planning and management: Project coordination, programming, information
Operational and technological: Technology, new methods, inherent
Environmental: Physical environment, project environment
Uncertainty: Location, existing structures, planning, uniformity

PROJECT COMPLEXITY
EVALUATION MODEL

Below target
maximum?

YES

NO
SUPPLEMENT INFORMATION
(As directed by the model)

Manage identified complexity

Figure 8-1 Process overview of the PCEM

The model starts with a set of instructions explaining the purpose of the model and how
to use it. These instructions can be seen in Appendix H and but can also be seen on the
electronic version of the model on the CD included.
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The questions in each stage are broken down in to the five themes of complexity that
were identified earlier in the research. These themes are then broken down into further
sections as follows:

1. Organisational theme
i.

Clients brief

ii.

Organisational structure

iii.

The client and project stakeholders

2. Planning and management theme
i.

Project coordination

ii.

Programming

iii.

Information

3. Operational and technological theme
i.

Technology

ii.

New methods

iii.

Inherent difficulty

iv.

Project size

4. Environmental theme
i.

Physical environment

ii.

Project environment

5. Uncertainty theme
i.

Location

ii.

Existing structures

iii.

Planning

iv.

Uniformity

A complete list of the stage one and two questions can be found in Appendix H, Figure
A- 14 and Figure A- 15.

Each theme and section contains a number of questions which the user of the model
must score between zero and 10. The question should be scored zero if it has no
significance or is not applicable to the project, for example, in the question “Is the
clients brief complete, and if not to what degree is information missing?”, if the brief is
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complete the score should be zero.

If the brief was missing a small amount of

information a low number should be scored, with the score increasing towards 10 based
upon the amount of information that was missing. Figure 8-2 shows an example of
some of the questions with their scores.

Figure 8-2 Example of scoring the stage one questions

Once all of the stage one questions have been scored, the project complexity is
calculated for each theme and the results are presented in two forms. The calculations
for the project complexity are conducted within the model but on a hidden worksheet to
ensure that the model is used correctly. Figure 8-3 shows an example of the average
results for each theme plotted as a graph against the maximum complexity for each
theme.

The target maximum value has been derived using the overall significance index value
of each theme (see Figure A-13 in Appendix G for details of the calculations). This
target maximum is required in order to identify those themes and factors with high
project complexity values and therefore those which require additional action to better
manage the project complexity.

The use of the significance index for this target

maximum ensures that an appropriate value is assigned to the maximum allowable
project complexity values for each of the themes and factors based upon the data
collected during the interviews, questionnaires and case study analysis. However, it is
anticipated that with further development of the model into a knowledge based system,
these target maximum values may be able change as the model is used. It is also
important to note that whilst the model will continue to ask for further information if an
individual factor or theme scores a project complexity value higher than the target
maximum, that the target maximum is purely a guide for the user and it may not be felt
necessary on every occasion to score lower than the target maximum.
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Average Complexity Exposure by theme
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Complexity Exposure

100
80
60
40
20
0
Environmental Operational and Organisational
technological

Planning and
management

Uncertainty

Target maximum

Figure 8-3 Example of stage one average complexity graph

Figure 8-4 shows an example of the results broken down by theme; the results for the
organisational theme are shown to illustrate how they are broken down. Each theme is
presented individually showing the calculated project complexity for the theme and a
graph of the project complexity calculated for each question against the maximum
complexity for the theme. In order to highlight those areas which have a complexity
value higher than the target maximum, conditional formatting has been used. This is
highlighted in the example in Figure 8-4, the numbers are highlighted in colours ranging
from green to red to show which areas are good and which have a high complexity
value. In addition to this the numbers below the target maximum are highlighted as
“acceptable” and those above the target maximum are “poor”.
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Figure 8-4 Example of stage one results by theme

Stage two of the model asks a new set of questions based upon the scores given in stage
one and the complexity values calculated. Only those areas with a score above the
target minimum need to be answered and conditional formatting is used again in order
to highlight the questions to be answered. Figure 8-5 gives an example of this, the
questions highlighted in red with an X in the score box are those that require new
scores, the questions that do not require a new score are not highlighted and the original
score appears in the score box so that it can be used in the recalculation. If any
questions that need a new score are left blank, the complexity will not be calculated for
that theme which will be highlighted in the results graph.

Figure 8-5 Example of stage two scoring
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Once the second stage questions have been scored, the results are presented in the same
manner as before, an overall graph showing the average complexity against the target
maximum and broken down by theme.
Average Complexity Exposure by theme (2nd Stage calculation)
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Figure 8-6 Example of stage two average complexity graph

Figure 8-6 shows an example of the average complexity against the target maximum
complexity graph for the stage two results. The graph shows that most of the themes
average complexity is now below the target maximum line as step have been taken to
reduce the project complexity. If the average complexity values for any of the themes
were still significantly above the target maximum line, further work is required and the
stage two questions should be answered again to recalculate the complexity values.

Figure 8-7 shows and example of the results for the organisational theme. Although the
average complexity for this theme is below the target maximum, some of the individual
measures of complexity are significantly above the target maximum for the theme. It
may be necessary therefore to carry out further work in order to bring the complexity of
these individual sections down. As before, conditional formatting has been used to
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highlight the areas which are significantly above the target maximum to more easily
identify those that require further assessment.

Figure 8-7 Example of stage two results by theme

8.6

Testing and analysis of the model

In order to test and analyse the model, three further case studies were analysed. These
case studies were not included in the earlier case study analysis but were selected using
the same criteria and analysed in a similar manner as before. Further information
regarding the methods used can be found in Chapter Five. The analyses carried out and
the data entered into the model came from desk study data of the three case studies. As
with the earlier case studies, a broad range of projects have been selected in order to test
the model in a number of situations. The results from the model testing for each case
study are contained in Appendix I. This section provides an overview of the case study
and the model analysis for each case study.
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8.6.1

Test case study one: City centre hotel and conference centre

Background
The first case study used to test the model was a £300 million hotel and conference
facility development in an extremely busy city centre location.

The development

consisted of 14 storeys of hotel accommodations with the addition of three basement
levels providing most of the conference facilities, constructed mainly using an in situ
concrete frame. In total the development size was 64,000 metres squared incorporating
over 1,000 guest suites, 2,700 metres squared of flexible meeting space, 30 meeting
rooms, a signature restaurant and spa facilities.

The project was procured on a

construction management contract and the construction lasted 112 weeks.
Planning and management factors
The project had a number of issues concerning the planning and management aspect.
Due to the nature of the end use of the building, the client needed the project to be
complete in as little as time as possible and therefore restricted the programme to a
demanding two years and two months. Because of this tight schedule, much of the
work was carried out concurrently to save time, top down construction was utilised so
that the basement and the superstructure work could proceed at the same time. In
addition to this, off site manufacturing was utilised, with the bathrooms for every room
being constructed as pods off site. As well as housing all of the bathroom facilities,
these pods included nearly all of the room‟s services; they took care of the heating,
cooling and ventilation needs of each room and also incorporated the fire sprinkler
system to cover each room. The pods also included a built in closet, shelving and mini
bar space so that these did not have to be installed into the rooms separately. Another
method used to save time was to begin the fit out of the lower floors whilst the floors
above were still being constructed, the bathroom pods were installed at night as the
crane was being utilised in the day for the structure work, these pods formed the end
wall of the bedrooms so once these were installed all that was required was to fit he
doors to make the rooms complete. Other work completed at night was the distribution
of materials, as these were stored off site due to lack of space. All of these initiatives
were utilised to save time, however careful planning was required to achieve this.
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Another issue relating to the planning and management of the project was the difficult
access to the site. The local highways authority would only allow two lanes in one area
of the roundabout to be closed which provided only three lorry spaces, therefore lorries
were required to circle the roundabout until a space became free so as not to cause
traffic problems. This was a particular problem with the top down construction, as
materials were being delivered to site whilst spoil was being excavated, and therefore
required extensive logistical planning.
Operational and technological factors
As well as having a number of complex planning and management aspects, the project
also has a high degree of operational and technological complexity. The building
process itself has a high degree of inherent complexity. Due to the shape of the
building, no one room was the same and therefore ach had to be drawn up individually.
As well as this, the building cantilevered over the road surface by seven metres from the
second to the eleventh floor level. The project also incorporated a full height central
atrium that splits the building in two. Because of this, during the construction of the
lower levels, the building acted as two separate entities and therefore extensive
temporary works were required to prop the cantilevered sections until the two halves
were tied together.

Specialist techniques were also required during the basement

construction as the space needed to be as adaptable as possible but also used as one
continuous large space, because of this it was specified that there should be no columns
breaking up the space.

As previously mentioned, in order to save time, much of the fit out work was being
carried out whilst the structure was being built. This meant that at any one time, most
of the trades were working on site, this equated to around 700 workers which could
have increased the complexity of the build. However, one of the major concerns
regarding the operational and technological complexity experienced on many projects,
the installation of high levels of mechanical and electrical installations was reduced on
this project through the use of the bathroom and services pods which were constructed
off site.
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Organisational factors
Due to the fact that the hotel operator and the construction firm were owned by the same
group there were very few organisational issues relating to this project. The project was
procured using a construction management contract and the design and build of the
project was overseen by the same team in order to have fewer disputes and to ensure the
project was delivered to the tight programme.
Environmental factors
The main constraints on this project related to the environmental theme. The site was
located on the centre of a roundabout in an extremely busy city centre location. The site
bordered directly onto the pedestrian footpath and then the road and therefore the safety
of the public was especially important. From the second floor upwards the building also
overhangs the road by seven metres which increases the risk of danger to the road
below. In addition to the issues concerning proximity of the project to the public, the
site location also meant that access to the site was extremely restricted for both delivery
vehicles and for workers on the site. The under road subway tunnel from an existing
building was used during the project for workers to access the site in order to comply
with health and safety conditions.

The size of the site was also an issue, although the building itself is reasonably large,
the construction reaches the extents of the site and therefore there was very limited
storage space available. Due to this a storage yard located away from the site was used
and materials were delivered to site only as they were required.

As well as the physical environment, the external environment of the project was also
an important issue to consider during the project. The finished project delivered 1,037
hotel rooms, large conference facilities so it was essential that there was a good market
for these. Legal issues were also an important factor to consider, die to the location, the
site was only allowed to block a small amount of the roundabout for deliveries and if
this was not strictly followed the project could be heavily fined.
Uncertainty factors
The site was a brown field site, however demolition of the previous building had
already been carried out and therefore this caused very few problems. Due to the
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location of the site close to the river and underground train lines, it was important that a
full site investigation was carried out prior to the construction of the basement. During
the construction specialist labour was required which was not available locally. To
combat this, the contractor sourced the workers from abroad and provided
accommodation and meals for them.
Model analysis
All of the data relating to the project was entered into the project complexity evaluation
model and the results of both stages can be seen in Appendix I. Table 8-1 shows an
overview of the results from each stage of the project.

The average calculated

complexity exposure for each theme is given for both stages of the model and the target
maximum is also shown.
Theme

Stage 1

Stage 2

Target max

Organisational

14.375

3.750

22.393

Planning and management

67.988

7.770

20.178

Operational and technological

55.800

12.000

26.326

Environmental

59.259

12.346

30.422

Uncertainty

9.778

0.978

7.638

Table 8-1 Overview of case study one results

The results from the first stage of the model show that the environmental, operational
and technological and planning and management themes are all significantly above the
target maximum value. The uncertainty theme is slightly above the target maximum
and the organisational them is below the target maximum line (see Figures A-14 to A19
in Appendix I). In the second stage results, all of the average complexity values are
below the target maximum.

In stage one; the average organisational complexity was below the target maximum,
however, some of the factors did score above this and therefore needed to be addressed
again in stage two. These factors were the achievability of the clients brief within the
projects constraints, unrealistic aspirations from the client, having a large number of
stakeholders and the aspirations of the stakeholders. By completing the second stage of
the projects, these factors were reduced so that the average complexity was significantly
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below the target maximum, although two of the individual factors still scored above the
target maximum value.

The planning and management theme average complexity was significantly above the
target maximum in the stage one results, with a number of factors scoring poorly. The
high value, large number of critical path activities and high degree of rigidity in the
programme were the main contributors to the high average complexity. However, other
factors such as the large number of phases, high level of interdependencies between
phases, long timescale and trouble obtaining information on time also contributed to
this. The majority of these factors were addressed in the second stage of the model,
bringing the average complexity below the target maximum value.

In the first stage of the model, the operational and technological average was also
significantly above the target maximum. The factors that scored this were the high
degree of technology in the building process, the level of M&E installation, the high
inherent complexity, the technological and physical complexity of the build and the
large number of trades involved on site. These were all addressed in the second stage to
bring the average complexity below the target maximum; however the inherent
complexity was still above the target.

The environmental complexity average was also significantly above the target
maximum due to the restricted site, the proximity to the public the site being a brown
field site and the market and legal conditions of the project. All of these issues were
addressed and in the second stage the average complexity was significantly reduced
bringing it below the target maximum however the issues relating to the restricted site
and legal issues are still above the target.

The uncertainty average complexity was close to the target maximum in stage one,
however some of the individual factors were above the target and were therefore
highlighted in stage two. These factors related to the chance of inclement weather, the
uncertainty relating to the sub surface and the need to bring in workers from outside of
the local area. These were addressed in the second stage so that all of the factors scored
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below the target maximum except bringing in a workforce from outside of the local
area and this was only a small amount over the maximum.
8.6.2

Test case study two: Riverfront museum

Background
The second case study used to test the model was a state of the art museum in a city
centre location on the riverfront. The project incorporated a particularly troublesome
roof design which had not been attempted before. In total the project cost was £72
million and the construction duration was approximately two and a half years.
Planning and management factors
This project experienced a number of problems in relation to the planning and
management theme. In particular problems related to the information generation and
transmittal between the project parties, especially the architect and the contractor. Due
to a very complicated and unique roof design, there were a number of problems.
Specialist contractors were brought in to carry out the roof construction but would not
commit to a programme or cost and therefore could not be used, eventually the roof
design was realised but only after many delays and arguments between the project
parties.
Operational and technological factors
The project has a particularly high inherent complexity in the building process due to
the roof design. The roof incorporates a number of gables and valleys, with the tallest
peak reaching 10 metres high. In addition to the complicated shape of the roof, it was
designed to span the entire 35 metre width of the building and 167 metre length with no
internal columns to support it. This kind of design had never been constructed before
with the materials used on this project and therefore caused a number of problems.
Each panel of the roof is unique and requires additional work by hand to be completed
once it has been machined.
Organisational factors
The organisational theme was a considerable factor contributing to the complexity of
this project. As already mentioned the roof design caused a number of problems which
led to a poor relationship at times between the project parties. The large number of
stakeholders in the project with different aspirations also added to the complexity.
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Environmental factors
Many of the project constraints related to the projects environment. The project was
located in the city centre, on a riverside making it particularly exposed. Although the
site was located in a restricted environment, the site itself was large and allowed for
plenty of working space and storage facilities. Proximity to members of the public was
also an issue that needed to be considered however again because of the size of the site
this was not so much of an issue as in other projects.

In addition to the physical environmental factors, another important consideration with
this project was the market conditions and public relations. A similar public building
project in the same area as this project was a very high profile project as it went vastly
over budget and time. Therefore there was immense pressure for this project to be
bought in on time and budget.
Uncertainty factors
The site was located in an area notorious for persistent high levels of rainfall and this
did cause some problems, although the overall end date did not change because of high
rainfall, it did affect morale and consistency on site.

As already mentioned, there were problems relating to the roof design, this resulted in
uncertainty due to the overlap in design and construction and the lack of working
drawings for the roof until a later stage in the project.
Model analysis
All of the data relating to the project was entered into the project complexity evaluation
model and the results of both stages can be seen in Appendix I. Table 8-2 shows an
overview of the results from each stage of the project.

The average calculated

complexity exposure for each theme is given for both stages of the model and the target
maximum is also shown.
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Theme

Stage 1

Stage 2

Target max

Organisational

29.375

5.625

22.393

Planning and management

15.540

5.828

20.178

Operational and technological

115.200

12.600

26.326

Environmental

46.914

2.469

30.422

Uncertainty

30.311

7.822

7.638

Table 8-2 Overview of case study two results

The results from the first stage of the model show that the average complexity for the
operational and technological theme is significantly above the target maximum, the
environmental, organisational and uncertainty themes are also both above the target but
not as significantly.

The planning and management theme was below the target

maximum (see Figures A-20 to A-25 in Appendix I). In the second stage results, all of
the average complexity values are below the target maximum except the uncertainty
theme which is very slightly above (0.184) the target maximum.

The factors relating to the organisational theme average complexity was higher than the
target maximum in stage one of the model. The factors contributing to this were the
clients brief not being achievable within the project constraints, not having all of the
roles in the project clearly defined and documented, poor communication and decision
making processes, poor dispute resolution and having a large number of stakeholders,
many of which with different aspirations for the project. In the second stage of the
project the average complexity is greatly reduced however having project roles defined
is still above the target maximum.

The stage one results for the planning and management theme show that the average
complexity is below the target maximum however there are some individual factors
which are above the target. These factors are the large number of phases, not having
the required information on time, poor transmittal of information and poor feedback on
information. In the second stage the average complexity is reduced further, but only the
large number of phases is no longer above the target maximum.
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The operational and technological aspect of the project had the highest average
complexity, with all of the factors in this theme being above the target maximum. The
factors most significantly above the target maximum were those relating to the inherent
complexity of the project and the technological difficulty in the building process. In the
second stage all of these had been addressed and the average complexity fell
considerably. The only factors still above the target maximum were having no known
procedure for some of the operations and the inherent complexity of the construction,
and these had been significantly reduced from the first stage.

The environmental theme results from stage one of the model was also above the target
maximum. The factors contributing to this were the restricted, public and exposed
environment, the brown field condition of the site and the market conditions. In the
second stage all of these were reduced so that they were below the target maximum.

The stage one results also show that the uncertainty theme average complexity was also
above the target maximum, with the main contributing factors being the high likelihood
of poor weather conditions and the lack of working drawings and overlap in design and
construction. As with the other factors, these were all reduced in the second stage
however the main contributors mentioned remained above the target maximum.
8.6.3

Test case study three: Theatre refurbishment

Background
The third project used to test the model was an extensive refurbishment and addition to
a 1930s theatre in a riverside location. The project cost in excess of £120 million and
construction lasted approximately three years. The project consisted of retaining the
original external structure whilst providing a completely new internal space.

Key

heritage elements of the building such as the foyer also had to be retained and worked
into the new development. In addition, a new circulation tower was required and
additional administrative and teaching/workshop space was needed. The new internal
structure included the new 1,000 seat theatre which included a basement area under the
stage, improved backstage facilities for cast and crew and new facilities for the public
including a new roof top restaurant. Outside performance space was also provided as
part of the scheme.
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Planning and management factors
This project experienced a number of complex issues in relation to the planning and
management theme. The project manager felt under enormous pressure to bring the
project in on time and budget because of a reputation for these types of projects to
always go substantially over budget and finish at least six months late.

The project consisted of a large number of phases, all with very different constraints and
considerations. Part of the project was related to retaining the old façade of the building
whilst removing most of the internal structure; however some aspects of the original
internal structure also needed to be retained. Reconstruction of the interior made up the
main phase of the project but there were also new build phases to the project in addition
to the redevelopment of the main theatre. These phases all required careful coordination
as there was a degree of overlap and interrelationship between the phases.
Operational and technological factors
The project also had a high level of complexity in relation to the operational and
technological theme. In particular the project had a high inherent complexity due to the
nature of the project and its many phases. The project required the external façade and
particular parts of the internal structure to be retained whilst most of the internal
facilities were completely redeveloped. In addition to this a deeper basement was also
required to fit all of the specialist equipment needed for the stage.

For the basement, construction of a new cofferdam was required due to the close
proximity to the project to the river. Old drawings showed that the original basement
was retained by steel sheet piles, however when new works were started to create a
deeper basement, it was found that this was incorrect, with steel work and concrete
extending two metres into the new basement which had to dug out. In addition to this
the existing cofferdam was not performing correctly and there was a major problem
with water coming into the basement, which required extensive remediation works
delaying the project by seven weeks.
Organisational factors
Another issue experienced in this project was the constant changes being made to the
design after construction ad begun.

In many cases this was due to a lack of
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understanding from the end users at the design stage. Until elements were actually built
on site, they often didn‟t realise that it wouldn‟t accommodate their needs and therefore
changes often had to be made after the construction of some parts were completed.

The project also had a large amount of stakeholders, all with different requirements and
aspirations for the project. Because of the very specialist nature of the project, these
stakeholders were essential for providing the information required making the finished
project successful, however, this also increased the complexity of the project. There
were a large number of decisions that needed to be made by the stakeholders at an early
stage in the project. An example of this is the equipment required by the theatre
technicians; however the technicians themselves wanted to wait to a later stage in the
project to ensure they had the best and most up to date equipment. This was difficult
for the contractor as they needed to know the costing for this early on but without the
relevant information this was impossible.

As well as the complex issues related to the organisational theme, it was also noted that
there was an extremely close working relationship between the contractor and trades on
site with the client and end users of the project. All of the stakeholders were included in
the construction process with a number of visits to the site, in addition to this, special
performances and social events were organised by the client for the teams working on
site which kept morale high on site.
Environmental factors
The project was located in a fairly restricted location, being located in a town centre and
bordered by the river on one side. Due to the retention of the external façade, access to
the site was also a problem and working space was restricted.
Uncertainty factors
The project had a number of issues relating to uncertainty, mainly in relation to the
refurbishment works.

Whilst the original design drawings for the theatre were

available, as built drawings were not available and therefore there was a degree of
uncertainty relating to the structure, especially the basement. Therefore constant survey
work was required during the demolition works in order to have some idea of what to
expect with the refurbishment works.
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Model analysis
All of the data relating to the project was entered into the project complexity evaluation
model and the results of both stages can be seen in Appendix I. Table 8-3 shows an
overview of the results from each stage of the project.

The average calculated

complexity exposure for each theme is given for both stages of the model and the target
maximum is also shown.
Theme

Stage 1

Stage 2

Target max

Organisational

17.500

5.000

22.393

Planning and management

29.138

7.770

20.178

Operational and technological

55.800

8.000

26.326

Environmental

51.852

9.877

30.422

Uncertainty

39.110

7.822

7.638

Table 8-3 Overview of case study three results

The results from the first stage of the model show that all of the themes average
complexity values are above the target maximum except the organisational theme which
is slightly below. The operational and technological, uncertainty and environmental
themes are both substantially above the target maximum. In the second stage, all of the
themes are addressed and the average complexity is reduced below the target maximum.

The first stage of the model shows that the average complexity of the organisational
theme is below the target maximum value; however there are some individual factors
that score above the target. These are the large number of stakeholders and their
different aspirations and the changes being made at a late stage in the project. In the
second stage these factors have been addressed and the average complexity value has
fallen so that all of the individual factors are below the target maximum.

The planning and management theme average complexity was higher than the target
maximum in the first stage, although not as significantly as many of the other themes.
The average was higher due to the problems related to having a large number of phases,
the overlap between these phase and the timescale of the project. There were also
problems obtaining information on time due to the inaccuracies in the original design
drawings for the existing structure. In the second stage the average complexity was
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reduced so that it was below the target maximum, however the problems relating to the
timescale were still scoring above the target maximum for this theme.

The operational and technological theme average complexity was substantially higher
then the target maximum with a number of factors needing addressing in the second
stage of the model. The factors were the high level of M&E installation, the high level
of specialist technology installation, the inherent complexity in the construction and the
large number of trades working on the project at one time. In the second stage the
average complexity was significantly reduced with only the inherent complexity scoring
above the target maximum value.

The first stage of the model showed that the average complexity relating to the
environmental theme was also substantially above the target maximum figure, because
of the restricted, exposed and public environment, and the brown field nature of the site.
In the second stage the average complexity was reduced so that it was below the target
maximum; however the issues relating to the brown field nature of the site and the
public environment are still above the target maximum.

The uncertainty theme had a number of issues bringing it significantly above the target
maximum value in the first stage of the model. This was mainly due to the issues
relating to the uncertainty in the refurbishment work due to incorrect drawings of the
original structure.

In the second stage of the model the average complexity was

significantly reduced however issues relating to the sub structure and lack of correct as
built drawings still scored above the target maximum.
8.7

Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was to present the development of the project complexity
evaluation model and to review existing measuring systems that have informed the
model development. This was achieved by conducting a literature review concerning
existing models and using this information, in addition to the data collected in the
earlier stages of the research to develop the model.

A number of existing measuring systems were investigated ranging from those widely
used in the construction industry to systems from other industries that may have
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applicability to the project complexity exposure model.

Although a number of

measuring systems exist, no one system could be used in application to project
complexity, therefore elements of other models were used to aid the design of the new
model.

These measuring systems may also be useful in developing the project

complexity model further in future research.

The model consists of two stages each containing a number of questions in relation to
the five themes of project complexity identified earlier in the research. The model uses
the significance index of each factor calculated after conducting the case study analyses
to weight the questions and in turn calculate the project complexity exposure. The
results are presented by theme giving an average complexity exposure and a target
maximum value which this should not exceed. In addition to this the individual factor
results are shown to highlight the exact areas where further work is required in order to
reduce the complexity. The second stage of the model asks only those questions which
relate to the factors that scored above the target maximum complexity exposure in the
first stage. This means that in the second stage a much smaller amount of questions
need to be answered making the system more user friendly, less repetitive and therefore
more likely to be used properly to give accurate results.

The model has been designed using Microsoft Excel spreadsheet software. This is an
appropriate software package to use due to its capability to run calculations and present
the results in graphs a tables, however a standalone software package would be more
appropriate for the model but was outside of the scope of this research.

The

development of the model as a separate software package would allow for it to be more
user friendly, for example, instead of scrolling through a worksheet to answer the
questions, an electronic survey style could be used, posing the question theme by theme.
Using this kind of approach may make the model look less daunting than being
presented with a long list of questions to answer all in one block. Further development
of the model may also allow for examples to be given for each question, which may
assist the user in scoring each question appropriately. As well as this the scoring could
be changed into phrases, rather than numbers. There was some resistance in the testing
of the model to accept that the lower the answer the better, as traditionally people feel
they want to give high scores to as many factors as possible. This could be overcome
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using the electronic survey style as answers could be given by selecting phrases such as
“does not apply to this project” or “experienced a great deal on this project” instead of
scoring 0 or 10.

Three additional case studies to those used in the earlier case study analyses were used
to test the model. The testing showed how the model could be applied to real life
construction projects and also identified if there were any problems concerning the way
the model works. Although this testing stage was essential in ensuring that the model
worked properly, the testing was done retrospectively with projects that had already
been completed. In order to fully test the model real time testing and analyses would be
required, using the model in the planning stages of a project and following the project
through to completion to ensure the model could be used effectively in industry. This
type of testing was also outside of the scope of this research due to the time constraints
involved in this. It is felt however that the use of case studies was sufficient to ensure
that the methodology behind the model works, which is the aim of this research.
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CHAPTER NINE: CONCLUSION, DISCUSSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
9.0

Introduction

The aim of this research has been to develop a model that could be used to evaluate the
effects of project complexity at the pre construction stage in order to improve project
planning. This chapter highlights the key outcomes from the research programme and
the conclusions reached following the development and testing of the Project
Complexity Evaluation Model (PCEM). The chapter also proposes recommendations
for further development of the research.

The ultimate aim of the thesis and main contribution to knowledge has been achieved
by the development and testing of the PCEM. The development stages and final model
have been presented in the thesis as well as the results of the testing stages.

Historically, construction projects have a poor perception of success. Projects are often
reported as being vastly over budget, time, having poor quality and even poor health
and safety records.

The increasing complexity of modern construction projects is

recognised by this research as one reason given for poor project success, however,
despite this, there has been no system available to measure and assess the complexity of
construction projects.

It is commonly accepted that construction projects can be risky and complex, and in the
past decade a great deal of focus has been placed upon assessing and measuring the risk
of projects. Risk assessment in construction is now proven and widely undertaken,
however the assessment of the complexity of the project is not formally undertaken in
the industry. Although construction projects are often described as complex, there is
also the attitude that building is a simple, straightforward process which can be
managed top down to achieve appropriate results. There is a real need for this attitude
to change and for construction projects to be viewed as complex systems.

The complexity of a project can impact upon the planning and management throughout
the project, however the greatest level of uncertainty exists at the beginning of a project
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in the pre construction stage. The ability to identify and measure and assess the effects
of the complexity at an early stage enables it to be better managed throughout the
project and therefore this research focused specifically on the pre construction period of
the project.
9.1

Review of the research aim, objectives and methods

The aim of the research has been achieved by completing the six objectives set out in
the introduction to this research.

These objectives have been undertaken using a

number of different methods appropriate to the data collection required. This section
reviews the aim and objectives and the methods and information used to complete this
research.

In order for the most appropriate methods to be used at each stage of the research, a
comprehensive literature review in the area of research methodology was conducted.
This provided a robust platform from which decisions could be made concerning the
data required and the means by which to collect the data, together with the methods of
analysis. This also aided the development of the methodological approach to the
research.

A mixed methods approach was adopted using both qualitative and

quantitative approaches to data collection and analyses. The methods ranged from
literature reviews to provide background information and aid the development of the
research design, to interviews and case study analyses and finally modelling techniques.

In order to achieve the overall aim of the research programme, the PCEM was
developed and tested. The most significant contribution from this is the methodology
used in the model allowing project complexity to be measured and evaluated.

Objectives one and two of the research were to provide clear terms and definitions for
systems, processes methods and procedures of project complexity and for uncertainty
and risk. This was achieved via an in depth literature review into the topics of planning,
the pre construction stage, complexity science and construction complexity.

The

literature review also provided information reviewing current methods of evaluating
projects focussing specifically on risk; this information was required for the model
development and was also closely tied into the complexity literature. Literature was
reviewed from a wide range of sources, including academic texts from a range of
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sectors in addition to the construction. Sources included academic texts from the health,
finance and manufacturing sectors amongst others.

This was to ensure the wider

perspective on the issues informed the development of the research. In addition to the
literature review, the interview stage also investigated the definitions of project
complexity in order to gain a current understanding of the terms in industry.

This preparatory work was required as part of the research process in order to provide a
robust foundation from which both the author and reader can understand the issues
relating to planning and complexity in construction and for the terms to be defined in
relation to this research.

This stage was also necessary to identify the current

knowledge and understanding of these issues in industry and to use this to inform the
rest of the research design.

From these objectives a definition of complexity for the purpose of the research was
developed, definitions for risk, planning and the pre construction stage were also
identified. The literature used to achieve these objectives presented a clear need for a
method to measure and evaluate the complexity of construction projects.

Also

highlighted at this stage was the need for the perception of construction projects to
change from that of straightforward and relatively simple processes to that of a complex
system.

Another important outcome of this stage was the view that complex projects are risky
projects and are therefore something to be avoided. Risk has a tendency to be viewed in
a negative aspect, with many definitions focusing only on the chance of loss or damage,
not on the opportunities that risks also present. Due to the negative view of risk, there is
sometimes an unwillingness to take on complex projects or to try to minimise the
complexity.

However, by reducing the risks and the complexity, those positive

opportunities will also be lost and therefore the development of the PCEM focused
specifically on evaluating the project complexity and identifies how it could be better
managed, not on simply removing all the complexity from a project.

The third objective of the research was to establish the key factors that constitute project
complexity. This was an essential stage in the research and was key to developing the
model and the methodology for measuring complexity. A range of methods were used
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to complete this objective. The earlier literature review investigated complexity in
relation to the construction industry and as a result a number of project complexity
factors were identified. A series of semi structured interviews were then designed and
conducted in order to establish whether these factors were correct and the importance of
these factors in projects.

This stage provided the comprehensive list of project complexity factors used to
establish the effect of project complexity at the pre construction stage. Six themes of
project complexity were identified incorporating 46 project complexity factors. The
importance of these factors was also established, clearly indicating that the factors
relating to the organisation and project relationships were considered to be the most
important to project complexity. Other factors concerning issues more related to the
technological aspect of the construction process were considered less important as it
was felt they were easier to understand and overcome.

Objective four was to develop a methodology that could be used to objectively measure
project complexity at the pre construction stage. This comprised the first phase of the
final PCEM development and used the information collected from earlier parts of the
research in conjunction with new data from case study analyses. Case study data of
recently completed projects were analysed in order to assess the frequency and
significance of the project complexity factors. This information was then used to
develop the methodology to measure project complexity.

The final two objectives further developed the methodology from objective three into a
useable model. Further literature review was conducted to establish current methods of
measuring and how these are used in both the construction industry and others in order
to develop a useable model. The model was tested using three additional case study
analyses data. Completion of the final objective marked the achievement of the overall
aim of the research.
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9.2

Discussion of the Project Complexity Evaluation Model (PCEM)

The research has been based upon data collected from literature, interviews with
industry experts and analyses of real life „complex‟ projects. The combination of all of
this data has been used to develop a methodology to measure project complexity and a
model to measure, evaluate and reduce the project complexity at the pre construction
stage.

The methodology to measure project complexity was further developed into a project
evaluation model so that the measure could be used effectively by practitioners. The
measure of complexity by itself is useful, however without the target values provided by
the model for each theme of complexity, evaluating if the project complexity is too high
would be difficult and identifying where the complexity could be reduced would also be
problematic. By incorporating the measurement system into the evaluation model, the
project complexity can be measured and effective ways of reducing the complexity can
be presented to the user making the model far more effective than simply assigning the
project with a numerical value for complexity.

By studying other measuring systems and models from previous research, lessons were
learned regarding the uptake and use of these types of systems. As a result of this, this
research aimed to develop a simple, but not simplistic, model to make it as user friendly
as possible to facilitate use of the model in the construction industry.

The model was developed as a two stage process to first measure the project complexity
based upon the five themes of project complexity identified earlier, and then highlight
where the complexity is unacceptably high and suggest how this could be reduced for
example through better planning, acquiring more information or assessing the impact of
particularly complex issues. Through testing the model, it has been shown to be
effective at highlighting areas where the project complexity is particularly high and
reducing this which could be particularly effective at an early stage in the project. Even
where the complexity can not be completely eliminated, being made aware of it at an
early stage and monitoring it throughout will in itself aid in the management of the
project complexity.
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Although the model has been designed to be used primarily at the pre construction stage
of a project, it could be used as an effective tool throughout a project to monitor the
complexity of the project.

The PCEM has been designed as a tool to measure and evaluate the project complexity
of construction projects in order to improve the planning process and therefore improve
the overall success of projects. It is important to note however that there are some
limitations to the model which must be considered in order for it to be used effectively
in projects.

The list of factors in the model is not necessarily exhaustive.

The factors were

identified through the literature review, questionnaire and interview process and verified
through the case study analysis where no new factors were identified, however, there
may be some project specific project complexity factors that were not identified and at
present the PCEM has no way to include these. Originally there were 46 project
complexity factors, however, international projects had to be removed as collecting data
for these in the case study analysis was outside of the scope of this research.

The objectivity of the measure of project complexity could be compromised if the
PCEM is not used in the manner it is intended. The scoring of the significance of each
factor to the project in the first stage of the PCEM‟s data collection process should be
carried out based on fact and not simply estimated based on the individual user‟s
knowledge or experience of that factor. To ensure that the scoring is carried out
effectively and as objectively as possible, it is important that it is a process that involves
the project team, and not simply one person.

The PCEM evaluates the project complexity and identifies areas where more
information or action can help to reduce and better manage the project complexity. It is
important to understand that by using the PCEM, the project complexity is not
eliminated. There is a danger that tools such as the PCEM become simply another “box
to tick” in the process of planning a project and once the tool has been used, the
information provided is ignored and. There is also the risk that because the system has
been used, project complexity becomes less important than if the PCEM had not been
used, simply because it has been identified and the opinion may therefore be that it has
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been dealt with. To be effective, the PCEM must be used in the way in which it is
intended, as a tool to evaluate and manage project complexity at the pre construction
stage, with the need for monitoring and control throughout the project.
9.3

Conclusions

Whilst risk assessment and management tools and techniques have become widespread
in recent years in the construction industry, similar tools to assess and reduce the
complexity of projects have, on the most part, not been developed even though
complexity has been highlighted as an issue which affects the success or failure of a
project.

The 2005 Construction Statistics from the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) state
that only 48 percent of projects were on target or better relating to cost and only 46
percent of projects were on target or better relating to time. This shows that over half of
the projects undertaken in the UK do not reach expectations in relation to time and cost.
A 1992 worldwide survey reported that the majority of construction projects fail to
achieve the objectives of the schedule (Cooper, 1994). On many of these projects a
schedule overrun did not seem probable at the beginning of the project. Approximately
80 percent of projects have high uncertainty at the beginning of construction
(Mulholland and Christian, 1999).

Construction projects are often described as complex, and the increasing complexity of
modern construction projects is commonly given for the poor project success rates
experienced (Baccarini, 1996),(Gidado, 1993), (Mills, 2001) and (Mulholland and
Christian, 1999). In addition to this, there is an argument that construction projects can
be viewed themselves as complex systems. Bertelsen (2003) discusses construction as a
complex system; explaining that the general view of the construction process is that it is
an ordered, linear phenomenon, which can be organised, planned and managed top
down. The frequent failures to complete construction projects on time and schedule
give rise to thinking that the process may not be as predictable as it may look. A closer
examination reveals that construction is indeed a nonlinear, complex and dynamic
phenomenon, which often exists on the edge of chaos. This highlights that a better
understanding of project complexity in industry is needed. The data from the literature
and interviews suggests that a great deal of confusion surrounds the term “complexity”
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and therefore for the purposes of this research a specific definition of project complexity
was formulated. Project complexity has been defined as a single or combination of
factors that affect the standard response/actions taken to achieve the project outcomes.

Despite this evidence, no formal tool currently exists by which the project complexity
can be assessed. During the interview stage of the research, all of the interviewees were
asked if they used or knew of any system that could be used to measure complexity in
construction, without exception, all of the responses showed that there was no system
formally in place to achieve this. In some cases complexity was considered but this was
an informal decision based on the experience and „gut feeling‟ of the people involved in
the project.

In response to the need for a method to measure the complexity of the project, this
research developed the project complexity evaluation model. A number of project
complexity factors were identified through the literature review and interview process,
these factors were later sorted into five project complexity themes: organisational;
planning and management; operational and technological; environmental; and the
uncertainty theme. Through the interviews and case study analyses the importance and
significance indexes were calculated for each factor and theme. The importance index
showed that the most important factors were considered to be those relating to the
organisational theme. However when the frequency that each factor occurred was
investigated, the project complexity factors relating to environmental theme were shown
to be the most significant to a project. The methodology to measure project complexity
was developed based upon the findings of the research and the model was then
developed.

The model was designed to be used at the pre construction stage because of the high
degree of uncertainty experienced at this stage and so it can be used to improve project
planning.

Although there are a number of opinions relating to the level of pre

construction planning required to make a project successful, it was the view in this
research that good, effective planning at the pre construction stage is preferable to more
short term planning, as even though more control and monitoring may be needed, this
can only lead to a better controlled project with a higher chance of success.
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The main outcomes of the research are:
Identifying the lack of any formal system to measure and evaluate construction
project complexity at any stage in a project and the need for this in order to
improve project planning.
Identifying the 45 project complexity factors and five themes of project
complexity.
Developing the methodology to measure complexity using the importance and
significance indexes of the project complexity factors and themes.
Developing the model to evaluate and manage project complexity at the pre
construction stage in order to improve project planning.
The contribution to knowledge that this thesis makes is the identification of the project
complexity themes and factors, the development of a project complexity measurement
system and ultimately the development of the Project Complexity Evaluation Model
(PCEM). The PCEM allows users to measure and evaluate the project complexity of
any construction project at the pre construction stage and take action to better manage
the project complexity and improve the planning process. This satisfies a clear need
identified in both the literature and throughout the interview process for a way to
identify project complexity and aid in its management.
9.4

Recommendations for further research

Future research in the field of project complexity may compare results with this work to
identify trend or anomalies which may be used in order to further research and assist in
the development of future systems to measure project complexity.

The project complexity evaluation model has been thoroughly tested as part of this
research to ensure its suitability and accuracy as an aid to project planning. However, it
was outside of the scope of the research due to time restrictions to use the model in a
real project environment and analyse the results of this. It would be a recommendation
of this work therefore that the model is tested on a number of live projects at the pre
construction stage in order to further develop and refine the model further.

Depending upon the outcome of this additional testing, it may be appropriate to further
develop the model to include the calculation of the significance index and therefore
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adjust the weighting of the factors and themes.

This may make the model more

adaptable to users with different levels of experience, weighting those items they are
less familiar with as more significant than others.

The model has been designed using Microsoft Excel spreadsheet software. This is an
appropriate software package due to its capabilities concerning calculations and the
widespread use of Microsoft Office software in industry. Although Excel is a suitable
software package to demonstrate how the model works, a standalone software solution
would be more appropriate.

By developing the model into a standalone software

package it could be better designed in order to make it even more user friendly. In
addition to this, the package could be developed to incorporate other project evaluation
software to make a complete system.

In addition to developing the software into its own package, it would also be appropriate
to develop the project complexity evaluation model into a Knowledge Based System
(KBS). This would enable the model to evolve with every use, incorporating the project
data from each use and adapting the significance index and weighting of the factors with
experience.
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Appendix A: Plans of work

FEASIBILITY

A

PRE CONSTRUCTION PERIOD

The RIBA plan of work

C

B

D

E

F

G

CONSTRUCTION
PERIOD

H

J

K

L

Appraisal
Identification of client‟s requirements and of possible constraints on development.
Preparation of studies to enable the client to decide whether to proceed and to select the
probable procurement method
Strategic Briefing
Preparation of Strategic Brief by or on behalf of the client confirming key requirements
and constraints.
Identification of procedures, organisational structure and range of consultants and others
to be engaged for the project.
Outline Proposals
Commence development of Strategic Brief into full Project Brief.
Preparation of Outline Proposals and estimate of cost.
Review of procurement route.
Detailed Proposals
Complete development of the Project Brief
Preparation of Detailed Proposals
Application for full Development Control approval
Final Proposals
Preparation of Final Proposals for the project sufficient for co-ordination of all
components and elements of the project
Production Information
F1. Preparation of production information in sufficient detail to enable a tender or tenders
to be obtained.
Application for statutory approvals.
F2. Preparation of further production information required under building contract.
Tender Documentation
Preparation and collation of tender documentation in sufficient detail to enable a tender
or tenders to be obtained for the construction of the project.
Tender Action
Identification and evaluation of potential contractors and/or specialists for the
construction of the project.
Obtaining and appraising tenders and submission of recommendations to the client.
Mobilisation
Letting the building contract, appointing the contractor.
Issuing of production information to the contractor
Arranging site hand-over to the contractor
Construction to Practical Completion
Administration of the building contract up to and including practical completion.
Provision to the contractor of further information as and when reasonably required.
After Practical Completion
Administration of the building contract after practical completion
Making final inspections and settling the final account
Figure A- 1 The RIBA Plan of Works
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The BPF System
Stage 1: Concept
Stage 2: Preparation of the brief (this may include obtaining outline
planning permission)
Stage 3: Design development (this will include securing detailed planning
permission)
Stage 4: Tender documentation and tendering
Stage 5: Construction (this will include contractor‟s design, construction,
taking over and commissioning)

Figure A- 2 The BPF System

Stage 1 – Concept
In this first stage, the client develops the concept, prepares an outline cost plan and
examines the feasibility and financial viability of the project. If the client is confident
that the scheme will go ahead, he may wish to appoint his client‟s representative at this
stage.
The cost plan is constantly updated as the project proceeds. It becomes the client‟s
representative‟s primary instrument of cost control. After examining various options,
an outline brief is prepared. If the client is satisfied with this, a specification for the full
brief required in Stage two is drawn up.
Stage 2 – Preparation of the brief
At the beginning of stage two the client appoints the client‟s representative, if he has not
done so in stage one, and the design leader. The design leader prepares a design
programme and quotes a lump sum fee for his work in this stage. These are submitted
to the client‟s representative for approval.
The brief is then developed by the client‟s representative with input from the design
leader. It must include all the clients‟ requirements. It is a detailed statement of what is
required of the building and of the cost and time limits of the project. It includes
sufficient information to allow the design leader to develop the architectural design. It
is also in sufficient detail to obtain outline planning consent or possibly detailed
planning consent with reserved matters. The brief is a basic reference document for use
throughout the subsequent stages.
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The client‟s representative advises the design leader of the target cost. The design
leader confirms that it is possible to provide a building that meets the brief within this
target cost. The target cost is included in the master cost plan.
During stage two, the client, with advice form the client‟s representative should decide
roughly how much design work he is going to assign to the design leader and how much
to the contractor. Responsibility for the design should be allocated to the design leader
or the contractor in accordance with the client‟s estimate of which of them has the
greater incentive to meet his wishes and is most likely to do so. Any items which are
not included in the brief to the design leader will become the responsibility of the
contractor to design.
At the end of this stage, the client‟s representative is in possession of a brief, a master
programme and its accompanying cost plan. The master programme will contain a
schedule of the main items of work required in the design and building of the project. It
will be backed by the master cost plan which itemises the expenditure anticipated
during the design stages of the project and the expected cost of construction. Both will
be updated and expanded as more information becomes available.
Stage 3 – Design development
At the beginning of stage three the client‟s representative issues the design leader with
the brief, the master cost plan and the master programme. The design leader (and other
consultants is separately appointed) is invited to submit quotations for the work to be
carried out in each of the Stages three, four and five. The design leader (and other
consultants) is then appointed for a lump sum fee for each stage. A supplementary fee
may be agreed which would reward the design leader (and other consultants) for
completing the design work on time and within budget.
The design leader‟s task is to expand the brief into a description of the required building
in the form of drawings and specifications. The brief sets out the basis of the proposed
design, including the occupancies, initial net to gross ratios, standards of finish and a
detailed budget. It must take account of the target operational and management costs of
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the completed building and life cycle costing. It can be used for obtaining detailed
planning approval or for clearing any reserved matters.

The design leader also prepares a priced design programme which itemises and prices
each element in the design work. The total of these prices will equal the agreed lump
sum fee for Stages three and four. He will be paid each month for those elements on
which work is completed. During Stage five, he will be paid quarterly.

As the design progresses, the client is informed about actual and possible cost changes
and can decide in the light of these whether to order design modifications or to accept
the changed expenditure.

The master programme and the master cost plan, including the forecast tender price,
may only be amended by orders issued by the client‟s representative to the design
leader. The precision of the forecast is refined as more information becomes available.

So far as is possible detailed requirements of the clients such as the use of a particular
manufacturers components, particular standards of finish or of building detail should be
made known at this stage in order to avoid causing delay and additional cost later.
Stage 4 – Tender documentation and tendering
Once detailed planning permission is obtained, the design leader (and consultants)
produces the tender documents.

It is essential to ensure that the drawings and

specifications are comprehensive, accurate, clear and unambiguous before the contract
is put out to tender. The effectiveness of the BPF system is dependent upon this. If
specifications are not accurate, there may be claims for omissions or inadequate
descriptions.

Any part of the design which is not defined in full in the tender documents must be
specified for the contractor to design. Once the building agreement has been signed, the
design and specification can only be altered or elaborated by a variation order: variation
orders are issued by the client‟s representative. This may be costly and the client is
urged to ensure that he has made up his mind what he wants before tenders are invited.
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The way in which the specification is written is crucial. It must allow the client to
benefit from the special knowledge contractors have of building methods and of
availability and cost of materials and components. The specification is therefore used to
describe not only the items that have been designed by the design leader (and
consultants), but also the limits within which the items are to be designed by the
contractor.

In principle, anything which can be adequately described in the

specification should be left to the contractors design and choice of supplier. The system
of sanctioning has been devised so that the client‟s representative can reject any
proposals that do not meet the requirements of the specification. This does not diminish
the contractor‟s responsibility for hi design.

The drawings and specifications produced by the design leader are included in the
tender documents. Each tenderer submits a priced schedule of activities with his tender.
This will probably be in outline but will include a programme for each activity and will
specify the resources and construction methods expected to be used.

The use of fixed price tenders is recommended. Price adjustment should be included
only on contracts lasting more than two years, in which case a single index should be
used for assessing adjustments to the contractor‟s price.

If the lowest acceptable tender is not greater than the forecast tender price by more than
the percentage stated in the consultancy agreement, the design leader will be paid a
supplementary fee. On the other hand, if the lowest acceptable tender is above this
range, the client may request the design leader to redesign. The design leader will not
receive an additional fee for this.

After receipt of tenders and before signing a contract, the contractor may be invited to
break down into more detail the activities in the outline schedule of activities submitted
with his tender. This schedule of activities will later serve as the basic payments for the
contractor.
Stage 5 – Construction
The client‟s representative is responsible for all aspects of management during stage
five. The services of the design leader (and consultants) will be required, for example,
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to sanction the contractors design and to assess variations. A supervisor is appointed by
the client to monitor the works to ensure that the building is constructed as designed and
specified in the contract documents.

It is essential that the responsibilities of these three posts are carefully prescribed so that
there is no duplication. This will be achieved by the client having separate agreements
with the client‟s representative, the design leader and the supervisor. The agreement
with the design leader should specify that he is responsible for ensuring that the
contractors design accords with the statutory requirements and the parameters specified
in the contract documents. Thus the design leader will take professional responsibility
for the work he does but the client‟s representative will monitor his activities. All
design material for sanction may be channelled through the client‟s representative so
that he can check that the design leader and contractor are meeting their obligations.

The contractor is otherwise responsible for the work during this stage, including
completion of the design, and provision and coordination of working drawings and
samples.

He obtains building regulation approval for details within his design

responsibility and procures and coordinates the services of statutory undertakers.

All design carried out by the contractor, his subcontractors and any designer retained by
him is subject to examination and comment by the design leader to ensure compliance
with the specification.

The contractor is encouraged to propose to the client‟s

representative any changes to the design which will save money or time. The financial
benefit of any such change initiated by the contractor should be shared between him and
the client.

There are expected to be few variation orders as the BPF system encourages all parties
to ensure that decisions are made in good time. Most of those variations which have to
be introduced will originate from proposals for changes which will have been costed
and their time implications assessed before the decision to implement them is taken.
This helps the client to maintain control of cost and time and will enable final payment
to be settled quickly. The conventional role of the architect as an arbitrator between the
client and the contractor is not fulfilled by either the client‟s representative or the design
leader. To be fair to all parties it has therefore been necessary to introduce the concept
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of an adjudicator‟s decision, it can be referred to arbitration after completion of the
project.

FEASIBILITY

IDEA

Peters (1981) construction stages
1.
2.
3.
4.

IDENTIFICATION
examine all options and select preferred option
examine need
identify position in corporate plan
what are the limits to which the project may be funded

1.
2.
3.
4.

CONCEPTUAL ENGINEERING
preliminary process diagrams
preliminary layouts
investigate use of standard designs
formulate design baseline or design brief

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PROJECT STRATEGY
in house or contractor design?
resource examination: in house, contractors, materials
number of contracts envisaged and phasing
overall project programme
define project scope and formulate project plan

1.
2.
3.
4.

ESTIMATE
accuracy of estimate required and that‟s feasible
break down the project into work packages/elements
establish data base: historical or current
cost packages and estimate reserves

1.
2.
3.
4.

APPROVAL
financial evaluation
details of funding: timing, capital/revenue etc.
Final evaluation of options
select preferred options

Figure A- 3 The feasibility and idea stages
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EXECUTION
COMPLETION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DETAIL ENGINEERING DESIGN
agree detailed design specification
perform design
prepare tender drawings and materials schedules
record changes from initial scope and report
hold regular design review meetings

1.
2.
3.
4.

TENDER PREPARATION AND EVALUATION
Prepare contract specifications and agree conditions
prepare bills of quantities if required
estimate value of contract
issue tenders, hold meeting and evaluate

1.
2.
3.
4.

EXPENDITURE APPROVAL
recommend contractor
evaluate final likely contract price
seek approval for expenditure
issue construction drawings and place contract

1.
2.
3.
4.

ADMINISTRATION
monitor price, programme and quality of work
record variations, seek additional authority
hold regular valuations and agree price
hold regular progress meetings with contractor

1.
2.
3.
4.

COMPLETION
commission
approval of work
issue completion certification
monitor performance of plant

Figure A- 4 Execution and completion stages
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Feasibility

JCT Draft schedule of services
A - Appraisal
Identify requirements and constraints
Feasibility studies
Decision to proceed with projects
B – Strategic briefing
Preparation of strategic brief
Appoint planning supervisor
C – Outline proposals
1. Appoint consultant team
2. Notify project to health and Safety Exec
3. Programme of work for Stage C
4. Develop the strategic brief to project brief
5. Develop management procedures
6. Develop outline proposals
7. Assess need for outline development cont appro.
8. Apply for outline development cont appro.
9. Develop management procedures (pre construction)
10. Review and advise on program, procurement, contract and contingency
plan strategies
11. Review the need for additional specialists, consultants or additional
services
12. Develop conceptual design strategy
13. Consider and assess constraints and options for the relevant design
14. Preliminary consultations for statutory and other approvals
15. Investigate utility and services connections
16. Cost planning and estimates (outline)
17. Preliminary cash flow projection
18. Cost control
19. Open health and safety file
20. Establish format for health and safety plan
21. Periodic progress reports
22. Work stage report
D – Detailed proposals
1. Programme of work for Stage D
2. Finalise and prepare project brief
3. Review programme, procurement, contract and contingency plan strategies
4. Review advice on any need for additional specialists, consultants or
additional services
5. Consider and assess constraints and options for developing authorised
proposals
6. Develop detailed design proposals
7. Construction method statements
8. Review cost planning and estimates
9. Review cash flow projections
10. Cost control
11. Review health and safety file
12. Pre tender health and safety plan
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13. Full development control approval
14. Statutory and other approvals
15. Periodic progress reports
16. Work stage reports
E – Final proposals
1. Programme of work for Stage E
2. Develop final proposals
3. Review programme, procurement, contract and contingency plan strategies
4. Review advice on any need for additional services
5. Consider and assess constraints on possible finalised design options
6. Construction method statements
7. Statutory and other approvals
8. Review cost planning and estimates
9. Review cash flow projections
10. Review health and safety file
11. Pre tender health and safety file
12. Pre tender health and safety plan
13. Periodic progress reports
14. Work stage reports
F(i) – Production information
1. Programme of work for Stage F(i)
2. Define distinction between F(i) and F(ii)
3. Review programme, procurement, contract and contingency plan strategies
4. Review advice on any need for additional services
5. Prepare production information
6. Statutory and other approvals
7. Review contractual requirements
8. Review estimates and cost plans
9. Review cash flow projections
10. Review health and safety file
11. Periodic progress reports
12. Work stage reports
13. Authorise commencement of Stage F(ii)
14. Programme of work for Stage F(ii)
F(ii) Production information
1. Programme of work for Stage F(ii)
2. Completion of production information
3. Periodic progress reports
4. Work stage reports
G – Tender documentation
1. Programme of work Stage G
2. Review programme, procurement, contract and contingency plan strategies
3. Identify preferred contractors and subs
4. Prepare tender documentation
5. Pre-tender estimate
6. Review cash flow projection
7. Pre tender health and safety plan
8. Review health and safety file
9. Periodic progress reports
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Construction

10. Work stage reports
J - Mobilisation
1. Programme for work Stage J
2. Prepare and collate contract documents
3. Appoint contractor and principal contractor
4. Arrange appointment of pre-selected subs
5. Develop management procedures
6. Prepare production information
7. Prepare pricing documentation
8. Carry out functions under building contract
9. Possession of site to contractor
10. Health and safety plan
11. Review health and safety file
12. Periodic progress reports
13. Work stage report
K – Construction to practical completion
1. Programme of work for Stage K
2. Carry out functions under building contract
3. Construction operations
4. Review cash flow projections
5. Production information
6. Contractor‟s design information
7. Site inspections
8. Internal valuations
9. Contract claims administration
10. Testing and commissioning
11. practical completion
12. review health and safety file
13. review final costs
14. periodic progress reports
15. work stage reports
L – After practical completion
1. Programme work for Stage L
2. carry out functions under building contract
3. provision of information to contractor
4. inspection of contract work
5. Interim valuations
6. review cash flow projection
7. defects resolution action
8. final inspection
9. final account
10. contract claims administration
11. periodic progress reports
12. work stage report
Figure A- 5 JCT draft schedule of service (Hughes and Murdoch, 2001)
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BS 7000:1997 – Part 4
Inception and initial brief
Appoint design team leader
Prepare initial brief
Establish advisory group
Select design procurement process
Initial estimate of design cost and time
Feasibility study and brief development
Develop project plan
Create management structure
Appoint design team
Develop project communications plan
Investigate clients requirements
Cost planning
Outline design programme
Programme for each design unit
Technical and economic feasibility study
Need evaluation
Prototype or model evaluation
Preliminary design
Site surveys
Environmental impact assessment
Planning submissions
Develop project brief
Progress reports
Cost control
Design development
Proceed to conceptual design
Conceptual design
Develop design brief
Establish consolidated programme
Construction cost planning
Obtain necessary approvals
Design development
Monitor/control progress of design
Cost control
Progress reports
Design review
Scheme design
Progress reports
Cost control
Design development
Present consolidated brief
Design review
Detail design
Develop detail design
Develop health and safety plan
Design development
Appraise design
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Design review
Progress reports
Cost control
Information for construction
Progress reports
Cost control
Design development
Design information
Design review
Construction
Progress reports
Cost control
Provision of construction information
Construction operations
Contractors design work
Site visits
Completion of record drawings
Health and safety file
Operating instructions and maintenance schedules
Design management appraisal
Appraisal of design process
Appraisal of design management
Figure A- 6 BS 7000 (Hughes and Murdoch 2001)
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Construction industry council
A & B – Appraisal and strategic briefing
Appoint consultants
Establish scope of feasibility study
Establish information and consultants proposals
Assess clients functional needs
Dimensional surveys
Geotechnical and exploratory holes
Special investigations (services)
Establish legal, contractual etc constraints
Identify site constraints and advise on structural form
Assess availability of utility suppliers
Sketches of ideas
Decision: Are proposals satisfactory?
Prepare feasibility report
Decision: Proceed to strategic brief
Prepare strategic brief
C - Outline proposals
Appoint consultants and allocate function and elements
Issue strategic brief
Review scope of work for outline proposals
Decision: agree revised design brief
Design programme
Initial sketch proposal drawing
Assess structural implications
Assess services implications
Consider health and safety aspects
Comment on cost proposals
Prepare preliminary proposals
Assimilate clients comments and criticisms
Consider alternative arrangements
Prepare outline proposals
Prepare outline cost plan
Prepare outline proposal report
Propose procurement method
Advise on need to appoint planning supervisor
Decision: Approval of outline proposal report
D - Detailed proposals
Instruct design team and planning supervisor
Consider when information required from team
Review scope of architectural work
Review scope of structural work
Review scope of M&E work
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Assess competence of designers
Review scope of H&S planning work
Prepare co-ordinated design programme
Review outline proposals
Prepare location drawings and risk analysis
Consider scope of project and initial risk analysis
Cost checks and prepare project const plan
Prepare project brief report
Decision: Approve and freeze project brief and cost plan
E – Final proposals
Instruct structural and services engineers
Prepare final M&E design
Prepare final design and 1:100 GA drawings
Decision: are SE and M&E drawings acceptable?
Decision: are SE and M&E proposals acceptable?
Confirm 1:100 Gas……information as frozen
Confirm instruction to proceed to production information
F1 – Production information
Prepare 1:50 and 1@20 detail drawings
Prepare co-ordinated 1:50 and 1:20 detail drawings
Revise 1:50 and 1:20 detail drawings
Cost check against cost plan
Consider implications and specifications
Prepare specifications, production information etc
Prepare specifications, production information etc.
prepare health and safety plan
Decision: confirm details are frozen
G – Tender documents
Bills of quantity take off for location drawings
Bills of quantity take off for details
Prepare detail drawings
Prepare detail drawings, specifications and BQs
Decision: Proceed with remainder of production info
Bills of quantity
Adjust and revise drawings and specifications
Compile health and safety plan
Compile tender documents
Prepare cost estimate
Consider BQ cost report
F2 – Production information
Agree drawing production for F2
Prepare construction drawings at start of contract
H - Tender action
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Decision: Is EC advertisement required?
Compile tender list
Pre-qualification of tenderer
Approve going to tender
Issue tender documents
Past tender design details
Reinforcement drawings for details
Submit priced tenders
Review priced tenders
Decision: appoint contractor and principal contractor
J, F2 & K – Mobilisation, post production information and construction
Execute contract documents
Issue contract drawings
Cost check
Issue all available construction drawings and information
Issue information requires schedule (IRS)
Schedule production information
Prepare production information
Issue construction status drawings
Steelwork production information
M&E services production information
M&E builders work production information
Specialist sub contractors production information
Variation control

Figure A- 7 Construction industry council system (Hughes and Murdoch 2001)

Construction industry board
Getting started
Nominate and appoint the project sponsor
Appoint client advisor
Appraise options
Confirm the business case
Develop a project strategy
Decision: confirm construction project needed and agree strategy for execution
Select and appoint clients project manager
Defining the project
Develop strategic brief
Develop project execution plan
Assembling the team
Decide contracts
Select the project team
Appoint the project team
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Designing and constructing
Develop the project brief
Develop the concept design
Develop detailed design
Start construction
Payments to contractor
Manage and resolve problems
Review progress and quality
Completion and evaluation
Ensure work is ready for use
Complete the project
Evaluate feedback
Figure A- 8 Construction industry board system (Hughes and Murdoch 2001)

Process protocol map
Phase 0 – Demonstrating the need
Clients strategic master plan
Establish need for a project
Stakeholder list
Statement of need
Outline business case
Outline project execution stage
Outline process execution plan
Phase review report
Phase 1 – Conception of need
Approval for funding
Final stakeholder list
Final statement of need
Initial project brief
Updated business case
Design brief
Assess site and environmental issues
Updated project execution plan
Updated process execution plan
Phase review report
Phase 2 – Outline feasibility
Introduce new participants.
Appoint core teams
Revised project brief
Updated business case
Updated project execution plan
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Updated process execution plan
Initial performance management report
Undertake feasibility study for each option
Assess site and environmental issues
Phase review report
Phase 3 – Substantive feasibility study and outline financial authority
Re-define project brief
Re define business case
Consider project success criteria
Challenge the need(s)/opportunities
Conduct substantive cost/benefit analysis
Submit applications for statutory approval
Produce the concept design plan
Updated project brief
Updated business case
Initial procurement plan
Concept design plan
Define key systems and criteria
Revise site and environmental issues
Inform statutory criteria and regulatory issues
Initial CDM assessment
Revise project execution plan
Revise process execution plan
Initial IT communications strategy
Updated performance management report
Outline planning approval
Phase review report
Phase 4 – Outline conceptual design
Define the systems
Define evaluation criteria
Identify major interfaces
Facilitate introduction of key system suppliers
Develop outline concept design
Inform design process
Refine project/system solutions
Develop basic schematics
Identify implications of system solutions
Identify production supply chain
Revise project brief
Revise business case
Revise project execution stage
Initial cost plan
Updated procurement plan
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Revise CDM assessment
Revise process execution plan
Revise communications strategy
Update performance management report
Phase review report
Phase 5 – full conceptual design
Review membership of design teams
Review evaluation criteria for concept design
Identify some of the major systems
Develop system concept design
System interface studies
Identify resourcing requirements
Update project brief
Update business case
Update procurement plan
Full concept plan
Revise site and environmental issues
Update cost plan
Initial maintenance plan
Update CDM assessment
Update project execution plan
Update process execution plan
Update IT communications strategy
Update performance management report
Phase review report
Phase 6 – Co-ordinated design, procurement and full financial authority
Review membership of design teams
Review evaluation criteria for concept design
Fix major building elements
Update project brief
Update business case
Update procurement plan
Product model
Prepare work packages
Update cost plan
Update maintenance plan
Update CDM assessment
Update communications strategy
Update project execution plan
Update process execution plan
Update performance management report
Phase review report
Phase 7 – Production information
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Review membership of design teams
Review evaluation criteria for concept designs
Review and update communications strategy
Finalise project brief
Procure work package suppliers
Start enabling works
Finalise business case
Update procurement plan
Finalise co-ordinated product model
Finalise cost plan
Monitor cost and quality
Production process map
Finalise health and safety plan
Finalise CDM assessment
Finalise project execution plan
Finalise process execution plan
Finalise performance management report
Phase review report
Phase 8 - Construction
Finalise project brief
Finalise business case
Finalise project execution plan
Finalise process execution plan
Finalise drawings for construction
Finalise production information
Place all supplier bodies
Contingency plans
Develop operational product model
Handover plan
Implement handover plan
Monitor procurement
Monitor cost and quality
Manage and undertake construction
Manage on site resources and labour
Revise and implement
Manage health and safety
Phase gate review
Phase 9 – Operation and maintenance
Handover
Post project review
Examine fulfilment of success criteria
Establish continuous communications ongoing review of assets
Consider facility life cycle
Figure A- 9 Process protocol map (Hughes and Murdoch 2001)
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Appendix B: Project complexity questionnaire
THE MEASURE OF THE EFFECTS OF PROJECT COMPLEXITY ON
PROJECT RISK AT THE PRE-CONSTRUCTION STAGE.
Definitions and Components of Project Complexity
PART ONE: PERSONAL DETAILS
Name:
Position:
Company:
Years of experience in construction:
PART TWO: DEFINING COMPLEXITY
Please individually score on a scale of 1 to 10 each of the following statements in
regards to how relevant you feel they are to a definition of complexity and complex
projects. (1 being the least relevant and 10 being the most relevant)
Made up of many interconnecting parts
Having a number of complicated individual
parts
Difficulty of executing individual tasks that
make up a process
Projects involving a high degree of diverse tasks
Projects comprising of entities with a high level
of interface
Projects with a high degree of interaction
between the parts
Projects that with a high interdependency
between its various parts
Projects with a great deal of intricacy
Projects with a large number of parts
Projects that are continuously changing/evolving
Projects that have a high degree of non linear
interaction
Projects that have a high dependency on their
environment
Projects that have high interaction with their
environment
Projects that have a high degree of non linear
interaction with their environment
Projects that are surrounded by an intricate
environmental envelope

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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From your own experience, can you explain what you consider a complex project to be?

PART THREE: MAIN COMPONENTS OF PROJECT COMPLEXITY
Please score the severity of effect of each factor on the complexity of a project.
(1 having the least effect, 10 having the most effect)
Inherent complexity
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
The inherent difficulty in conducting individual roles in a system of work flow.

9

10

Uncertainty
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
The unknown factors originating from within the task, the environment and the
resources employed.

9

10

9

10

Rigidity of sequence
The flexibility of the sequence of workflow.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Overlap of construction elements
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Where overlapping of tasks is used to compress the production time which may result
in a change of the interdependencies of activities, which in turn may increase the
effect of inherent complexity and uncertainty factors.
9

10

Organisational complexity
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Such as organisational structures, decision making and information generation,
transmittal, usage and feedback.

10

Number of trades
For example bricklaying

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

PART FOUR: SUB COMPONENTS OF PROJECT COMPLEXITY
Please rate the severity of effect of each factor on the complexity of a project.
(1 having the least effect, 10 having the most effect)
Physically difficult role that requires simple or
no equipment

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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Technically complex role due to the
sophistication of the equipment or method

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Physically difficult role that requires the use of
complex equipment

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Role that has no know procedure

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Technically complex role that requires locally
available special skills

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Lack of uniformity due to continuous change in
material or other resources

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Technically complex role that requires a special
skill, knowledge and equipment

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Lack of uniformity due to lack of working space
and or access

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

The effect of weather or climatic conditions

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Lack of uniformity due to mechanical or other
resource breakdown

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Unpredictable work in a defined new structure
(e.g. as in new work added to old buildings
without record drawings)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Undefined structure or poor buildability
assessment (e.g. refurbishment works of old
buildings)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Unpredictable sub-surface (e.g. excavation in
ancient city grounds)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

High degree of overlap of design and
construction

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Lack of working drawings (e.g. installation of M
& E services in new
buildings)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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Conducting or managing a role for the
first time

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Environmental influence - Cultural/social/legal
environmental layer (e.g. a similar project in a
new location)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Technical core environmental layer (e.g.
underwater construction, chemical)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Lack of experienced local work force

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

High interdependencies between the roles of
various trades in a task

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

High degree of interrelationships between
activities in the different overlapping parts

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

High degree of overlap of construction phases

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Rigidity of sequence between the various tasks
within an operation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Rigidity of sequence between the various
packages within a phase

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Poor generation and use of information

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Poor channels of communication

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Rigidity of sequence between the various
operations within a package

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Any others? Please state:

Thank you for your time in completing this questionnaire.
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Appendix C: List of quantitative data analysis codes
A: Definition statements
Code

Definition statement

A1

Made up of many interconnecting parts

A2

Having a number of complicated individual parts

A3

Difficulty of executing individual tasks that make up a process

A4

Projects involving a high degree of diverse tasks

A5

Projects comprising of entities with a high level of interface

A6

Projects with a high degree of interaction between the parts

A7

Projects that with a high interdependency between its various parts

A8

Projects with a great deal of intricacy

A9

Projects with a large number of parts

A10

Projects that are continuously changing/evolving

A11

Projects that have a high degree of non linear interaction

A12

Projects that have a high dependency on their environment

A13

Projects that have high interaction with their environment

A14

Projects that have a high degree of non linear interaction with their
environment
Made up of many interconnecting parts

A15

B: Main components of project complexity
Code

Main component

B1

Inherent complexity

B2

Uncertainty

B3

Rigidity of sequence

B4

Overlap of construction elements

B5

Number of trades

B6

Organisational complexity
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C: Sub components of project complexity
Code

Sub component

C1

Physically difficult role that requires simple or no equipment

C2

Technically complex role due to the sophistication of the equipment or method

C3

Physically difficult role that requires the use of complex equipment

C4

Role that has no known procedure

C5

Technically complex role that requires locally available special skills

C6

Lack of uniformity due to continuous change in material or other resources

C7

Technically complex role that requires a special skill, knowledge and
equipment

C8

Lack of uniformity due to lack of working space and or access

C9

The effect of weather or climatic conditions

C10

Lack of uniformity due to mechanical or other resource breakdown

C11

Unpredictable work in a defined new structure (e.g. as in new work added to
old buildings without record drawings)

C12

Undefined structure or poor buildability assessment (e.g. refurbishment works
of old buildings)

C13

Unpredictable sub-surface (e.g. excavation in ancient city grounds)

C14

High degree of overlap of design and construction

C15

Lack of working drawings (e.g. installation of M & E services in new
buildings)
Conducting or managing a role for the
first time

C16

C17

Environmental influence - Cultural/social/legal environmental layer (e.g. a
similar project in a new location)

C18

Technical core environmental layer (e.g. underwater construction, chemical)

C19

Lack of experienced local work force

C20

High interdependencies between the roles of various trades in a task

C21

High degree of interrelationships between activities in the different overlapping
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parts
C22

High degree of overlap of construction phases

C23

Rigidity of sequence between the various tasks within an operation

C24

Rigidity of sequence between the various packages within a phase

C25

Poor generation and use of information

C26

Poor channels of communication

C27

Rigidity of sequence between the various operations within a package
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Appendix D: Description of interviewees
Interviewee
A

B
C
D

E

F
G

H
I
J
K
L

M
N
O
P

Company description
UK specialist contractor working in a number of
sectors including aviation, commercial and retail
property, education, government, healthcare,
housing, prisons and infrastructure
International commercial and retail property
developers
UK main contractor in commercial, retail and
education/public sector projects
UK Chartered surveyors – multi disciplined
construction consultancy working on projects in
infrastructure, education, healthcare, residential and
commercial sectors
UK regional main contractor working in a wide
range of sectors including commercial offices, retail
property and public sectors such as healthcare and
education
University
International construction consultants focusing on
project management and cost management as well
as other specialist services
International main contractor operating mainly in
commercial and retail sectors
International contractor and consultancy working in
all sectors but focusing on infrastructure
UK Property development focusing on commercial
property
UK regional main contractor working in all sectors
International construction consultants focusing on
project management and cost management as well
as other specialist services
UK and International main contractor working in all
sectors
International main contractor working in all sectors
International construction consultants
International construction consultants

Job title
Contracts manager

Project manager/Design manager
Site Manager
Director

Design manager

Consultant/researcher
Partner

Construction manager
Quantity surveyor
Director
Project/quality manager
Partner

Contracts manager
Senior engineer
Project manager
Partner

Figure A- 10 Description of interviewees
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Appendix E: Case study data collection
Ref
CS1

CS2

Description of companies involved
A partnership of two major UK and internationally
operating main contractors
26 individual architectural firms ranging from local
companies to international firms
Major UK property development firm
UK property development firm
Major international main contractor

CS3

UK regional contractor
Local architect

CS4

Major international main contractor Large UK
architectural firm
International engineering consultants
Major international main contractor
Major international architectural firm
UK regional contractor
UK architectural firm

CS5
CS6

CS7

UK main contractor
Local architect

CS8

Consortium of three major UK and International
contractors

CS9

UK regional contractor

CS10

International major contractor
UK architectural firm
International engineering firm
Major UK/International property developer
Major International contractor

CS11

CS12

CS13

CS14

CS15

UK regional contractor
UK architects
International management consultants
UK regional contractor
UK architects
International major contractor
UK property development firm
UK architects
Major international main contractor
UK regional architects

Information sources
Desk study
Interview with project manager from
contractor
Interview with project manager from
property developers
Desk study
Interview with the project manager
from main contractor
Desk study
Interview with the project manager
from main contractor
Desk study
Interview with the project manager
from main contractor
Desk study
Desk study
Interview with the project manager
from main contractor
Desk study
Interview with the project manager
from main contractor
Desk study
Interview with the project manager
from main contractor
Desk study
Interview with senior site engineer and
project manager
Desk Study

Desk study
Interview with project manager from
main contractor
Desk study
Interview with project manager from
main contractor
Desk study
Interview with project manager from
main contractor
Desk study

Desk study

Figure A- 11 Case study data collection information
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Appendix F: Project complexity factors frequency matrix

Planning and management

Case study ref

1

2

Large number of phases or projects that make up the project or a
scheme
High level of interdependencies between processes

a

a

a

Project coordination

3

4

5

6

a

a

High cost/value

a

Long timescale projects

a

Operational and technological

a

10

11

12

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

13

14

15

a
a
a

a

Rigidity of sequence

a
a

a

a

a

a

Interrelationship between activities in different overlapping parts
Poor information generation, transmittal, usage and feedback

a

High amount of M&E installation

a

a

Incorporating state of the art/leading edge or new technology

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Performing a process for the first time

a

Regulations to be adhered to

a

Physical size

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

High degree of technically complex roles

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

6.7

a
a

5

33.3
20.0
13.3

a

a

5

33.3

a

2

13.3

a

10

66.7

a

6

40.0

a

a

8

53.3

a

a

5

33.3

a

a
a

a

Organisational structure

a

Having a large number of project stakeholders

a

a
a

a

a

a

a

a

8

53.3

a

a

4

26.7

a

a

4

26.7

1

6.7

10

66.7

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Problems with the client

a

Poorly defined project roles

a

Poor communication

a

a

Poor decision making

a

a

Sites in a restricted environment

a

a

a

a

a

a

Sites in a public environment

a

a

a

a

a

a

Sites in an ancient environment

a

a
a

a
a

a

a

a

Sites on contaminated land

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Understanding the market conditions

a

a

Understanding the legal environment

a

a

a

a

a
a

a

a

a

a

a

a
a

Lack of uniformity due to continuous change in resources

a

a

a

Brownfield site

a

a

a

Sites in an exposed environment

a
a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Lack of uniformity due to mecahnical orother resource
breakdown
The effect of weather or climatic condition
Unpredictable sub surface

a
a

a

a

a

a

a

Undefined work in a defined new structure

a

Undefined structure or poor buildability assessment
Lack of working drawings
uncertainty resulting from overlap in design and construction

a

a

13

9

9

15

10

9

14

0

0.0

8

53.3

4

26.7

6

40.0

9

60.0

2

13.3

1

6.7

3

20.0

2

13.3

12

80.0

11

73.3

3

20.0

3

20.0

2

13.3

12

80.0

8

53.3

4

26.7

1

6.7

0

0.0

4

26.7

3

20.0

1

6.7

0

0.0
13.3

a

a

2

a

a

4

26.7

a

1

6.7

Lack of experienced local workforce
No. 14

80.0

26.7

Role that has no known procedure

a

12

4

a

a

33.3

2

a

a

5

3

a

a

High degree of phsically complex roles

33.3

a

a

High number of trades involved

%

5

a

a

a

No.

1

a

Degree of overlap of phases

Difficult relationships between the project parties
Organisational

a

9

a

Having substantial critical path activities

The inherent difficulty of the building process

Environmental

8

a

High degree of technology

Uncertainty

7

25

11

19

11

22

16

9

% 31.1 28.9 20.0 20.0 33.3 22.2 20.0 31.1 55.6 24.4 42.2 24.4 48.9 35.6 20.0

Figure A- 12 Project complexity factors frequency matrix
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Appendix G: Significance index calculations
Factor

Planning and management

Large number of phases or projects that make up the project or scheme

Importance Frequency Significance
Index
factor
index
0.688
33.333
22.933

High level of interdependencies between processes

0.700

33.333

23.333

Project coordination

0.688

80.000

55.040

Having substantial critical path activities

0.688

6.667

4.587

High cost/value

0.688

26.667

18.347

Long timescale projects

0.688

33.333

22.933

Rigidity of sequence

0.577

20.000

11.540

Degree of overlap of phases

0.656

13.333

8.747

Interrelationship between activities in different overlapping parts

0.706

33.333

23.533

Poor information generation, transmittal, usage and feedback

Operational and technological

AVERAGE
High amount of M&E installation

Organisational

10.667
20.178

0.700

66.667

46.667

0.700

40.000

28.000

Incorporating state of the art/leading edge or new technology

0.679

53.333

36.213

Performing a process for the first time

0.656

33.333

21.867

Regulations to be adhered to

0.679

53.333

36.213

Physical size

0.679

26.667

18.107

High number of trades involved

0.700

26.667

18.667

High degree of phsically complex roles

0.488

6.667

3.253

High degree of technically complex roles

0.835

66.667

55.667

Role that has no known procedure

0.763

0.000

0.000

The inherent difficulty of the building process

0.587

53.333

31.307

0.679

38.788

26.326

Organisational structure
Difficult relationships between the project parties

0.906

40.000

36.240

0.871

26.667

23.227

Having a large number of project stakeholders

0.871

60.000

52.260

Problems with the client

0.871

13.333

11.613

Poorly defined project roles

0.871

6.667

5.807

Poor communication

0.906

20.000

18.120

Poor decision making
AVERAGE
Sites in a restricted environment

Environmental

13.333
29.333

High degree of technology

AVERAGE

0.800

13.333

10.667

0.871

25.714

22.393

0.694

80.000

55.520

Sites in a public environment

0.694

73.333

50.893

Sites in an ancient environment

0.664

20.000

13.280

Sites in an exposed environment

0.719

20.000

14.380

Sites on contaminated land

0.625

13.333

8.333

Brownfield site

0.664

80.000

53.120

Understanding the market conditions

0.625

53.333

33.333

Understanding the legal environment

0.625

26.667

16.667

0.664

45.833

30.422
5.000

AVERAGE
Lack of uniformity due to continuous change in resources

Uncertainty

0.800
0.688

0.750

6.667

Lack of uniformity due to mecahnical orother resource breakdown

0.494

0.000

0.000

The effect of weather or climatic condition

0.538

26.667

14.347

Unpredictable sub surface

0.606

20.000

12.120

Undefined work in a defined new structure

0.631

6.667

4.207

Undefined structure or poor buildability assessment

0.625

0.000

0.000

Lack of working drawings

0.775

13.333

10.333

uncertainty resulting from overlap in design and construction

0.731

26.667

19.493

Lack of experienced local workforce

0.650

6.667

4.333

0.644

11.852

7.638

AVERAGE

Figure A- 13 Severity index of each factor and theme
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Appendix H: Project Complexity Evaluation Model
Instructions page
This model allows you to calculate the complexity of any construction project and is
designed to be used at the pre construction stage. The model will also highlight areas
that need improving in order to reduce the project complexity.
The model is divided into two stages. Stage 1 comprises of a list of questions divided
into five themes which you score on a scale of 0 to 10 depending on the significance to
your project. The results are then presented to you and Stage 2 helps you to reduce the
complexity of the project by highlighting the areas that need addressing.
To navigate between the stages use the tabs at the bottom of the screen:

Stage 1 instructions
1. Click on the „Stage 1 – Questions‟ tab
2. Answer the questions by scoring between 0 and 10 for each statement depending
on the significance of the answer to your project. Type you answer in the box
provided.


If the question has no significance score 0



If the question has little significance score a low number, if it has a high
significance, score with a high number.
EXAMPLE: for the question “Is the clients brief complete, and if not to what
degree is information missing”:

Score 0 if the brief is complete and this therefore has no
significance
Score a low number if the brief is nearly complete and has
therefore has only a small impact
Score a number around 5 if the brief is missing some information
and this had a moderate impact
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Score a higher number, up to 10, if the brief is missing lots of
information and this has a significant impact

3. Once all of the questions have been scored, the model calculates the measure of
complexity. Click on the „Stage 1 – Overall results‟ to see the average results
sorted by theme. Any areas which rise above the target maximum line (the
black line on the graph) need to be addressed.
4. Click on the „Stage 1-Results by theme‟ tab, this section breaks down each
theme depending on your answer to highlight the exact sections that need
improving. The level of complexity of relating to each question and each score
is labelled as either acceptable if it is below the target minimum, or poor if it is
above the minimum.
Stage 2 instructions
1. Click on the „Stage 2-Questions‟ tab. This section has a list of questions relating
to the answers you gave in stage 1; you only need to answer the questions which
were regarded as giving a poor result in stage 1 using the same scoring system as
before. These questions are highlighted so you can see which ones you need to
answer.
2. The questions guide you on how to reduce the complexity for that particular
section; if you are unable to make the suggested changes you must keep your
original score.
3. Questions that don‟t need to be answered automatically input the score from
Stage 1 so that the total complexity can be calculated again.
4. Once all of the required questions have been scored you can view the results in
the same way as before by using the „Stage 2- Overall results‟ tab and the „Stage
2 – Results by theme‟ tab.
5. If there are still sections which exceed the target minimum complexity, you can
repeat the stage 2 process in order to try and reduce complexity. You may not
be able to get all of the areas to score below the target minimum; however you
will at least be aware of where the complexity is present in the project.
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Stage one questions

1. Organisational theme
1.1

Clients Brief

a

Is the clients brief complete, and if not to what degree is information missing

b

Is the clients brief clear and understood?

c

Is the clients brief achievable within the projects constraints?

1.2

Organisational Structure

a

Are the project roles clearly defined and documented?

b

Are clear channels of communication between all project parties set out with lines of
authority clear?

c

Is there an agreed structure and timetable for meetings?

d

Has the project team worked together on previous projects?

e

Are there good decision making frameworks or guidelines to follow?

f

Are there dispute resolution processes in place?

1.3

The Client and Project Stakeholders

a

Is there more than one client and does this affect the project?

b

Does the client have realistic aspirations for the project?

c

Is there too little input from the client?

d

Is there too much input from the client?

e

Does the client make regular changes without understanding the impact upon the
project?

f

Are there a large number of stakeholders and does this impact the project?

g

Do all of the stakeholders have the same aspirations for the project?

2. Planning and Management
2.1

Project coordination

a

Does the project have a large number of phases?

b

Does the project have a high level of interdependencies between the phases or
processes?

c

Is there a high degree of overlap between the phases in the project?

d

Is there a high level of interrelationship between activities in different overlapping
parts?

e

Does the project have a high value/cost?

2.2

Programming

a

Does the project have substantial critical path activities?

b

Is there a high degree of rigidity in the programme?
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c
2.3

Does the project have a long timescale?
Information

a

Is all required information available on time?

b

Is information easily accessible?

c

Is information transmitted successfully between all parties?

d

Is information updated when required?

e

Is appropriate feedback given on all information?

3. Operational and Technological theme
3.1

Technology

a

Does the project incorporate new or leading edge technology in the building process?

b

Does the project have a high level of mechanical and electrical installations?

c

Does the project have a high level of technology installations?

3.2

New methods

a

Does the project include any operations which have no known procedure?

b

Does the project include anything that has never been done before?

3.3

Inherent difficulty

a

Does the project have a high inherent complexity?

b

Does the project involve a high level of technically complex roles?

c

Does the project involve a high level of physically complex roles?

3.4

Project size

a

Does the project have a large physical size?

b

Are there a high number of trades involved?

4. Environmental theme
4.1
a

Physical Environment
Is the site in a restricted environment? (e.g. city centre location with limited
access/storage etc)

b

Is the site in a public environment? (surrounded by pedestrian access routes)

c

Is the site in an ancient environment (e.g. archaeological excavations required)?

d

Is the site in an exposed environment? (e.g., hillside location)

e

Is the site on contaminated land (e.g. landfill site?)

f

Is the site a brownfield site, if yes, what extent will this impact upon the construction?

4.2
a

Project Environment
Is the project an international project with project parties located in different
countries?
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b

Are the market conditions suitable for the project?

c

Does the project have any difficult legal issues (e.g. Land issues, litigations etc.)

5. Uncertainty theme
5.1
a

Location
Is the site location likely to suffer from adverse weather conditions (e.g. Exposed site
susceptible to high winds?)

b

Is there uncertainty relating to the sub surface?

c

Is an experienced local workforce available locally?

5.2

Existing structures

a

Does the project involve any unpredictable work in a defined new structure (for
example new work added to old buildings without record drawings)

b

Does the project involve any refurbishment works of existing buildings?

5.3

Planning

a

Are (or will) all working drawings available when construction begins?

b

Is there a degree of overlap in the design and construction?

5.4

Uniformity

a

Is there a lack of uniformity due to resource breakdown?

b

Is there a lack of uniformity due to continuous change in resources?
Figure A- 14 Stage one questions

Stage two questions

1. Organisational theme
1.1 Clients Brief
Your score indicated that the brief was incomplete and therefore more information
needs to be obtained from the client.
If all of the missing information has been obtained score 0
a
If not all of the information has been gathered score between 1 and 10 based upon the
degree of information still missing
If no further information has been gathered use you original score
Your score indicated that the brief was not clear or understood and therefore
clarification must be sought from the client.
If clarification has now been sought and the brief is now clear score 0
b
if the brief still has some parts that need clarification score between 1 and 10 based
upon the level of clarification still required
If no further clarification has been sought use your original score
Your score indicated that the brief was not achievable within the project constraints
and therefore these issues need to be brought to the attention if the client and
c
rectified.
If the brief has been adjusted according to the project constraints score 0
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If some modifications have been made but there are still some outstanding issues score
between 1 and 10 based upon the severity of the outstanding issues
If no modifications to the brief or project constraints have been made use your original
score
1.2 Organisational Structure

a

b

c

d

e

Your score indicated that the project roles were not clearly defined and documented
and therefore roles need to be more clearly defined and documented.
If the roles have now been defined and documented score 0
If there is still some ambiguity over project roles score between 1 and 10 based upon
the degree of ambiguity still present
If no change has been made use your original score
Your score indicated that clear channels of communication between project parties
were not set up, therefore a system of communication needs to be discussed and
agreed upon by all project parties.
If a good system of communication has now been set up score 0
If improvements have been made but there are still some communication issues score
between 1 and 10 based upon the problems still present
If no system has been put in place or no changes have been made use you original
score
Your score indicated that regular meetings between project parties have not been
structured and timetabled and therefore a better communication system needs to be
agreed upon.
If regular communication now takes place between all of the project parties score 0
If communication has improved but there are still some issues score between 1 and 10
based upon the severity of the issues still present
If no change has taken place use your original score
Your score indicated that the project team has not worked together on previous
projects and therefore there needs to be a plan in place to develop the new team as
an integrated unit.
If a plan to develop the team as an integrated unit has been agreed upon score 0
If the some development of the team has taken place but this is still causing problems
score between 1 and 10
If there is no change use your original score
Your score indicated that frameworks and guidelines for decision making are not
followed and therefore these need to be explored and agreed upon within the project
team.
If effective decision making processes have now been put in place score 0
If decision making processes have been put in place but there are still problems in this
area score between 1 and 10
If no change has taken place use your original score

Your score indicated that there are no dispute resolution processes in place and
therefore these need to be agreed upon within the project team.
If effective dispute resolution processes have now been put in place score 0
f
If dispute resolution processes have been put in place but there are still problems in
this area score between 1 and 10
If no change has taken place use your original score
1.3 The Client and Project Stakeholders
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a

b

c

d

e

f

g

Your score indicated that there is more than one client and that this adversely affects
the project, therefore the issues relating to this need to be identified and a strategy
for managing them must be agreed.
If the issues have been identified and a strategy for managing them agreed upon score
0
If the issues have been identified but are still causing a problem score between 1 and
10
If the issues have not been identified and no strategy has been agreed upon use your
original score
Your score indicated that the client does not have realistic aspirations for the project
which may impact upon the project, therefore these issues need to be discussed with
the client and resolved.
If these issues have been discussed with the client and resolved score 0
If these issues have been discussed but are still causing problems score between 1 and
10
If these issues have not been resolved use your original score
Your score indicated that there is too little input from the client and therefore more
communication with the client is required
If the level of input from the client is now appropriate or a clients advisor has been
appointed score 0
If the level has improved but there are still some problems score between 1 and 10
If input has not improved use your original score
Your score indicated that there is too much input from the client and therefore the
implications and issues related to this need to be raised with the client and an
agreement must be reached.
If the issues have been raised with the client and an agreement has been reached score
0
If the issues have been discussed but there is still a problem score between 1 and 10
If there is no change use your original score
Your score indicated that the client regularly makes changes without understanding
the impact upon the project, therefore greater communication with the client about
the impact these changes have needs to be established.
If these issues have been discussed and the client now understands the impact of the
changes they make score 0
If these issues have been discussed but the client is still making changes regularly
without understanding score between 1 and 10
If there is no change use your original score
Your score indicated that there are a large number of stakeholders and that this
adversely affects the project, therefore the issues relating to this need to be
identified and a strategy for managing them must be agreed.
If the issues have been identified and a strategy for managing them agreed upon score
0
if the issues have been identified but are still causing a problem score between 1 and
10
If the issues have not been identified and no strategy has been agreed upon use your
original score
Your score indicated that the stakeholders do not have the same aspirations for the
project and that this adversely affects the project, therefore this needs to be
discussed and some common goals need to be established
If this has been discussed and rectified score 0
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If this has been discussed but is still causing some problems score between 1 and 10
If there is no change use your original score

2. Planning and Management
2.1 Project coordination
Your score indicated that the project has a large number of phases, therefore the
issues relating to this need to be identified and a strategy to manage them needs to
be put in place.
If the issues have been identified and a strategy for management has been put in place
a
score 0
If the issues have been identified but there are still some problems relating to this score
between 1 and 10
If there is no change use your original score
Your score indicated that there is a high level of interdependencies between project
phases or processes, therefore the issues relating to this need to be identified and a
strategy to manage them needs to be put in place.
If the issues have been identified and a strategy for management has been put in place
b
score 0
If the issues have been identified but there are still some problems relating to this score
between 1 and 10
If there is no change use your original score
Your score indicated that there is a high degree of overlap between the project
phases, therefore the issues relating to this need to be identified and a strategy to
manage them needs to be put in place.
If the issues have been identified and a strategy for management has been put in place
c
score 0
If the issues have been identified but there are still some problems relating to this score
between 1 and 10
If there is no change use your original score
Your score indicated that there is a high level of interrelationship between activities
in different overlapping parts, therefore the issues relating to this need to be
identified and a strategy to manage them needs to be put in place.
If the issues have been identified and a strategy for management has been put in place
d
score 0
If the issues have been identified but there are still some problems relating to this score
between 1 and 10
If there is no change use your original score
Your score indicated that the project has a high value/cost therefore appropriate
project control systems need to be implemented in order to monitor and control the
programme.
If an appropriate control system is in place then score 0
e
If a control system is in place but is not effective enough for the project score between
1 and 10
If no control system has been put in place use your original score
2.2 Programming
Your score indicated that the programme has substantial critical path activities,
therefore the programme may need to be revised to ensure it is the most
appropriate.
a
If the programme has been reviewed and agreed as the best plan score 0
If the programme has been reviewed and revised but there are still some issues relating
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to this score between 1 and 10
If there has been no change use your original score
Your score indicated that there is a high degree of rigidity in the programme,
therefore there may not be enough flexibility in the programme to deal with
uncertainty and the programme may need revising.
If the programme has been reviewed and agreed as the best plan score 0
b
If the programme has been reviewed and revised but there are still some issues relating
to this score between 1 and 10
If there has been no change use your original score
Your score indicated that the project has a long timescale, therefore appropriate
project control systems need to be implemented in order to monitor and control the
programme.
If an appropriate control system is in place then score 0
c
If a control system is in place but is not effective enough for the project score between
1 and 10
If no control system has been put in place use your original score
2.3 Information
Your score indicated that information is not available on time, therefore a more
effective system of requesting and producing information is required.
If a new system is put in place and information is now available when required score 0
a
If the production of information on time has improved but there are still problems
score between 1 and 10
If there is no change use your original score
Your score indicated that project information is not easily accessible, therefore a
more effective system for accessing information is required.
If a new system is put in place and information is now more easily accessible score 0
b
If access to information has improved but there are still problems score between 1 and
10
If there is no change use your original score
Your score indicated that project information is not transmitted successfully between
all parties, therefore a more effective information transmittal procedure is required.
If a new system is in place and information is now successfully transmitted between all
c
parties score 0
If a new system is in place but there are still some problems score between 1 and 10
If no change has taken place use your original score
Your score indicated that project information is not updated when required,
therefore a more effective information management system is required.
If a new system is put in place and information is now updated effectively score 0
d
If updating information has improved but there are still problems score between 1 and
10
If there is no change use your original score
Your score indicated that appropriate feedback is not given on information,
therefore an effective feedback process is required.
If a new system is put in place and effective feedback is now given score 0
e
If feedback has improved but there are still problems score between 1 and 10
If there is no change use your original score

3. Operational and Technological theme
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3.1 Technology
Your score indicated that the project incorporates new or leading edge technology in
the building process, and therefore specialist expertise may be required to carry this
out.
a
If appropriate expertise are available score 0
If the exact expertise required is not available score between 1 and 10
If the expertise is not available use your original score.
Your score indicated that the project incorporates a high level of M&E installations
and therefore specialist expertise may be required to carry this out.
If appropriate expertise are available score 0
b
If the exact expertise required is not available score between 1 and 10
If the expertise is not available use your original score
Your score indicated that the project incorporates a high level of technology
installations and therefore specialist expertise may be required to carry this out.
If appropriate expertise are available score 0
c
If the exact expertise required is not available score between 1 and 10
If the expertise is not available use your original score
3.2 New methods
Your score indicated that the project involves operations which have no known
procedure, therefore a procedure for this needs to be developed and agreed.
If a procedure has been developed and agreed upon score 0
a
If a procedure has been developed but there are still some problems score between 1
and 10
If there is no change use your original score
Your score indicated that the project involves operations which have never been
done before, therefore a procedure for this needs to be developed and agreed.
If a procedure has been developed and agreed upon score 0
b
If a procedure has been developed but there are still some problems score between 1
and 10
If there is no change use your original score
3.3 Inherent difficulty
Your score indicated that the project has a high level of inherent complexity in the
building process; therefore experienced personnel should be used.
If very experienced personnel are involved in this process score 0
a
If less experienced personnel are involved score between 1 and 10 based upon the level
of experience
If inexperienced personnel are involved use your original score.
Your score indicated that the project has a high level of technical complexity in the
building process, and therefore specialist expertise may be required to carry this out.
If appropriate expertise are available score 0
b
If the exact expertise required is not available score between 1 and 10
If the expertise is not available use your original score.
Your score indicated that the project has a high level of physical complexity in the
building process, and therefore specialist expertise may be required to carry this out.
c
If appropriate expertise are available score 0
If the exact expertise required is not available score between 1 and 10
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If the expertise is not available use your original score.
3.4 Project size
Your score indicated that the project has a large physical size, therefore the
implications of this must be identified and a strategy for management agreed.
If the implications have been identified and a strategy for management has been
a
adopted score 0
If the implications have been identified however there are still some problems score
between 1 and 10
If there is no change use you original score
Your score indicated that there are a large number of trades involved, therefore there
needs to be a good coordination and management system in place.
If good coordination of the trades is in place score 0
b
If the coordination of trades is a problem score between 1 and 10
If no change in coordination has taken place use you original score

4. Environmental theme
4.1 Physical Environment
Your score indicated that the site is in a restricted environment, therefore the
implications of this must be identified and a strategy for management agreed.
If the implications have been identified and a strategy for management has been
a
adopted score 0
If the implications have been identified however there are still some problems score
between 1 and 10
If there is no change use you original score
Your score indicated that the site is in a public environment, the implications of this
must be identified and a strategy for management agreed.
If the implications have been identified and a strategy for management has been
b
adopted score 0
If the implications have been identified however there are still some problems score
between 1 and 10
If there is no change use you original score
Your score indicated that the site is in an ancient environment, the implications of
this must be identified and a strategy for management agreed.
If the implications have been identified and a strategy for management has been
c
adopted score 0
If the implications have been identified however there are still some problems score
between 1 and 10
If there is no change use you original score
Your score indicated that the site is in an exposed environment, the implications of
this must be identified and a strategy for management agreed.
If the implications have been identified and a strategy for management has been
d
adopted score 0
If the implications have been identified however there are still some problems score
between 1 and 10
If there is no change use you original score
Your score indicated that the site is on contaminated land, the implications of this
must be identified and a strategy for management agreed.
e
If the implications have been identified and a strategy for management has been
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adopted score 0
If the implications have been identified however there are still some problems score
between 1 and 10
If there is no change use you original score
Your score indicated that the site is a brownfield site which impacts upon the
construction, the implications of this must be identified and a strategy for
management agreed.
If the implications have been identified and a strategy for management has been
f
adopted score 0
If the implications have been identified however there are still some problems score
between 1 and 10
If there is no change use you original score
4.2 Project Environment
Your score indicated that the project is an international project with many of the
parties involved located in different countries, therefore the implications of this must
be identified and a strategy for management agreed.
If the implications have been identified and a strategy for management has been
a
adopted score 0
If the implications have been identified however there are still some problems score
between 1 and 10
If there is no change use you original score
Your score indicated that the market conditions are not suitable for the project,
therefore the implications of this must be identified and a strategy for management
agreed.
If the implications have been identified and a strategy for management has been
b
adopted score 0
If the implications have been identified however there are still some problems score
between 1 and 10
If there is no change use you original score
Your score indicated that there are difficult legal conditions involved in the project,
therefore the implications of this must be identified and a strategy for management
agreed.
If the implications have been identified and a strategy for management has been
c
adopted score 0
If the implications have been identified however there are still some problems score
between 1 and 10
If there is no change use you original score

5. Uncertainty theme
5.1 Location
Your score indicated that the site is in an area which may be susceptible to adverse
weather conditions, therefore the implications of this must be identified and a
strategy for management agreed.
If the implications have been identified and a strategy for management has been
a
adopted score 0
If the implications have been identified however there are still some problems score
between 1 and 10
If there is no change use you original score
Your score indicated that there is unpredictability relating to the sub surface,
b
therefore a full site investigations is required.
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If a complete site investigation has been carried out and the uncertainty has been
eliminated score 0
If a partial site investigation has been carried out but there is still some uncertainty
relating to the sub surface score between 1 and 10
If an appropriate level of site investigation has not been carried out and there is still
uncertainty use your original score
Your score indicated that there is a lack of experienced local workforce, therefore
workers may need to be sourced from different areas or training may be required.
If experienced workforce has been located score 0
c
If some experienced workers are still required score between 1 and 10
If there is no change use your original score
5.2 Existing structures
You score indicated that the project involves unpredictable work in a defined new
structure; therefore the required information relating to the structure must be
obtained.
If the required information has been obtained score 0
a
If the information has been obtained but there is still unpredictability score between 1
and 10
If there is no further information use your original score
Your score indicated that the project involves refurbishment work in old structures,
therefore the required information relating to the structure must be obtained.
If the required information has been obtained score 0
b
If the information has been obtained but there is still unpredictability score between 1
and 10
If there is no further information use your original score
5.3 Planning
Your score indicated that there is a lack of working drawings, therefore these need to
be obtained.
If the working drawings have now been obtained score 0
a
If some drawings are still missing score between 1 and 10
If no more drawings have been obtained use your original score
Your score indicated that there is an overlap in design and construction, therefore
this overlap needs to be carefully planned and controlled in order to ensure that
there is enough information for the construction to proceed.
b
If the overlap is managed and no delay to construction is caused score 0
If the overlap causes delays to construction score between 1 and 10
If there is no change use your original score
5.4 Uniformity
Your score indicated that there may be a lack of uniformity due to a breakdown in
resources, therefore the issues relating to this must be identified and a strategy for
managing them put in place.
If the implications have been identified and a strategy for management has been
a
adopted score 0
If the implications have been identified however there are still some problems score
between 1 and 10
If there is no change use you original score
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b

Your score indicated that there may be a lack of uniformity due to continuous
changes in resources, therefore the issues relating to this must be identified and a
strategy for managing them put in place.
If the implications have been identified and a strategy for management has been
adopted score 0
If the implications have been identified however there are still some problems score
between 1 and 10
If there is no change use you original score
Figure A- 15 Stage two questions
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Appendix I: Model testing results
Test case study one: city centre hotel and conference centre
Average Complexity Exposure by theme
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Figure A- 16 Test case study one: Average complexity exposure by theme (stage 1)

Figure A- 17 Test case study one: Organisational theme results (stage 1)
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Figure A- 18 Test case study one: Planning and management theme results (stage 1)

Figure A- 19 Test case study one: Operational and technological theme results (stage 1)

Figure A- 20 Test case study one: Environmental theme results (stage 1)
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Figure A- 21 Test case study one: Uncertainty theme results (stage 1)
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Figure A- 22 Test case study one: Average complexity exposure by theme (stage 2)
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Figure A- 23 Test case study one: Organisational theme results (stage 2)

Figure A- 24 Test case study one: Planning and management theme results (stage 2)

Figure A- 25 Test case study one: Operational and technological theme results (stage 2)
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Figure A- 26 Test case study one: Environmental theme results (stage 2)

Figure A- 27 Test case study one: Uncertainty theme results (stage 2)
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Test case study two: Riverfront museum
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Figure A- 28 Test case study two: Average complexity exposure by theme (stage 1)

Figure A- 29 Test case study two: Organisational theme results (stage 1)
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Figure A- 30 Test case study two: Planning and management theme results (stage 1)

Figure A- 31 Test case study two: Operational and technological theme results (stage 1)

Figure A- 32 Test case study two: Environmental theme results (stage 1)
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Figure A- 33 Test case study two: Uncertainty theme results (stage 1)
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Figure A- 34 Test case study two: Average complexity exposure by theme (stage 2)
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Figure A- 35 Test case study two: Organisational theme results (stage 2)

Figure A- 36 Test case study two: Planning and management theme results (stage 2)

Figure A- 37 Test case study two: Operational and technological theme results (stage 2)
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Figure A- 38 Test case study two: Environmental theme results (stage 2)

Figure A- 39 Test case study two: Uncertainty theme results (stage 2)
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Test case study three: Theatre refurbishment
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Figure A- 40 Test case study three: Average complexity exposure by theme (stage 1)

Figure A- 41 Test case study three: Organisational theme results (stage 1)
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Figure A- 42 Test case study three: Planning and management theme results (stage 1)

Figure A- 43 Test case study three: Operational and technological theme results (stage 1)

Figure A- 44 Test case study three: Environmental theme results (stage 1)
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Figure A- 45 Test case study three: Uncertainty theme results (stage 1)
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Figure A- 46 Test case study three: Average complexity exposure by theme (stage 2)
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Figure A- 47 Test case study three: Organisational theme results (stage 2)

Figure A- 48 Test case study three: Planning and management theme results (stage 2)

Figure A- 49 Test case study three: Operational and technological theme results (stage 2)
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Figure A- 50 Test case study three: Environmental theme results (stage 2)

Figure A- 51 Test case study three: Uncertainty theme results (stage 2)
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